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ABSTRACT
Public Participation and Bureaucratic
Accountability: Water Resources
Planning in New England
(September 1, 1977)
Stuart G. Koch, B.A., Ursinus College
M.A.
,
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Lewis C. Mainzer
Because of their specialized knowledge and political
skills, administrators play a major role in public policy-
making. This study examines that role, with emphasis on one
policy area, water resources. The central question explored
is: "How can public bureaucrats, who may be motivated by a
number of political, organizational, professional, and
personal concerns, be held accountable, so as to enhance the
creation of responsible public policies?" Through the use
of three case-studies of water resources planning, one
approach to this problem, that of increasing public partici-
pation in administrative activities, is assessed.
Generally, the study reveals public participation to
be a concept rich in theory and practice. Both the general
arguments for public participation and the specific require-
ments for citizen involvement in water resources planning are
examined. One initial conclusion is that, of the many argu-
ments advanced, the most significant are that participation
enhances both democracy and the quality of public policies.
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The specialized literature focusing on the techniques for
involving the public in water resources planning is also
reviewed.
An examination of three regional studies conducted
by the New England River Basins Commission: the Long Island
Sound Study, the Southeastern New England Study, and the
Connecticut River Basin Supplemental Study, found many citi-
zens participating through elaborate programs employing
widely-used techniques
,
such as advisory groups and public
meetings. As indicated by a survey of 1400 meeting attenders
,
these participants proved to be particularly well-educated,
affluent, active, involved in local government, and environ-
mentally oriented. Demographic al ly , they were not broadly
representative, especially of lower-income, minority, and
working-class groups. Nevertheless, these participants
influenced the respective plans by (1) providing supplemental
information, (2) assessing methodologies, (3) raising broad
value considerations, (4) focusing attention on current prob-
lems, and (5) helping to evolve politically acceptable plans.
In terms of enhancing bureaucratic accountability,
citizen participation in these studies may be viewed as an
imperfect mechanism. The citizens lacked real decision-
making authority; moreover, problems of representativeness,
program structure, role, timing, parochialism, and limited
information characterized their participation. However, the
viii
major conclusion of this analysis is that, despite these
problems, public participation served to increase the
accountability of the planners by bringing to the studies
a knowledge of local conditions and a range of values V7hich,
while limited, exceeded that of the planners. It also
fostered other channels of control through the Congress and
fellow professionals. Thus, citizen involvement increased
the likelihood that effective and responsive plans would
result. This analysis found that more systematic participa-
tion, especially the later stages of policy-making (authori-
zation, funding, and implementation), is needed, as are other
reforms. In general, citizen participation, then, should be
limited to an advisory role, and within that framework it
should be pursued as one of several interrelated means by
which bureaucratic accountability and responsible public
policy can be realized.
ix
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INTRODUCTION
This study focuses primarily on the role of
bureaucrats in public policy formulation in one substantive
policy area, water resources.''" Within this framework, the
following analysis examines the extent to which public
administrators create public policies and explores the
question of how accountable bureaucratic policy-making and
responsible public policies can be realized. Through the
use of three studies of v;ater resources planning, the author
evaluates "public participation" as a means to this end.
The recent expansion of the role of administrators
in policy-making in water resources and other policy areas
poses certain potential hazards for a democratic society,
since most public administrative policy-makers are not
readily subjected to direct popular control. The question
of how to enhance the accountability of these bureaucrats
has been recognized as an important concern by many authors.
The literature of public administration has dealt with this
concern for accountability in a variety of ways:
'"The term "bureaucrat" is used throughout this study
in a neutral, descriptive manner to designate those indivi-
duals who work in the American public service. It is used
below synonymously with other terms, such as "public
adm.inistratcr" or "public bureaucrat." Although many
people use the term in a pejorative sense, clearly no
such connotation is intended here.
21. Different authors have argued that the control of
bureaucracy lies in the strengthening of the
accountability of administrators to either the
President, the Congress, the courts, fellow
professionals, or the public at-large. These
authors have deemed their particular approaches
preferable for increasing the accountability of
all bureaucratic policy-makers in the American
public service.
2. Other authors, such as Herbert Kaufman and Norman
Powell, have sought to develop an overview of these
2different approaches to controlling bureaucracy.
Such studies have helped to clarify the compata-
bility of, or the tensions between, various means
for holding any or all public bureaucracies
accountable
.
3. Still other authors, including Marilyn Gittell, have
analyzed the application of one of the above
3
approaches to given agencies or policy areas. Such
studies have also sought to evaluate the specific
^Herbert Kaufman, "Administrative Decentralization and
Political Power," Public Administration Review , XXIX (January/
February 1969)
, pp. 3-15; Norman J. Powell, Responsible Public
Bure aucracy in the United States (Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
JncT, 1967) .
^Marilyn Gittell, Participants and Participation (New
York: F. A. Praeger, 1967); Mario Fantini , Marilyn Gittell
and Richard Magat
,
Community Control and the Urban School
(New York: Praeger Publishers, Inc., 1970).
3techniques utilized to implement particular
approaches
.
4. Finally, Hanna Pitkin and other authors have, at a
theoretical level, discussed what it means to be
"accountable" or "representative."^ These works
have aided in the understanding of what are very
complex political concepts.
In part, the literature suggests that the term accounta-
bility, like other related concepts such as representation,
has an imprecise meaning. To say that administrative officials
in a democratic society should be accountable is, generally
speaking
,
to say that they should be answerable legally and/or
politically for the discharge of their duties. Traditionally,
authors have focused on the negative aspects of this concern,
seeking ways either to prevent bureaucrats from abusing their
powers or to punish them if they did so. However, as Hanna
Pitkin observes, such concerns for accountability have offered
few insights into how administrators ought to act in policy-
making and other related activities.^ Similarly, there has
been relatively little discussion of the specific ways in
which different means of providing accountability can improve
administrative policy-making performance.
"^Hanna Pitkin, The Concept of Representation (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1967).
^Ibid.
, pp. 55-59.
Research Needs
Given this state-of-the-art, one can identify several
basic needs for further research on the subject of adminis-
trative accountability. For example, there is a need to
understand better the role which bureaucrats play in the
formulation of public policies. Second, there exists the
need to determine what impact the efforts to increase
accountability, by various alternate means, has on bureau-
cratic behavior and on the policy outputs and outcomes which
result. Third, further case-studies are necessary to evalu-
ate the application of given approaches to accountability,
particularly in policy areas not adequately examined at
present. Certain approaches for increasing administrative
accountability may be more appropriate in certain policy
areas than in others. Fourth, where certain approaches seem
useful, there is the need to evaluate specific techniques for
holding administrators accountable.
The Research Design of the Study
The following study attempts to address itself to
these research needs and seeks to provide new insights into
the accountability of bureaucratic policy-makers. In order
to do so, it focuses on one proposed means for insuring
accountability, public participation, in one policy area,
water resources. The core of this research is an analysis
of public participation in three regional planning studies
conducted by the New England River Basins Commission, an
agency encharged with coordinating federal, state, and inter-
state plans for the development of water and related land
resources in its region. These three studies are the Long
Island Sound Study, the Southeastern New England Study, and
the Connecticut River Basin Supplemental Study.
Chapter One begins by assessing the role which public
administrators play in the formulation of our nation's poli-
cies, the problems which this role poses for a democratic
society, and the resulting needs for and means of attaining
bureaucratic accountability. A broad and positive orienta-
tion toward the subject of accountability is adopted. To
this author, the critical, yet frequently ignored, aspect of
the concern for bureaucratic accountability is the need to
ensure that bureaucrats create policies which are "responsibl
This orientation to the concept of accountability
reflects the fact that many special interests compete with
"the public interest" in the creation of public policies.
The demands of a host of political actors, apart from duly
elected or appointed officials, impinge upon the discretion
of bureaucrats in the policy-making process. In addition,
professional and organizaticnal concerns weigh heavily on the
minds of bureaucratic policy-makers. Following this discus-
sion, the author examines in depth the particular problems of
bureaucratic accountability in water resources planning and
policy-making.
The second chapter explores the many dimensions of
the case for public participation in administrative decision-
making. Clearly, public participation may have merits which
are distinct from its merits for enhancing accountability
and which may affect one's assessment of citizen involvement
in policy-making. However, the author gives particular
attention to an evaluation of public participation as one of
several proposed means for enhancing the accountability of
bureaucratic policy-makers. With this background, the study
examines the current requirements for citizen involvement in
water resources planning and the various modes by which the
public has been involved in this enterprise.
The next three chapters center on public participation
in the three case-studies. Chapter Three examines the back-
ground of the New England River Basins Commission and its
three regional programs, the objectives of public participa-
tion in these programs, and the strategies used to involve
the public in them. The methodological techniques employed
in this endeavor are outlined below in Appendix A. Chapter
Four traces the impact of public participation on the three
separate planning processes and the planning documents which
the respective staffs produced, while Chapter Five evaluates
the impact of citizen involvement on the accountability of
the planners and other administrators involved in these plan-
ning efforts.
Finally, armed with the insights provided by these
case-studies, the author, in Chapter Six, assesses both th
impact of citizen participation on bureaucratic accountability
and public policy within the realm of water resources and the
general impact of citizen participation on bureaucratic
accountability and public policy. The appropriateness of
public participation as one of several means of enhancing
bureaucratic accountability in water resources planning and
in public policy-making in general is considered.
However, before beginning this consideration, it would
seem appropriate to recognize the limitations upon this effort.
They are of several varieties. First, there are the general
limitations inherent in an essentially case-study approach.
One must be cautious in applying the conclusions reached below
about the three NERBC Studies to other water resources planning
efforts. Similar caution must be observed in applying the
conclusions about citizen participation in water resources
planning and policy-making to other policy areas. Second, the
following analysis does not examine all the possible impacts
of citizen involvement in administrative decision-making, such
as its effects on the individual self-development of those
participating. It does permit the author to study in detail
one particular concern meriting attention, knowing that other
concerns beyond the purview of this study do exist. In
addition, the focus on one specific policy area, water
resources
,
permits the author to consider the applicability
of the concept of public participation and of specific
8participation techniques to this policy area, as distinct from
others
.
9CHAPTER I
BUREAUCRATIC ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESPONSIBLE
PUBLIC POLICY: PROBLEMS IN
WATER RESOURCES PLANNING
Public administrators in the United States create as
well as execute public policies and programs. As the scope
of national public policies has expanded dramatically in the
United States in recent decades , so has the role of public
administrators in defining such policies. This trend is
evidenced in the literature of public administration and
related fields. In the post-war era, writers, starting with
Paul Appleby, have increasingly rejected the separation of
politics and administration which characterized the earlier
analysis of Frank J. Goodnow."'" Instead, most observers cur-
rently view these two processes as being inexorably linked,
and many focus their attention specifically on bureaucratic
policy-making.^
Public Policy-Making by Bureaucracy
The role of administrators in making public policy has
many dimensions. This reflects the fact that the term "public
^Paul Appleby, Policy and Administration (University,
Alabama: University of Alabama Press, 1949).
^For a discussion of the politics-administration rela-
tionship see Lewis C. Mainzer, Political Bureaucracy (Glenview,
Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Company , 19 73) , pp. 69-72.
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policy" lacks precision and encompasses a broad range of acti-
vities. Most commonly the term is used by authors to describe
a settled course of action, including goals and strategies
for reaching those goals, which is adopted or followed by
3government. However, in practice, such courses of action,
or policies, are formed in a variety of ways. They may be
formally enunciated in statutes or agency guidelines, or they
may develop over time in a less deliberate manner, as the sum
of individual decisions by governmental officials. The latter
suggests that policies may be unannounced, unrecognized, or
unintended. Therefore, administrative involvement in the
creation of public policy, like policy-making itself, occurs
at a variety of junctures and with varying degrees of formality,
One way in which bureaucrats create public policy is
by participating in the process by which legislation is formu-
lated and enacted. They initiate budget requests, as well as
propose and influence legislation. Indeed, administrative
power with respect to the creation of the federal budget and
the drafting of bills has grown steadily in the last five
decades. Bureaucrats also contribute to the legislative pro-
cess by such diverse means as testifying at hearings, giving
informal advice, and performing long-term planning and policy
analysis, which often becomes a basis for later legislation.
Public administrators
,
particularly those in regulatory
"^Carl J. Friedrich, Man and His Government (New York
McGraw-Hill, 1963), p. 70.
agencies, also create policies through the use of formal
"rule-naking" powers. Rule-maxing is a distinctly legisla-
tive function, which serves to define and clarify the gen-
eral mandates of the Congress. Given the imprecision of the
standards established by law, as seen In such phrases as
"just and reasonable rates" and "public interest, convenience,
or necessity," such activities serve to create policy. * For
exa.mple
,
when the Interstate Cor^aerce Conmission formulates
rules governing the operation of the railroads, it is making
transportation policy. Such policies are further defined and
reinforced through the adjudicative mechanisms within these
same agencies.
In addition, bureaucrats routinely create public
policy as they administer federal laws and programs. Because
of the general nature of the legal framework within which
administrators operate, as mentioned above, bureaucrats exert
considerable discretion in the implementation process. In
part, they make policy by establishing agency guidelines
governing the implementation of national programs. Typically,
such guidelines set forth additional criteria for distributing
benefits and services, as well as procedures for handling
individual cases. Moreover, administrators, as described by
Francis Rourke
,
make final decisions, choosing among alterna-
tives and determining "how the power of the state should be
4
Mainzer, p. 40,
used in specific cases. Taken individually, these decisions
have policy implications; taken collectively, they constitute
public policy. Thus, the discretionary powers which bureau-
crats enjoy in performing their administrative duties neces-
sarily involve them in policy-making.^
Although these different dimensions of policy-making
are in many ways distinct, they are highly interrelated.
Decisions made and lessons learned in implementation are
likely to be reflected later in formal proposals for legisla-
tion. Where the direction of laws or rules ends and bureau-
cratic discretion begins is difficult to determine. In short,
public policy-making is in practice a continuous process in
which policies are being formulated—both implicitly and
explicitly--as they are being administered."^ The incremental
nature of American public policy-making, which has been
depicted by Aaron Wildavsky, Charles Lindblom and other author
emphasizes the present importance of administrators in the
o
creation of public policy.
Both the specialized knowledge and the political power
5Francis E. Rourke
,
Bureaucracy, Politics, and Public
Policy (Boston: Little, Brown and Company' 1969)
,
"p. 50.
^ Ibid
.
, p. 55.
7Carl J. Friedrich, "Public Policy and the Nature of
Administrative Responsibility," reprinted in Francis Rourke,
ed.
, Bureaucratic Power in National Politics , 2nd ed. (Boston:
Little, Brown and Com.pany, 1972), pp. 316-325.
gSee Aaron Wildavsky, The Politics of the Budgetary
Process (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1964), Chapters
4 and 5.
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Of administrators enhance this role. With regard to the
former, it is clear that bureaucrats are of necessity involved
in the many dimensions of policy-making because they are
sources of specialized knowledge rarely equalled elsewhere in
government. This knowledge may reflect their particular edu-
cation or training (expertise)
, but frequently it stems simply
from the extensive division of labor in the organizations in
which they work and their closeness to the actual implementa-
tion of ongoing policies.^ As a result, other political
institutions, such as the Congress, typically rely on the
specialized information supplied by administrators in their
own policy-making activities. Another result is that such
institutions delegate considerable authority to appropriate
agencies.
Bureaucrats function not only as experts, however, but
also as political actors in their own right. Despite the
reluctance of most administrators to acknowledge their politi-
cal activities, they frequently engage in lobbying and public
relations efforts to promote their policy positions.''"^ To aid
in these efforts, administrators cultivate the support of
clientele and other groups with which they share general
policy concerns. Such interest-group support varies oonsider-
9Peter Woll
, "Bureaucrats as Policymaking Agents," in
John M. Nickerson
,
Roy W. Shin, and Roger Teachout, eds., A
Study of Policymaking (Berkeley: McCutchan Publishing Corp.,
1971)
, pp. 125-126.
^^Ibid.
, pp. 128-132.
14
ably from one situation to another and may at times dissipate.
In the long run it has proven to be an important source of
political strength for bureaucrats, although the price of
maintaining constituency support, of course, is to accept
constituent policy views as a major influence on agency
decision-making. Both lobbying by administrators and con-
stituency support strengthen the position of agencies in bar-
gaining with other political institutions on questions of
policy and, thus, increase administrative involvement in the
creation of public policy.
In summary, bureaucrats play a varied and influential,
if not dominant, role in public policy-making at the present
time. This role is enhanced by several factors, including
the political strength of the bureaucrats, the importance of
their expertise in an increasingly complex society, and the
very inseparability of administrative and policy-making func-
tions. Furthermore, the nature of these factors suggests
that administrators will continue to influence American public
policy in the foreseeable future. Indeed, most observers
would seem to agree with the following assessment of Norman
Thomas
:
It is doubtful that any modern industrial society
could manage the daily operation of its public affairs
without bureaucratic organizations in which officials
play a major policy-making role.H
'"'Norman C. Thomas, Rule 9: Politics, Administration
,
and Civil Rights (New York: Random House, 1966)
, p. 6.
Bureaucratic Accountability and Democracy
From the perspective of Norton Long and other authors,
this increased involvement by bureaucrats in policy-making
serves to foster the democratic nature of American govern-
ment. ^2 Long argues that bureaucrats are in general more
demographically representative of the public than are most
elected officials. He concludes, therefore, that, since such
characteristics affect the decisions which an individual makes,
policies created by administrators, rather than by elected
officials, will more accurately reflect public needs and
preferences.^^ Certainly, the linkage between one's back-
ground, one's demographic characteristics, and subsequent
decisions requires much greater scrutiny. This need is indi-
cated in the contemporary literature of "representative
bureaucracy." However, Long's basic thesis that bureaucracy
may in various ways enhance democratic government is an
important one.
In other respects, however, administrative policy-
making poses potential problems for democracy in the United
States. These problems center primarily on the accountability
of those bureaucrats who engage in policy-making activities.
A basic criterion of democratic government in the United
12Norton Long, The Polity (Chicago: Rand McNally and
Company, 1962)
, p. 70.
Ibid.
states or elsewhere is that its public officials, as repre-
sentatives of the people, should be accountable to the citi-
zenry for their actions in office. The term "accountable"
in this context means that governmental officials should be
answerable both legally and politically to the public for the
performance of their duties. "'-^ This concept is intended to
ensure that officials will be responsive to public needs and
preferences and that government "by the people" will prevail.
It follows from this that governmental officials, including
administrators, should be accountable for the policies which
they create.
However, to the extent that administrators supplant
elected officials or their appointees as the authors of
public policy, such accountability becomes difficult to
achieve. In general, the loci of governmental decision-
making becomes less accessible to the public. As Frederick
Mosher observes, the vast majority of public administrators,
who are hired rather than elected or appointed, are several
15
steps removed from direct public control. Consequently,
those methods traditionally employed to insure the accounta-
bility of Congressional or Presidential policy-makers seem
less appropriate for their bureaucratic counterparts. For
'"^For further discussion see Mainzer, pp. 11-13, 68.
^^Frederick C. Mosher, Democracy and the Public Ser-
vice (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968) , p. 3.
example, elections provide a direct, although infrequent,
mechanism for holding Congressmen and Presidents answerable,
but bureaucrats are far less subject to their pressures.
Administrators are not directly subject to popular election.
Although bureaucratic policy-making is likely to
exhibit a trustee dimension, a general commitment to serve
the interests of the public, there is, argue Doerksen and
Pierce, little direct accountability involved. -"-^ As bureau-
cratic involvement in policy-making has increased, the
accountability of American policy-makers has apparently
declined. A broad range of authors share Carl Friedrich's
assessment that "administrative responsibility has not kept
1 7pace with our administrative tasks."
This general concern for accountability is not meant
by most authors as an indictment of either bureaucracy or
individual bureaucrats, nor is it intended as such by this
author. It stem.s less from a concern for individuals deliber-
ately abusing their power than from a recognition that bureau-
cratic policy-making, an important function which is not
subject to the electoral process, is a highly complex process
in which a variety of political, organizational, professional,
and human factors intervene. In recent years, many authors
1 fi
Harvey R. Doerksen and John C. Pierce, "Citizen
Influence in Water Policy Decisions: Context, Constraints,
and Alternatives," Water Resources Bulletin , XI (October 1975)
p. 961.
17Friedrich, p. 319.
18
have increasingly focused on the impact of these factors on
public policy.
Intervening political factor.. The political environ-
ment in which bureaucrats operate is such that the demands
of a host of political actors, apart from duly elected or
appointed officials, impinge upon the discretion of bureau-
crats in public policy-making. Most contemporary studies of
Congress, including one by Green, Fallows, and Zwick, indi-
cate that in practice the passage of a given legislative act
depends as much upon its base of political support as upon
its own intrinsic merits. To muster such support, adminis-
trators interact with various interest groups and with other
bureaucrats in other agencies, as well as with key Congress-
men and executive officials. The result is that in many
instances, policy develops as a series of compromises which
reflect, in Graham Allison's words, "the pulling and hauling
19that is politics." However, as critics of "interest-group
theory" point out, such compromises may represent only the
interests of major political actors and not necessarily those
of the public at large.
Intervening organizational factors
. Various organiza-
tional characteristics and concerns also limit the ability of
1
8
Mark J. Green, James M. Fallows, and David R. Zwick,
Who Runs Congress? (New York: Bantam Books, 1972)
,
Chapter 2.
19Graham T. Allison, The Essence of Decis ion: Explam-
ing the Cuban Missile Crisis (Boston : Little, Brown and Com^""
pany, 1971)
, p. 144^
administrators to define and act in the interests of the
public. Their impacts vary considerably. First, the hier-
archical nature of public organizations may curtail full and
rational discussion of the issues at stake in a policy-
decision. Rourke, for example, concludes:
The inequality of power inherent in hierarchy meansthat the views of highly placed individuals carryimmense weight, not because of the persuasiveness oftheir arguments but simply because of the exhalted
status from which they speak. 2 0
Second, the fact that bureaucratic decision-making is often
closed to the public has similar ramifications. While this
may permit a more candid discussion of the issues involved,
it makes it difficult for certain political groups to parti-
cipate and obscures the real sources of influence on deci-
21
sions
.
Third, many authors have observed that concerns for
an organization's survival or betterment, as well as for the
public welfare, frequently weigh on the minds of administrators
and color their perceptions of reality. Such arguments are
admittedly difficult to substantiate, yet many interesting
case-studies which document such concerns have been performed.
In the extreme, such pressures may cause administrators, as
Coates describes, to pursue policies designed primarily to
further the organization itself and to avoid those innovative
20 Rourke, pp. 106-107.
^"Ibid.
, pp. 114-115.
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policies which might jeopardize the existence of that bodY.22
Intervening professional factnr^ The growing pro-
fessionalism present in federal agencies has a similar and
equally important effect. At present, one or more profes-
sional groups can usually be identified with any agency
subunit; in long-established organizations, one such group
frequently has emerged as dominant. For example, Foresters
play a decisive role in the Forest Service, as do Foreign
Service Officers in the State Department. In such instances,
observes Frederick Mosher, each profession
brings to an organization its own particularized view
of the world and of the agency's role and mission in
It. The perspective and motivation of each profes-
sional are shaped at least to some extent by the lens
provided him by his professional education,' by his
prior professional experiences, and by his professional
colleagues
.
The likely result of this process is that policies formulated
by such agencies will reflect, at least in part, the standards
and values held by the dominant professional group or groups
within that organization.
However, critics, such as Robert Goodman in his After
the Planners
,
argue that the standards and values held by a
profession need not necessarily be appropriate for or reflect
24those of society at large. They represent the culmination
22
R. Coates
,
"Why Public Participation is Essential in
Technology Assessment," Public Administration Review , XXXV
(January/February 1975) ,~'p^ ~CT,
^^Mosher, p. 122.
24 Robert Goodman, After the Planners (New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1973)
, p. 12.
of debate within a select, homogeneous group with a particular
orientation and hence the values of only one segment of
society. Also, notes Mosher, the policies formulated by such
professionals within agencies are likely to focus primarily
on work substance, at the expense of broader value ques-
25tions. Furthermore, the resultant policies may unduly
emphasize the preservation or elevation of the profession
itself and, as a result, hamper innovation or change.
Intervening personal factors
. Finally, personal fac-
tors may also at times intervene in the creation of public
policy. First, like some of the factors discussed above,
personal factors may affect the administrator's view of the
situation. In Allison's words:
. . .
each person comes to his position with baggage
in tow, including sensitivity to certain issues,
commitments to various programs, and personal stand-
ing and debts with groups in the society. ^6
It seems reasonable to assume, then, as did Long, that a
bureaucrat's social background will influence the policy
decisions which that individual makes, although such rela-
tionships are difficult to measure. However, the backgrounds
of administrators in given agencies, and their resultant sensi
tivities
,
commitments, and debts do not necessarily reflect
those of the general public. While progress has been made in
achieving "representative bureaucracy," the latter is still
^^Mosher, p. 108.
2 6Allison, p. 166.
more a theoretical construct than a reality. Second, personal
concerns about one's career may also affect one's policy
decisions. It is difficult to imagine, for example, an
administrator supporting policies which when implemented
would terminate his job or injure the organization or section
with which he is identified.
Thus, individually and collectively these various
political, organizational, professional, and personal factors
press upon bureaucrats as they formulate public policy.
Although their influence varies considerably in given cases
and certainly requires further study, their general impact
is a cause for genuine concern. The pressures upon adminis-
trators to serve only segments of the public, their agency,
their profession, or themselves, rather than the public at-
large, are quite real. Their existence underscores the need
for enhancing the accountability of public administrators.
It is upon this concern for increasing bureaucratic accounta-
bility that this study focuses.
Bureaucratic Accountability and
Responsible Public Policy
Sharing this concern, many authors have explored a
variety of ways of controlling public bureaucracies and their
policy-making activities. In the past, these approaches have
been legalis tically-oriented and focused primarily on the
question of how to prevent administrators from overstepping
their proper authority. However, in an era when bureaucratic
policy-making has in practice expanded tremendously, such
approaches-while important-are no longer adequate in scope.
Their major shortcoming is that they show scant regard for
the quality of the public policies which administrators help
to produce on a day-to-day basis. A more policy-oriented,
less legalistic approach to the subject of administrative
accountability is required, one aimed at motivating bureau-
cratic officials to use their power and the limited resources
of government to serve the interests of the citizenry in the
best way possible. This study seeks to provide such an
approach by discussing bureaucratic accountability in terms
of policy-making performance. In so doing, it explores the
critical question: "How can public administrators be held
accountable so as to ensure that they create responsible public
policies?"
The use of the term "responsible," in this sense,
requires clarification. In general, if accountability is to
be discussed in terms of policy-making performance, as this
author proposes, criteria for judging that performance must
be established. Admittedly, this is a difficult task, for
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such criteria cannot be scientifically formulated. Thus,
authors who have addressed this problem have, at times, dis-
agreed on specific criteria. Still others, such as Thomas Dye,
have sought to avoid such value-laden questions, pursuing
97 . .
Robert C. Fried, Performance m American Bureaucracy
(Boston: Little, Brown and"Company, 1976), p. b.
instead the analysis of hov; policies are made.^^ The assump-
tion made by this author is that the term "responsible" which
has been widely applied to American government, public bureau-
cracies, and their activities possesses sufficient content to
provide a broad, flexible series of standards by which public
policies can be judged. As the writings of Charles Gilbert
and Norman Powell suggest, the term "responsible" is multi-
dimensional and reflects both the different roots of American
public administration and the criteria traditionally used by
authors to evaluate public policy.
Despite the complexity of the term, the many meanings
of "responsible" fall logically into three distinct categories
which may be used as criteria for policy evaluation. To say
that a public policy is "responsible" is to say that it is
lawful
,
that it is responsive
,
and that it is effective
.
Each of the terms describes an element of responsible public
policy.
1, Lawfulness: A policy which is lawful is consist-
ent with the concepts of "the rule of law" and "due process."
In the American system of constitutional government, public
policies may be evaluated in terms of how well they adhere to
existing laws and regulations, as well as to the Constitution
2 8Thomas Dye, Understanding Public Policy , 2nd ed.
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1975),
p. 5
.
29Norman J. Powell, p. 6.
itself. Also, the concern for individual rights in the Con-
stitution requires that policies provide procedural safe-
guards to protect the freedom of individual citizens. Such
safeguards are intended to guarantee that decisions will be
"piEdictable
, understandable, and equitable ."
2. Responsiveness: Because American public policy
is formulated in a democratic setting, it may also appropri-
ately be judged on the degree to which it responds to public
needs and preferences. Rourke comments that traditionally the
major test of responsiveness has been how well policies reflect
the preferences of the people at large, or their designated
31
representatives. Public needs, however, must also be taken
into account since public preferences may not be formulated,
may not be clear, or may be based on the misperceptions of
the situation (false-consciousness)
. In any case, the needs
or preferences to which policy responds must be broad-based,
considering, as Richard Flathman argues, the consequences for
32
all members of the society.
3. Effectiveness: Thirdly, given the limited
resources available to government, one may evaluate public
33policies on the basis of their "mean-end effectiveness."
^^Fried, pp. 44-45.
Rourke, p. 3.
32 Richard Flathman, The Public Interest (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 41.
3 3
Michael D. Reagan, "Policy Issues: the Interaction
of Substance and Process," Polity, I (Fall 1968) , p. 47.
Here the criterion is whether a given' policy is more likely
than alternative policies to bring about desired outcomes.
"Effectiveness" in this sense is relatively synonomous with
the term "efficiency," providing that the usage of the lat-
ter encompasses social and political, as well as economic
costs. The focus on efficiency has been a prominent theme in
the literature of public administration in this century; the
current concern for effectiveness underscores the importance
of what is usually referred to as "policy analysis."
Clearly, these criteria focus on a broad range of
concerns, concerns which are not always compatible
. What is
efficient may not accord with public preference or procedural
safeguards. For example, the suggestion by a federal agency
to reduce parking spaces and increase fees in cities in order
to reduce automobile traffic and, thus, pollution may be effec-
tive if implemented, but is currently judged as unacceptable
to the public. It is, therefore, impossible to define one
responsible public policy for a given sitaution, for there
always exists a number of alternatives for blending the above
three criteria.
The above discussion, however, suggests that general
criteria for policy evaluation do exist and that to the extent
that one or more of these criteria are ignored, the interests
of the general public will suffer. The very complexity of
these criteria increases the likelihood that they will not be
34 Rourke
, pp. 3-6.
given full consideration by bureaucratic officials and other
policy-makers, emphasizing the need for providing sufficient
supervision to make sure that they are. The many dimensions
of responsible public policy also suggest that efforts to
enhance bureaucratic accountability require a multitude of
institutions and mechanisms
.
The Role of Bureaucrats in
Water Resources Planning
The problem of ensuring that public administrators
create responsible public policies is, then, a broad concern,
one which arises wherever bureaucrats engage in policy-making
activities. This study focuses on the policy-making role of
public administrators and the concern for bureaucratic accounta-
bility in one substantive policy area, water resources, and in
one particular policy-making activity, water resources planning.
Underlying this approach is the assumption that the problems
of administrative accountability and their relationship to
responsible public policy may be usefully explored and better
understood by focusing on a single policy area. William
Lambright's Governing Science and Technology is evidence of
3 6the utility of this approach. Moreover, it is quite possible
that certain mechanisms for enhancing accountability may be
more appropriate in certain policy areas than in others.
35Powell, p. 8.
3 6William H. Lambright, Governing Science and Technology
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1976)
.
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Because primary attention is given below to overt planning
activities, this study focuses more on explicit rather than
informal or unintended policy-making.
Water resources planning is a complex policy-making
process in which administrative officials play a clearly pre-
dominant role. It is the task of identifying water-related
needs and problems and of developing and evaluating alterna-
tive methods and strategies for solving them. ^'^ Typically,
water resources planning is undertaken in the form of multi-
year studies, or investigations, by governmental agencies,
either individually or in coordination with one another. The
scope of these planning studies varies considerably in terms
of both the geography and concerns examined. A study may
focus on the problems of a given community or on those of an
entire river basin or region. It may deal with a specific
water-related concern or may encompass multiple concerns, such
as water supply, water quality, marine transportation, erosion,
flood control, land-use, electrical power generation, fish and
wildlife, and recreation. A given study may examine the
construction of flood-control dikes in a given city or the
total uses of water resources in an area such as the Long
Island Sound region. In any case, the final products of this
process are usually planning reports, which serve as the basis
for further policy-making activities, including the authori-
37 ...
Le.9ter ?. Tinkham, "The Public's Role xn Decision-
Making for Federal Water Resources Development," Water
Resources Bulletin, X (August 1974)
, p. 692.
zation and funding of given water projects.
Regardless of the precise scope of given planning
studies large-scale water resources planning in the United
States lies in the domain of the governmental bureaucracy.
At the federal level alone, the list of agencies which are
involved in water resources planning is a seemingly endless
one. It includes the United States Army Corps of Engineers,
the Bureau of Reclamation, the Soil Conservation Service, the
National Weather Service, the Federal Power Commission, the
Fish and Wildlife Service, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation,
the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Department of
Housing and Urban Development. The Tennessee Valley Authority,
joint federal-state River Basins Commissions, the Water
Resources Council, and various special commissions also engage
in water resources planning. Of these, in terms of longevity
and prestige, the Corps of Engineers is the senior partner. To
the Water Resources Council falls the major responsibility for
coordinating the activities of these various organizations.
It should be acknowledged that President Carter and
the Office of Management and Budget are currently seeking to
increase their supervision over the planning of water projects.
However, the above agencies, rather than the President or
Congress, dominate water resources planning for the reasons
that have been suggested above, their expertise and their
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political influence. First, such efforts require a variety
of skills in hydrological engineering, in planning techniques
and methodologies, and in other specialized areas. In addi-
tion to academia and private consulting firms, governmental
agencies are the major supplier of this expertise. Few
congressmen, Presidents, and appointed officials are skilled
in these areas. Second, the political activities of these
agencies foster their role in water resources planning. As
is discussed below, several of the agencies are significant
political actors in their own right, the Corps of Engineers
being a classic example. They are also strongly supported by
powerful client groups such as the National Rivers and Harbors
Congress and the National Reclamation Association. In addi-
tion, the nature of the planning itself, including the large
scale of activity, the detailed level of analysis, and the
particular geographic focus of the studies increase the import-
ance of administrative officials in water resources planning.
Problems of Accountability in
Water Resources Planning
Given the predominant role played by governmental
agencies in water resources planning, problems of accounta-
bility arise. In general, the planners and other officials
who perform such studies, are, as Mosher describes, several
3 8Arthur Maass
,
"Congress and Water Resources," in
Francis Rourke , ed. , Bureaucratic Power m National Politics ,
2nd ed. (Boston: little. Brown and Company, 1972)
, pp. 139-
151.
steps removed from popular control. The ability of citizens
to hold those involved in water resources planning accountable
in order to ensure that responsible plans are developed is,
therefore, strained. in the area of water resources, the
seriousness of this problem is increased by: the independent
stature of several of the planning agencies; certain charac-
teristics of water resources planning; and the particular
political, organizational, professional, and personal factors
which intervene in the planning process.
The stature of the planning agencies
. Several of the
agencies traditionally involved in water resource planning
are generally recognized by observers as being powerful poli-
tical actors. A variety of factors account for this, including
the nature of the services which they provide, their strong
interest-group support, and their own political skills. The
Corps of Engineers, which enjoys a special relationship with
the Congress, is probably the foremost example of these vari-
ables at work.
The Corps of Engineers builds flood control, water
supply, waterways improvement, shore protection, and
recreational projects throughout the country and can
provide each and every Congressman with visible evi-
dence of what that Congressman has done lately for
his constituency . ^0
As a result the agency receives broad Congressional support for
its activities. The Corps of Engineers is also supported by
39Mosher, p. 3.
"^^Fried, p. 112.
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numerous interest groups, particularly the influential
National Rivers and Harbors Congress. The latter is an unu-
sally strong lobbying group consisting primarily of key
members of Congress and representatives of industries
affected by Corps' projects. Corps members themselves serve
in an ex~officio capacity. Finally, Elizabeth Drew and
other authors note that Corps of Engineers personnel are
quite astute politically, especially in their dealings with
1 • 41legislators.
In practice, the Corps of Engineers has gained Con-
gressional approval for projects despite, in given instances
the opposition of the President, the Secretary of the Army,
or the Office of Management and Budget (or its predecessor,
the Bureau of the Budget). What is, perhaps, even more
significant is that the Corps is not really accountable in
practice to the Congress as a whole but rather to the public
works committees and the appropriations subcommittees of
4 3both houses. In its 1973 report the National Water Coramis
sion cited the fragmented nature of Congressional decision-
making in project authorizations:
41Elizabeth B. Drew, "Dam Outrage: The Story of the
Army Engineers," in Stephen E. Ambrose and James A. Barber,
Jr.
,
eds.
,
The Military and American Society (New York: The
Free Press, 1972)
, pp. 279, 282.
42William 0. Douglas, "The Corps of Engineers; the
Public Be Damned," in Walt Anderson, ed.
,
Politics and
Environment (Pacific Palisades, California: Goodyear
Publishing "Co.
,
1970)
, p. 282.
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When an individual Representative or Senator perceivesa local stake in the authorization of a project orproject survey, he can often command considerable
resources m producing congressional action. Mutualrespect for a colleague's constituency affairs andhis acknowledged superior insight into what may bebest for his district or State inhibit congressional
resistance at this stage. With the aid of tacit
rules of mutual noninterference and accommodation
Congressmen have ordinarily been able to obtain
authorization for local projects wherever there is
substantial local support for them. 4
4
As a result of this relationship the Corps and other
agencies such as the Bureau of Reclamation and the Soil Con-
servation Service possess considerable latitude in terms of
their operation. Broad supervision of their planning acti-
vities is lacking, nor is there evidence that these plans
are carefully scrutinized later in the policy-making process.
Dorothy Gallagher's reporting of a statement by Harold Arthur,
Chief of Design and Construction for the Denver office of
the Bureau of Reclamation, exemplifies this problem. Arthur
noted that the process of Congressional authorization for a
dam
is our words coming back at us. In other words, we
propose to do something at a certain place ... We
draft the authorization language in most cases. So
authorization is a mere reflection of what we propose
to do. ^5
While it is possible that public support for such projects
Q. S. National Water Commission, Water Policies for
the Future: Final Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, June 1973)
, p. 389.
45Dorothy Gallagher, "The Collapse of the Great Teton
Dam," The New York Times Magazine, September 19, 1976, p. 103.
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iome-
and the latter-
s political benefits may have diminished s.
what with the rise of environmental concerns, and that
organized opposition to particular projects may arise, at
present these agencies retain considerable political power
and independence."^^
The characteristics of water resource, m.n..-.^ Cer-
tain characteristics of water resources planning in the United
States also diminish the accountability of the bureaucratic
officials involved in such efforts. First, there is a
plethora of agencies engaged in water resources planning,
with overlapping responsibilities. Particularly in comprehen-
sive studies involving several agencies— usually with a
minimum of coordination-it is difficult to trace the origins
of various recommendations. Where state and local agencies
are involved, the problem is compounded by the fact that the
planning efforts typically cut across state and local politi-
cal boundaries. In contrast, planning and policy-making in
other policy areas, such as housing or education, appear
to be concentrated in fewer departments or agencies.
Second, water resources planning is a technical pro-
cess. Because technical planning studies are rooted in complex
assumptions and methodologies which are difficult for anyone
not involved in the programs to understand, they are not
readily subject to lay review. The reports themselves are
frequently written in a technical language, or jargon, which
46National Water Commission, p. 389.
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is difficult for political officials, such as Congressmen, or
citizens to read and comprehend. The length of many planning
reports, which may represent several years of work, also
impedes legislative or citizen review of planning activities.
This problem is certainly not unique to water resources; it
occurs in many other policy areas as well, depending in part
on the level of the study being undertaken. However, the
problem would seem to be at least as severe in water
resources as it is in other substantive areas.
Third, water resources planning involves dealing with
potential benefits and costs which are difficult to quantify.
It is an imprecise science, and individuals with different
perspectives, with different assumptions and methodologies,
frequently disagree on such calculations—even within the
scope of a given planning study. This is particularly true
when attempts are being made to quantify the environmental
and social benefits and costs of potential projects. For
example, the ill-fated Teton Dam, which collapsed in mid-1976,
provides a case in point where knowledgeable individuals dis-
agreed in assessing a number of environmental and safety
issues related to the building of the structure. Various
experts disagreed in part on the recreational value of the
wilderness area which would be altered by the proposed dam.'^^
The existence of such debates and the imprecision of the
^"^Gallagher, pp. 95-103.
^^Ibid.
, pp. 95-96.
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planning techniques in water resources mean that there is no
one set of objective standards and no fixed body of knowledge
by which agency performance can be judged. Those standards,
which are prescribed in federal laws and in agency guide-
lines
,
allow for considerable interpretation. This problem
is, of course, a general one which confronts those who seek
to perform public policy analysis. However, as certain
authors have observed, it may well be more difficult to quan-
tify certain aspects of decision-making in dealing with
domestic policies, such as water resources, than in dealing
with military or defense policies. This would appear parti-
cularly true in terms of comparing the ability of alternative
means to meet a prescribed goal.^^
Fourth, most current studies indicate that planning
efforts which are linked to water-related concerns are of rela-
tively low salience, unless a particular crisis is involved.
For example, Russell Dynes and Dennis Wenger, in their study
of the perceptions of seventy- four community leaders, found
amongst these individuals a distinct lack of awareness of and
c
1consensus regarding water-related problems. The environ-
49Charles E. Schultze, The Politics and Economics of
Public Spending (Washington, D.cTl The Brookings Institution,
1968)
, p. 3.
Ibid .
51Russell R. Dynes and Dennis Wenger, "Factors in the
Community Perception of Water Resource Problems," Water
Resources Bulletin, VII (August 1971)
, pp. 644-651.
mental movement has seemingly made elected and appointed offi-
cials and the general public more conscious of water-related
concerns than they were previously. However, the level of
interest in water resources often remains quite low; water
resources planning efforts are frequently future-oriented
and less demanding of immediate attention than other public
concerns. In such cases, planners perform their tasks far
removed from public attention.
Several aspects of water resources planning, then,
the excessive number of agencies involved, the technical com-
plexity of such studies, the methodological imprecision of
water-related planning, and the relatively low salience of
these undertakings, hamper the quest for accountability. Even
when citizens or their elected representatives are interested
in such concerns, it is difficult for them to identify the
agencies, the assumptions, and the issues upon which to focus.
When these obstacles are surmounted, they are faced with the
equally difficult task of actually affecting the behavior of
the planning agencies.
Factors intervening in water resources planning . In
addition, particular political, organizational, professional,
and personal factors intervene in water resources planning.
First, in the case of the former, political pressure is likely
to be exerted upon bureaucratic policy-makers by key Congress-
men and by private concerns whose interests may be affected
by planning recommendations. Elizabeth Drew points to the
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successful efforts of the late Senator Robert Kerr (D-Okla-
homa)
,
a key member of the Senate Public Works Committee, in
promoting a massive navigation project to provide Tulsa with
an outlet to the sea.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^^^^
interests, especially barge companies, real estate agents,
contractors, and industries, frequently join together-usu-
ally through a Chamber of Commerce— to request and support
particular projects." They may form special interest-groups,
such as the Florida Waterways Association, to lobby for their
goals. Thus, political factors may influence which water-
related problems are studied or the recommendations of the
planning effort once it has begun.
Second, organizational pressures may also influence
water resources planning. As discussed aoove, the organiza-
tional structure of the planning agency or its inaccessibility
to the public may prevent a full discussion of the merits of
a given study. Moreover, concerns for organizational better-
ment may influence planning efforts. Rivalries between com-
peting water resources agencies, such as the Corps of
Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation, are intense. Also
the fact that planning may lead to subsequent involvement in
more detailed studies or in construction—more opportunities
for the agency--may influence planning recommendations. In
^^Drew, p. 280.
^^Ibid.
, p. 281.
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1973, the National Water Coinmission reported:
The Commission does not find it surprising thatFederal construction agencies tend to color their
calculations with self-interest in making project
evaluations.^^ j
Under such pressures, it is difficult for members of these
organizations to plan objectively.
Third, professional factors intervene in water
resources planning. A prominent role is played in such
efforts by members of the engineering profession, a trend
that has in part grown out of the long history of the Corps
of Engineers in water resources development. In the eyes of
many observers, the dominance of engineers had had a signifi-
cant, but adverse, effect on water resources planning. Daniel
Hoggan and his associates summarize this effect as follov/s:
Engineers, reflecting their training and background,
have basically approached planning problems as pro-
fessional builders. Their training in engineering,
mathematics, and the natural sciences has resulted
in a tendency for them to adopt an axiomatic approach
to problem solving that rarely led to questionning
of fundamental postulates, particularly with respect
to human behaviour. Consequently, water planning has
characteristically emphasized structural solutions that
were calculated to be the most efficient physically and
economically. Mounting criticism of this type of plan-
ning in recent years has been that it does not include
the consideration of non-economic values, such as
aesthetic quality and social welfare. But a much
more fundamental and crucial criticism is that few
planners ever considered social solutions to planning
problems
.
54National Water Commission, p. 407.
55
Daniel H. Hoggan, et al . , A Study of the Effective -
ness of Water Resources Planning Groups, A Final Report
(Logan, Utah: Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State
University, March 1974)
,
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Similarly, Hoggan argues that water resources planners
have tended to play a "confirming role." Using projections
of past trends, they tend to focus on the future as a fixed
state and plan to meet those needs. Seldom do they consider
the option of altering those trends and, hence, the future
needs for which they are planning. Survey research by
Raymond Wilson supports these criticisms . ^"^ Despite the
apparent importance of such broad policy questions, the prac-
titioners in water resources planning seldom engage in such
debates
.
Such criticisms have been addressed to the planning
profession, as a whole. Indeed, as reflected in the litera-
ture, especially in the Journal of the American Institute of
Planners
,
the planning profession has been marked by contro-
versy since the 1960 's.^^ A school of such authors as Paul
Davidoff has sought to integrate social concerns into plan-'
ning. Davidoff specifically called for the judging of plans
by the standard of " redis tributive justice." Yet, as
Davidoff acknowledges, social concerns have had a limited
^^Ibid.
, p. 30.
57See Raymond H. Wilson, Toward a Philosophy of Plan-
ning; Attitudes of Federal Water Planners
,
Environmental
Protection Agency Report No. EPA-R5-73-015 (Washington, D.C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1973).
5 8See Paul Davidoff, "Working Toward Redistributive
Justice," Journal of the American Institute of Planners , XLI
(September 1975)
, pp. 317-318.
59 Ibid.
, p . 317
.
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impact on the planning profession in general. This remains
particularly true for water resources planning in particular.
Fourth, administrative officials involved in water
resources planning are also subject to particularly strong
personal pressures which may influence their decisions. The
salaries of many officials are charged directly to the plan-
ning studies and the construction projects in which their
agencies engage, and their tenure in these agencies is
dependent on the continuance of such efforts. For William
Douglas, this explains why such individuals strive to create
new roles for their agency.
The force of these particular political, organiza-
tional, professional, and personal factors; the problems inher-
ent in water resources planning itself; and the autonomy with
which several planning agencies function underscore the need
for increasing the accountability of the bureaucratic offi-
cials who plan for the use of the nation's water resources.
At many junctures in the planning process, specialized con-
cerns and interests confront administrators, as they go about
their policy-making activities. The presence of these inter-
ests reduces the likelihood that the water resources plans
which administrators create will be responsible plans, plans
that are lawful, responsive, and effective. There is, then, a
^^Ibid.
, p. 318.
6
1
Douglas, p. 272.
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real need to hold bureaucratic officials answerable for the
Plans Which they formulate. m doing so, care must be exer-
cised. Measures designed to increase accountability may in
the extreme stifle the creativity of individual administra-
tors and deprive them of their individual dignity and of
opportunities for self-development. With this caution in
mind, the remainder of this study focuses on this basic ques-
tion: "HOW can the accountability of water resources adminis-
trators be enhanced in order to ensure the development of
responsible water resources plans?"
Alternative Ways of Enhancing
Bureaucratic Accountability
In seeking to increase bureaucratic accountability, in
water resources or in other policy areas, authors have explored
a variety of significantly different approaches. Various
authors argue that the control of bureaucracy lies in the
strengthening of the accountability of administrators to
either the Congress, the President, or the courts, to fellow
bureaucrats or professionals, or to citizens themselves. Each
of these alternatives provides a potential way of increasing
the accountability of the bureaucratic officials who engage
in water resources planning.
Control by the Congress
. Herman Finer, Joseph Harris,
and many other authors look to the Congress as the institution
43
best suited for holding administrators accountable.
note that as a body of elected representatives, Congress is
the appropriate institution for the tas., and it possesses
a variety of „eans for exerting control. it has power over
substantive policies and programs and over agency budgets,
in addition, it can exercise control over the structure of
public organisations, over personnel, and over the adminis-
trative procedures which agencies utilize. Oversight is
practiced both by the conunittees and by the General Account-
ing Office. Stemming from thesp ar-P. ^lo^y j-j-uxii n e re also numerous informal
means of control.
However, a variety of problems are associated with
congressional control of administration. Senators and Repre-
sentatives, even their staffs, may lack the information neces-
sary to supervise bureaucratic officials, especially since
the former's time is divided between many activities. Control
appears particularly weak, notes Powell, where agencies and
their supporters possess significant political resources and
rewards. ^3 Moreover, the fact that Congressional power is
fragmented, entrusted to committees and influential chairmen
and other leaders, makes it likely that specialized interests
will intervene. Given what has been said about the relation-
ship between Congress and the water resources agencies above.
62^
_
_
See Joseph P. Harris, Congres sional Control of Ad-
ministration (Washington, D.C.: "Brookings institution, 15^4)
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this
these problems would seem to be particularly severe in
policy area.
^^^^^^^^-^^^-^^1^^^ Other observers
,
citing the President's powers as chief executive and com-'
mander-in-chief, his control over appointed officials, and
the status Of the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) as
a policy coordinator and "clearinghouse" for legislation,
have emphasized executive control as a means of increasing
administrative accountability. The concern for centraliza-
tion has long been a prominent theme in the literature of
public administration. This was the thrust of the 1937
Brownlow Committee report and was repeated in the Hoover Com-
mission studies. In the area of water resources, this theme
is reflected in the report by the National Water Commission
in 1973. ^ Accountability in this case would center on the
President and his appointed officials.
Critics have challenged the feasibility of this
approach. As Richard Neustadt points out, Presidential
power is not all-encompassing; it frequently depends on the
Chief Executive's ability to persuade. In practice, the
record of the President, his appointed officials, the White
House Staff, and 0MB in controlling agencies is a checkered
one. Executive control is limited by the sheer size of the
64National Water Commission, Chapters 9 and 10.
6 5Richard E. Neustadt, Presidenti al Power (New York;
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1960)
, pp. 33-37.
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federal bureaucracy, by the syste. of separation of powers,
and by the employment security which bureaucrats enjoy. m
water resources, the special relationship between the Con-
gress and certain agencies and the vast number of agencies
involved in policy-making hamper executive control.
^2ntrol_^y_th^^o^
^^^^^^ ^^^^
Offers an approach to enhancing bureaucratic accountability,
for judges have a variety of means by which they can control
agency activities. Walter Murphy maintains that the fore-
most Of these legal instruments is "the authority to decide
cases between parties, one or both of whom may be a state or
federal official acting in the name of his government . "^^
Judges also possess tools to carry out their decisions,
including injunctions, declaratory judgments, and writs of
habeas corpus
,
as well as ability to cite individuals for
contempt of court.
In practice, the use of the courts is a slow and
costly process. Moreover, since court control of bureau-
cracy proceeds on a case-by-case basis, with particular
emphasis on procedural requirements, there is often a lack
of guidance on broad policy questions. For example, in
cases dealing with environmental impact reporting require-
ments, the courts have focused on the procedural requirements
6 6Walter F. Murphy, "The Framework of Judicial Power,"m Alan Shank, ed.
,
American Politics, Policies and Priori-ties (Boston: Holbrook Press, Inc., 1974), p. 352".
Ibid.
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Of the reporting process and not on the substance of the
reports themselves
. In addition, the courts must rely on
Others to initiate action.
control by professionals. In an approach quite
different from the above, Carl E'riedrich and other authors,
including those in the school of the New Public Administra-
tion, have emphasized the accountability of bureaucratic
officials to their fellow professionals. Friedrich advances
the view that public officials must be responsive to two
factors: technical knowledge and popular sentiment. Given
the need for expertise, the task of determining whether or
not a policy meets the first test, that it reflects the
"existing sum of human knowledge concerning the technical
issues involved," must fall to professional groups.
This view is also central to the authors who com-
prise the school of the New Public Administration. What
distinguishes this latter perspective from the above, how-
ever, is its concern for social change and its subsequent
focus on both organizational change and on the personal com-
mitment of professionals within public bureaucracies to
achieve this end. Critical of the concern for efficiency
which pervades bureaucratic theory, the authors of this
68Joseph L. Sax, Defending the Environment ; A Handbook
for Citizen Action (New York: Vintage Books, 1970)
, pp. I3l-
69
Friedrich, p. 320.
school, such as George Fredrickson, seek to substitute for
the goal of justice, or "social equity. "^^ xo achieve
thxs goal, the New Public Administration calls upon profes-
sionals in Office to act as advocates for the disenfran-
chized members of society.
Whether or not public administration can continue
to function in such an atmosphere remains questionable. The
pursuit Of such vague goals is bound to engender many
debates and conflicts which professionals may not be able to
resolve. But what is even more significant is whether, in
light Of criticisms of professionalism raised above, these
kinds of self-controls are adequate. This concern is appro-
priate in dealing with water resources professionals, as
well as with those in other policy areas.
Control by citizens. Finally, in order to increase
the accountability of administrators, still other authors
have advocated that citizens be more directly involved in
public policy-making. As noted by Herbert Kaufman, this
focus on "public participation" differs significantly from
previous efforts to centralize control over administration
in the hands of the President or to achieve a neutral and
70
^ 4.U
Frederickson, "Organizational Theory
and the New Public Administration," in Fred A. Kramer, edPerspectives on Public Administration (Cambridge, Ma •Wmthrop Publishers, inc., 1973), p. 196.
Mamzer, pp. 132-135.
competent public service within the framework of the
.erit
system. Instead, it seeks to integrate citi.en partici-
pants into the workings of the administrative process,
thereby enhancing their control over administrative
decision-making. The actual degree to which citizens
Should participate, however, remains a source of confusion
and controversy.^"^
Public participation in administrative decision-
making is not without its critics. Various authors have
raised serious questions concerning the overall effects of
citizen involvement on both administrative accountability
and the policies which public bureaucrats create. It seems
clear that tensions do exist between public participation
and the alternative modes of enhancing accountability dis-
cussed above. For example, public participation appears
more compatible with a decentralized, than with a centralized,
decision-making structure.'^ These tensions warrant further
Study.
Given the concerns for accountability expressed
above, the following examines the debate over citizen parti-
cipation within the context of one policy area, water
72
Kaufman, p. 3.
73See Sherry A. Arnstein, "A Ladder of Citizen Parti-
cipation," Journal of American Institute of Planners, XXXV(July 1969)
, p. 217. —
"^Kaufman, p. 3.
resources. The primary focus of t.e stua. is on the impact
Of public participation on bureaucratic accountability,
using a case-study approach, the author assesses public
participation as a method for enhancing the accountability
of water resources administrators in order to foster the
development of responsible water resources plans. This
focus on citizen participation in water resources planning
may provide insights into the more general question of the
role Which citizens can play in increasing the accounta-
bility Of all bureaucratic policy-makers and in formulating
responsible public policies, in general.
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CHAPTER II
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN WATER RESOURCES
PLANNING: THE RATIONALE AND
THE EXPERIENCE
"Public participation" is an elusive term which, like
many others used in political discourse, lacks a precise
meaning. One can say that citizens participate in politics
and policy-making in innumerable ways. For example, citi-
zens participate politically by voting, by joining and work-
ing for political parties, by writing letters to public
Officials, and by becoming involved in administrative acti-
vities, either as advisors or as decision-makers. All of
these forms of participation are important, yet they differ
significantly, as in the level of citizen involvement which
they require and the weight of influence which normally
results. Thus, a certain amount of confusion often accom-
panies the usage of the term public participation or its
equivalent, "citizen participation."
This study of public participation in water resources
planning and its effects on bureaucratic accountability
focuses on citizen involvement in administration. The terms
public and citizen participation and citizen involvement are
used interchangeably below to refer to efforts to integrate
citizens directly into administrative activities. Even in
51
thxs context, as exe^pUfiea by Arnstein-s
"ladder,., of par-
t.c.patio„, a „n,e of activities is encompassed, including
both those in Which citizens advise officials and those in
which citizens actually make decisions.
^
TO assess the impact of citizen participation in
water resources planning on the accountability of the plan-
ners involved and on the quality of the plans themselves,
more of an understanding of the nature of citizen involvement
in such activities is required. Providing such an overview
is, however, a difficult task. Public participation in water
resources planning is both a subject whose merits academi-
cians, as well as practitioners, continue to debate and a
practice required by federal laws, executive orders, and
agency guidelines. It is rooted in both theory and practice.
One can identify a substantial body of literature, by such
authors as Peter Bachrach and Carole Pateman
, which explores
the theoretical aspects of public participation. ^ At a
general level, these authors present arguments for participa-
tion, regardless of the policy area involved. In addition,
given the present broad-ranging requirements for public par-
ticipation in water resources and other policy areas, the
term possesses a growing empirical referent, a record of
Arnstein,
2
A ^ -x.- ,
Peter Bachrach, The Theory of Democratic Elitism,A Critique (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, IVbl)
, Carolefateman. Participation and Democratic Theory (Cambridge-Cambridge University Press, 1970).
:ive
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recent experiences in implementing the concept,
.et it seemsf-r to say that the efforts to implement public participa-
txon xn water resources planning and other administrat
activities have outrun efforts to understand the varied
implications of doina c;o or- ^ -.a mg so r to evaluate the newly-developed
record of such participation.^
some attempts have been made within the past decade
by Moynihan, Strange, and other authors, to link more closely
the theories and the practices of public participation/
Within the real, of water resources, a specialized literature
focusing on public participation in water-related planni,
has developed during the 1970's. This literature offers
interesting mixture of "what is" with "what ought to be."
Both of these dimensions are important in assessing the
nature of citizen participation in water resources planning.
TO understand the role which citizen participants
can and do play in such planning activities, the following
examines, first, the rationale for public participation in
•water resources and other policy areas. Not all of these
arguments are related directly to the subject-at-hand
,
bureaucratic accountability, but a broad view is required to
Daniel Moynihan makes the same point with regard topublic participation in the "War on Poverty." See DanielMoynihan Maximum Fe asible Misunderstanding
; Community Actionm the Wa r on Poverty (New YoYTz The J:'ree Press, 1969) , impassim
.
' ' —
4
^bid
. ;
John Strange, "Impact of Citizen Participa-
tion on Public Administration," Public Administration Review,
XXXII (September 1972)
, pp. 457-470.
~~
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provide a balanced assessment of citizen iinvolvement. Secondthese different arguments for pa^ticipatioP - n are assessed.inird, the specific ff^Hor-..iederal requxrements for participationm water resources plannina ^r-^P g a e examined. These are parti-
cularly significant in th^+- ^-Km at they have determined the contextOf citizen involvement in thic. fi^i^ •m is field in the 1970 's. The
degree to „Mch citizens currently participate in water
resources planning reflects this mandate. Pourth
, the fol-
lowing Will explore the various n.odes by which the public
can be involved in ^-ho r^^the planning, or decision-making, process.
The Rationale for Public Participation
The rationale for public participation in administra-
tive decision-making is not bound by the limits of particular
policy areas. The arguments for such involvement apply
similarly to water resources and other substantive policy
areas. The critical question is: "Why should citizens
participate in the administrative activities of governments-
There is no one answer to this query. ^ Those who have
explored this question have found their interests shared by
others from a broad range of disciplines, including political
science, psychology, and sociology. Practitioners responsible
for providing various public services have expressed an inter-
est in this subject, as have the clients who receive these
services. Authors have examined public participation from
5
Doerksen and Pierce, p. 956.
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different perspectives and have responded to the above ques-
tion in different ways. The rationale for public partici-
pation consists, then, of a nurnber of arguments, not all of
which are directlv roiiy elated or necessarily accepted by
particular supporters of the concept.
Examinations of the rationale of public participa-
tion vary considerably in terms of their scope. Whereas
some authors have concentrated their attention on one or
two particular considerations, others such as David Hart
and Norman Wengert have sought to provide an overview of
the varied arguments for citizen involvement.^ Developing
such an overview, however, is difficult in part because some
authors fail to discuss certain of the concerns raised by
others. Moreover, authors at times couch quite similar con-
cerns in different terminology, making differences seem more
serious than is really the case. To varying degrees, then,
the categories of individual authors fail to correspond.
One can identify, in the public participation liter-
ature, five prevalent arguments for integrating citizens
into administrative decision-making. Public participation
may be advanced as a way of (1) strengthening the bonds of
6
David K. Hart, "Theories of Government Related toDecentralization and Citizen Participation," PublicAdministration Review, XXXII (September 1972)
, pp. 421-428-Norman Wengert, "Where Can We Go with Public Participation'm the Planning Process," Social and Economic Asoects ofWater Resources Development, Proceedings o f the 19 71National Symposium of the Ame rican Water Resources As so-
ciation (Ithaca, New York, June 21-23, 1971)
, pp. lO-ll.
community. (7) fnr-i-u^ •y' furthering individual self >
.
-L ua± seif-development,
tat.„, the implementation of public program., or (5) in-
creasing government bv tho r,=„ iy e people, including the disadvan-
taged menders of society. Collectively these
,
.
'--Lvexy,
arguments may
e said to comprise the logic of public participation.
£S££i£iP£tion^nd.^^^
sociologi-
cal Viewpoint, participation offers a means of counteracting
the erosion of the co„.unity
, a trend which has character-
-ed post-war American society.^ citing the wor.s of
William Kornhauser, Daniel Moynihan, and Maurice stein,
Richard Cole argues thfl^ j .v.e at increased industrialization, bureau-
cratization, and urbanization, accompanied by changing famil-
xal and religious conditions, have loosened the bonds of
society. AS this process continues, the sense of community
Which human beinas cor^-iaTmgs, as s ci l animals, require is rapidly
disappearing.
A principal danger in this situation is that other
forces Will move to fill this void. Cole and these other
authors find implicit in these developments the potential
that citizens will, in Stein-s words, "become increasingly
dependent upon centralized authorities and agencies in all
^Ibid.
areas o. Ufe."^ ManipuUtion ana totaUta.ianis™ a.e U.el,
to result as group identiacation
, „Mch for Kornhauser is
an essential Ingredient of democracy, disintegrates." To
the extent that it would foster group identification and
—ity involvement, and hence a sense of con™unity,
increased direct n^-r-f-i >-^,4-
•
participation by individual citizens in the
political process is one way of reversing these tendencies
in many ways it appears to be a .ore feasible alternative
than attempting to alter the basic trends mentioned above.
In addition, public participation offers a way of directly
limiting the political power of the elites in society.
^-^^^^^^^^^^^^SIL^^ others,
including many political scientists, while sharing some ^of
the same concerns, center their attention on the individual
citizen, rather than on society as a whole. Authors such as
Peter Bachrach and Carole Pateman observe that genuine parti-
cipation in the American political system by large numbers
'
of citizens is rare.^^ For exam.ple, Ira Katznelson and Mark
Kesselman maintain that, despite the existence of legal
equality ("one man; one vote") and numerous procedural guar-
antees (such as free speech)
, inequalities in the social
Ibid
. , p. 3.
Ibid.
, p. 2
.
11
Bachrach, pp. 93-95; Pateman, op. cit. ; for a
Katznelson and Mark Kesselman,
Inn lo^if^ ^^Y?^ ^'"^^^ "^^^^^ Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,c., 19/5), pp. 241-283.
str =.u.e ana
..e
.,..r..u.,on o.
.eso^.ees
,„pe.e
.assparticipation.-
..e.e.o.e, these aut.o.s see t.at in.i.i.-
uals have little control over the decisions that affect
thexr lives; they laC, according to Bachrach,
"the oppor-
tunity for development which accrues fro. participation in
:neanin.ful political decisions."" human dignity and
individual growth called for in classical political thought
by Rousseau, Mill, and other theorists are absent under
these conditions. Moreover, the realization that one cannot
influence government is likely to lead to a diminished sense
Of political efficacy and to related feelings such as apathy
and, perhaps, alienation
.
Direct participation by citizens in the decision-
making processes of government is necessary to alleviate
these problems and to permit individuals to realize their
full potentials. 1^ Thus, these authors call for more parti-
cipation by citizens, not only in the public, but in the
private sector, the work place, as well. While restricted
to the public realm (and, perhaps, insufficient by the stand-
ards Of Bachrach, Pateman, and other theorists), the inte-
grating of citizens into public administrative activities
Katznelson and Kesselman, pp. 19-32.
13„ ^ ,
'
'
Bachrach, pp. 95, 98.
14„ ^Pateman, p. 46.
Cole, p. 6.
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P-Uc pa...eipa.ion
.a. advance, as a ^eans o. en.ane.n,
the self-development of individual citizens.
^^^^iciEatio^^and.^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^
-
concert with the above, so.e proponents of public partici-
pation View it primarily as a
.eans of i.provin, the quality
Of American public policies,
.s noted earlier, man. critics
DUdge bureaucratic decision-making to be too complex, too
-personal, too biased, and too closed a process and attri-
bute many of the perceived deficiencies of current public
policies to their bureaucratic origins." m particular,
they argue that decision-making by administrators all too
often leads to policies that sr-o iiif j-cxe a e ill-conceived in terras of
objectives and strategies, that are biased toward the inter-
ests Of given agencies or professional groups, and that
ignore basic concerns conur,on to all citizens or to particu-
lar segments of society." m response, these authors
advance the superiority of the participative method of
decision-making, a logic steimning in part from the Hawthorne
Alternative ? f ^''^^ Anderson, and Richard Gough,
fnf In o rmatxon and Interaction App.,^..^„. to PublicPar ticipation m Water Hesources Ueci..ion-m.i.r„": „ "-"^
fn^t °^t^%,A'^t^-MgEOrt (Ralei gh; Water Kesources Reselr^hI s itute, University of North Carolina, AprilJI'sr!
17„
"7, n ,
^ ^ general discussion see Victor A. Koelzer
ResourcerP,''^"°""i Organizational Structure fir SIter
'
studies of the 1920's and 1930's h,,f^'JU , but here expanded to thegeneral citizenry as well as employees."
From this perspective, numerous gains in improving
public policies may he realized hy increasing public parti-
cxpation. AS noted by Harvey Frauenglass, citizen involve-
-nt may assist administrators in gathering information
about policy problems and potential means of solving them
Fxrst, the knowledge which citizens have about local condi-
tions may usefully supplement the information otherwise
available to planners and other administrators. Second,
Citizen input may assist administrators in identifying prob-
lems and solutions where such tasks are highly dependent
upon social preferences and values. Richard Tucker observes,
for example, that standards of "environmental quality" are
"perception-oriented"; in defining or seeking to achieve such
Standards
more is dependent on intangibles and personal v;,ln<=preferences and less on traditional benef^L andcost ^associated with national economirdetelop-'
of Technolo^ An'p ^i^'^' "Citizens and the Assessmentr r nology: Examination of the Participation Thesis "a paper prepared for delivery at the 1974 annual meeting
Auau^? ^^r'^r
^^litical science Association, ChTcago^g st 29-September 2
, 1974
, pp. 5-6.
i-t^ yu,
19„
P^y^^r.^
Harvey Frauenglass, "Environmental Policy: Public
pff^ ^^^^i'"'' ^P^^ Information System," NaturalResources Journal
. XI (July 1971), p. 489.
20 .
^^^''^^''^ ^' Tucker, "Planners As a 'Public' inWater Resources Public Participation Programs," WaterResources Bulletin
, VIII (April 1972), p 261
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Citi.en parucipation can
.....
^^^^^ ^^^^
erences
...o
..e
.ec.s.on-.aMn. process.
.....^
cxtizens with specialized backgrounds-as in . .
.
^
^unas as m academic disci-plines or business—may posse<.<. Vno i ^Y ssess knowledge or expertise in
certain substantive ar<=;^Q -hk-,^eas that exceeds that of the adminis-
trators, themselves qnr-h r^ = v-4.• •. suc partxcxpants may provide informa-
tion especially valuable to decision-making.
In addition, proponents of public participation
argue that it will i^p.^ve the quality of public policies by
forcing administrators to take a more broad, objective view
Of policy questions than is presently the case, where
administrators fail tn tav= ,o ke into account important consider-
ations, citizens will raise them. The assumption is that
such an interaction between administrator and citizen will
cause the former to be more careful and thorough in their
analysis. This will help to allay the impacts of agency and
professional biases on resultant policies. ^1 aiven these
varied arguments, it may be said in suMnary, according to
Arnold Bolle, that the authors who share this view of public
participation also share the basic democratic assumption:
--iLtTstrl^.^f^fi.^^t^^ Of their resources
i„„
shares o the truth so to speak—will in the
than ^ni ° ^ ^ob of guiding^heir destinywxll any leader, no matter how able. 22 ^
21„
Doerksen and Pierce, p. 956.
22
mental Ouant.'^"
Bolle, "Public Participation and Environ-
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Natural Resources Journal
. XI (July 1971),
In this instance, greater public parti."
o„Ki • cipation and betterpublic policies are viewed as an- ugoing hand-in-hand.
.
"-^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Otherauthors. While concerned^b^^T^^T^quality of public poll-foes on participation as a
.eans o.
.aciii-
the implementation of plans and policies. THcse
aaoptin, this app.oac. a.e
.istur.e. the tendenc, of
-n. Plans, Respite considerable expenditures of ti„e and
-e„ to
..,at.er dusf on office shelves, tHat is
, to ,o
unirapleraented. In other case, fh» ,n s, the implementation of plans
or policies moves slowly; therefore, governmental units
encounter dela, in dealing with given problems,
.his ma, he
<^ue to the Sheer complexity of the implementation process or
to opposition on the part of affected citizens. Presumably,
the latter win fai, ^o support and, perhaps, resist new
policies, unless they approve of-either really understand or
at least trust in-the nature of the suggested changes.
AS described by the League of Women Voters, the
implementation process involves a myriad of governmental
units Which are subject to "pressures of political expediency
and private intpr<=c:-H muterest. Thus, concerted effort on the part
Of citizens is necessary to overcome these obstacles and to
transfer broad-based plans into action, citizens who have
participated in the planning process and who understand it
Big Water'^ight^Zattf.^'"^" 1°^^" Educational Fund, The
i-V^^)
. p. no
'^^attleboro, vt.
: The Stephen Greene pT^ss
,
be beete. able to develop sue. i™pXe„,ent.tion strategies
certain aut.o.s
,
.o.eove., a.,ue tHat pubUc participation
'
-
lively to develop a trust between administrators and citi-
zens „.ic. „ix,
^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^
Plans ana t.eir implementation. Pi„,,,,, p,,,,,,^
Klatt also argue that for implementation to occur success-
fully plans must take into account
"extra-technical influ-
ences," namely,
"socio-political realities. "^5 m this
sense, citizen involvement in the nianninr,n pl ning process will per-
mit planners to gauge Dublir- r^^r.^-y p Dlic reaction to various possible
alternatives and, thereby, help produce final plans which
are politically feasible and likely to be implemented. For
example, L. Douglas James argues that if one were construct-
ing a non-structural flood control program, one should
select alternative measures shown to be acceptable to citi-
zens in the communities in question. ^6 m these varied
ways, then, public participation can be seen to facilitate
'
policy implementation.
(5) Participation and democratic government
. Finally,
25
ManaaemPnf^'p?:
^^^^^^^e and W. R. Klatt, "Water Resources
xTaITi^'IsiI'^^^^^^^^
water Resources Bullet_in.
26
PiooH rr.
^o^glas James, " Formulation of NonstructuralFl d Control Programs," Water Resources Bulletin XI(August 1975), p. 705.
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public participation has been advanced as a method for
enhancing democracy,
.or increasing the control of individual
cxtxzens over their government. As mentioned above, the
administrators who play such a major role in public policy-
making are not readily subjected to elections and, hence
popular control. Moreover, they may be subjected a. times
to political pressures exerted by interest groups, bodies
Which either singly or collectively do not represent the
public at-large. They are also susceptible to the various
organizational, professional, and personal pressures dis-
cussed above. Public participation represents a means of
overcoming these problems.
Public participation fosters democracy in numerous
ways. In contrast to the traditional mechanisms of repre-
sentative democracy, it allows citizens to be actually
involved in decision-making, be it as advisors or actual
decision-makers. For many authors, including Milton Kotler,"
who emphasizes the latter role and who calls for popular
assemblies in neighborhood communities, decision-making
directly by citizens epitomizes democracy . ^'^ However, in
present-day America, with all its complexities, Kotler's
concept of direct, or "deliberative" democracy seems of
27
TT^ ^ ^-
Kotler, Neighborhood Government: The LocalFoundation of Political Lite (IndianapoITsl The Bobbs-Merrill Co.
, inc.
,
1965)
, im passim .
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limited appUcability.28
.^e integration of oitx.en partici-
pants into administrative activities, often in an advisory
capacity, offers a more feasible, if limited, way of
involving citizens in government. In light of the short-
comings of elections already mentioned, public participation
does Offer a more direct means of increasing the control of
citizens over public officials.
Public participation also enhances democracy by
serving to educate citizens. Involvement in administrative
activities offers citizens insights into the nature of
related public policies. Presumably, informed, knowledgeable
citizens will be better able to carry out their other demo-
cratic responsibilities.^^ Although empirical evidence is
weak in this regard. Almond and Verba 's findings also sug-
gest that the participants' sense of political efficacy will
rise following such involvement and that this will encourage
their involvement in other public activities
.
In addition, some authors also argue that public
participation will further democratic government by providing
access for groups who have not participated in government
through more traditional means. Viewed from this perspective,
28
For more discussion of this point see Mainzer,
pp. 143-148.
29Pateman, p. 110.
30Gabriel A. Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic
Culture (Princeton: Princeton University Press
, 1963)
,
pp. 46, 47, 297-299.
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oxtizen participation offers a way of i,„provi„g the status
or power of particular groups, especially the disadvantaged,
so as to Obtain better services or a more equitable redis-
tribution Of income or power. 31 i„ ^hree different respects,
then, public participation leads to a greater citizen voice
in government.
In summary, citizen participation has been construed
as a means to enhance (1) community, (2) individual self-
development, (3) the quality of public policy, (4) policy
implementation, and (5) citizen control over public officials.
Whereas certain authors have accepted this logic in whole,
others have chosen to focus on selected aspects of it.
Pateman, for example, discusses citizen participation in
terms of its impact on self-development, largely to the
exclusion of the other arguments. Other observers have also
defined certain of these arguments in quite specialized ways.
For example, when many proponents of citizen involvement in
the "War on Poverty" spoke of increasing citizen participa-
tion, they were speaking primarily of increasing political
control by the black poor, the dominant poverty group in big
cities, rather than by the public at-large.^^ Despite these
variations, these five general arguments comprise the basic
rationale for citizen participation in public administration.
^""•Cole, p. 10.
32
Mainzer, p. 139.
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has
.ur.entl, ,ainea „iae application. sue., they .oM
countless implications ,or oiti.en participation in water
the broad tenor of the public participation phenomenon.
The Rationale for Public Participation-
An Assessment
In viewing this rationale for citizen participation
administrative decision-.aKing
, this author finds certain
Of the arguments more important and compelling than others,
in particular, the arguments that citi.en participation
Should be pursued in order to foster either coT^unity-and
its related goals-or individual self
-development provide a
weak basis for integrating citizens into public administra-
tion. The realization of these goals is too complex, too
elusive, and too improbable to justify the elaborate pro-
cedures necessary to involve the public in administrative
activities.
community and self-develooment as rationales
. m
examining the realities of citizen participation, Riedel
postulates that "most people do not want to become involved
in policy formulation beyond the very impersonal (secret)
act of voting. "^^ Unlike Pateman and Bachrach, many
33
o - n
^* Riedel, "Citizen Participation: Myths
^1 :".!" '"^ ^^^^^ (May/
authors agree the opportunity to participate hJ Jr^aiticipat as an inher-
ently ii.i,e. appeal to ^ost ^^ericans now an. in
.ore-
-eable future. The likelihood that participation in
administrative decision-^a.ing wiii
.ot heoo^e widespread
diminishes its chances for advancing either com.,unity o^
individual self-development.
More specifically, there are numerous problems in
viewing citizen participation as a means for improving com-
munity. Pi,3t, given the above observation, it is difficult
to perceive of citizen participation reaching sufficient
proportions to counteract effectively those trends, such as
industrialization, urbanization, bureaucratization, and
Changing religious and familial conditions, which are per-
ceived to erode co^nity. Moreover, it is unclear whether
citizen participation responds to the essential causes of
anomie. If one attributes anomie, as did Durkheim, to "the
lack of rules to live by and loss of values to pursue," the
linkage seems improbable
. If one attributes anomie in
part to the leadership of society losing its closeness to
the people, citizen participation may help to overcome such
feelings, although there is no certainty that this will hap-
pen. ^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ interactions
which occur. Second, one can find little evidence in present
Pom-i^=.i T^'' ? discussion of anomie see Robert E. Lane,litical Ideology (New York: The Free Press, 1952), p. 407.
35^.Ibid
. , pp. 407-408.
:ominu-
or pas.
,.,,.3
....
^^^^^^ ^^^^
the cOTimunity-oriented
rationaJo
^""^ participation does notappear convincino thiv-^
.etu.ned su^.tantiaX cont.oi ove. pove.t. and c .
' to elected officials)
, poiiticai con-
s^.e.ations
...the. ii.it the
.cope o. citi.en participation
—iai ,or deveiopin, co^n.nit.. Opportunities
to participate which prove circumscribed ™a. cause frustra-
tion that gives rise to, rather ^-h.than prevents, anomie and
alienation. in short- ^ . -,n rt, the formidable nature of -hk^ ^xiduur t the opposing
trends and various political realities su.^est that public
participation in public administration is not likely to fos-
ter conmunity to any significant degree.
With regard to the goal of individual self-
development. Similar problems arise, rirst, it seems doubt-
ful that public participation will become widespread enough
to aid the self-development of most citizens. Those currently
most restricted in terms of personal growth are least likely
to participate politically. Moreover, as Pateman's focus on
participation in the work place indicates, the participatory
theorists maintain that citizen participation cannot become
rooted in the political system unless it is widely practiced
that elite'r^^d^^o'^unltrgo ?ogethe°r--tT 'a?f T^'T'anomie. ^ ^ i^ogetner- the lternative being
and
in
.an.
.nsUtut.ona. 3e..,n,3
, sucH as corporations
,
--o^s a. „eu as
.n
... .ore
.raau.onaX poX.UcaX
arenas. Seconriond, xf-as R.edel also indicates-those citi-zens Who do participate are likelv foi iy t confine themselves toone or two issue area<! it-
' presumptuous to say thattheir participation will amount to control over the
extremely varied decisions that affect their lives
Third, it seems unlikely that citizens, if they were so
inclined, could wrestle control over the important deci-
-ons affecting their lives from governmental officials or
Other mfluentials who for nnm-.- tnu x political, prof pcic; i or, = 1/ t^-Lvja.essionai
, organi-
-tional, and personal reasons resist such efforts it
Should be noted that many of those who advocate greater
cxti.en participation are not so sanguine as to expect
decision-making hy citizens to supplant decision-making by
bureaucrats; they seek greater citizen input and, if possible
a greater degree of citizen control than before. However,
for these reasons, individual self-development, like conunu-
nity, is not likely to accrue on a broad basis from citizen
participation in administrative activities.
Implementation as a ration. 1. viewing citizen
involvement as a means of facilitating the implementation of
plans provides a rationale for public participation that is
more compelling than the above, but is, nevertheless.
Pateman, p. lio.
deficient in several respects I^ ^
thatci^- " ^^^^ accurate to say-at c.t..ens „.o
.ave participated in piannin, efforts Junderstand them u *^-t^ort , whon and who
— one muQ^-
, ^
""""^^ add—support them, will
I
e.ea support to t.e pians as implementation
feasible plans, ones acceDtabl^ ^r.pr e to their communities. How-
ever, there are qpvfr^r-aiseve al Umrts to this logic. For example,
^
-
quite conceivable that citizen recon^enaations may not
e attune, to the current political realities; nor are pub-lic preferences easily ascertainea. maeea, public prefer-
ences With regara to alternative policy options may not
develop.
Also, as Jerry Delli Priscoli concluaes, public par-
t.crpation is unlikely to resolve major disagreements of
opinion with regard to policy question^, ^9 ^ions. in such Instances,
public participation may serve to crystallize opposition to
the eventual policy recommendations and, thus, impede imple-
mentation. Regardless, participation itself will not neces-
sarily generate support for the implementation of a plan.
Daniel Mazmanian's research indicates that even when citizens
are highly satisfied with the participation process itself,
this is unlikely to affpf-t- +-v.ci-;v. rs4.u-j. -,Y n rrect their attitudes toward the substan-
tive elements of a plan or policy. Citizens
.ay be satisfied
Conflict^ResoStion^'n'Reaional Wat'^'^rWater ResourcprRn^i f • ^i?^ ^^^^" Resources Planning,"
„
u K rces Bulletin
. XI (December 1975), p. 1241.
With the opportunities ana ^echanis^s
' for participatiodissatisfied w-i^-v. t^'^^^icipati n, yet-f. a „.th resultant products or vice versa.
r
^^-^ ^^-^ o. a ,i~
1
hence, their support for it."
'
that it r
"^'""^
" —
-
^3
r treats the act of implementation as an en. in itselfWhen it .ay
.ore reasonably be viewed as a .e" ^3 ^ to an end.
argument diverts attention from the quality of the
policy bein, implemented, a factor of crucial importance.
When divorced from the merits of fh. •t e policy involved, these
notions Of facilitation and trust-buildin. approach-in the
extreme-manipulation.
.or example, naniel Mazmanian argues
that the Army corps of Engineers initially embraced the
partrcipation concept in the early isvo's, in large part
because it saw such involvement as a vehicle for gaining
public acceptance of its Dlan« ''i mi, •I p s. This implementation argu-
ment has in part a self-serving appeal to administrative
organizations. Thus, while the problem of implementing good
policies is real and while citizen participation may offer
needed remedies in this regard, the focus of the above argu-
ment on simply the process of implementation forms an inade-
quate rationale for citizen participation.
40
Mazmanian, pp. 39-40.
Ibid., pp. 2-3, 34-35.
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^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Given the
above problems, the two remaining arguments provide the most
compelling reasons for involving citizens in administrative
activities. Public participation may be advanced primarily
as a means of enhancing administrative accountability and of
improving the quality of public policies. These two goals
prove highly interrelated, since it is difficult to conceive
of achieving one objective without the other. Jointly, their
realization results in the formulation of responsible public
policy, policy which is effective, responsive, and lawful.
Since few authors have examined what public partici-
pation actually accomplishes in practice, further assessment
of the ability of citizen involvement to foster these goals
is required. Thus, the following analysis explores the hypo-
thesis that citizen participation enhances the formation of
responsible public policies by increasing both administra-
tive accountability and the quality of particular policies.
This hypothesis focuses on the extent to which the inte-
grating of citizen-supplied information and value prefer-
ences into bureaucratic decision-making is likely to result
in policies which are more technically sound, more carefully
analyzed, and more responsive to public needs and prefer-
ences, than would be the case without public input.
In proceeding, it is important to note that various
authors question the linkage between citizen participation
and responsible public policy. They doubt, specifically.
the f^r^r's abiUt, to increase eithe. bureaucratic account-
ability or the caliber of public policies. Their counter-
arguments serve as a useful basis for discussion.
First, certain authors maintain that citizen parti-
cipation will not advance the cause of democratic govern-
ment, or administrative accountability, because the number
of people likely to become involved will not properlv repre-
sent the public at-large.^2
^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^
contention in the history of the Community Action Program
Where participation, in terms of turnout for neighborhood
elections, proved low." Whether citizen participants are
elected, appointed, or self-selected has apparently little
bearing.
complicating this problem is the tension between
citizen participation and other methods of providing
accountability. To the extent that citizens either make
decisions themselves or advise bureaucrats on policy matters,
they exert control, or influence, over administrative
decision-making. To varying degrees the responsibility of
bureaucratic officials for the decisions in question
diminishes. The administrators are less answerable than
before to the President, his appointed officials, the Con-
gress, or the courts. Thus, these more traditional lines of
Doerksen and Pierce, p. 958; Warner, p. 24.
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Mainzer, p. 141.
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accountability will nrow^ ^y p ve even weaker than was previously thecase, as will accountability to one's f.n
^ """^ ^ ellow professionals,
accountability to a relatively unrepresentative
.roup of
c.t..ens is in effect
.eing substituted for accountability
to these elected or appointed officials, democratic govern-
»ent will likely suffer in the process as if=Fiu Its representa-
tive qualities decline.
For other reasons, as well, authors who focus on
democracy as an essentially electoral-Ly process argue against
increased parti r-i n;qf-n r^r, ,•P tic pation m government. They maintain that
limited participation is healthv fnr ^->.on i ny to the preservation of a
democratic political syste..^^
.3 su^ri.ed by Pateman,
Bernard Berelson's thesis is that "limited participation
and apathy have a positive function for the whole system by
cushioning the shock of disagreement, adjustment, and
Change. citizen participation is likely to create con-
flict and make the political system less stable. Robert
'
Dahl, moreover, argues that those lower socio-economic groups
Which participate least in the system possess authoritarian
tendencies which potentially jeopardize the substantial
freedoms currently enjoyed in our present democratic govern-
ment^^^^or these different reasons, then, authors challenge
racy ^JJ^olt^f Ha^p-^r^n^d'Kjg^^^fMTTTfi^L"^-
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Pateman, p. 7.
For a discussion of Dahl's views. See Pateman, p. 10.
the s,.,e™e„t tHat p..x,. p...,.,,.,,,„
^„ ^^^^^^^
trol over government by the general citi.enry.
Miller ana Kein and other authors similarly question
Whether or not citi.en participation will lea. to better
public policy.
.,ey see that the relationship is any-
thing but automatic. Instead, integrating the public into
administrative decision-ma.ing may well be a costly, time-
consuming process which bears little fruit p=^i-i r . Resources that
could go into substantive professional planning are diverted
to participation activities. Augustine Predrich cautions
that this may damage the technical soundness of a plan and
"result in public choices based on inadequate data and
information...^^ Equally important is the suspicion of some
authors that citizen participants, compared to administra-
tors, lack the basic competence necessary to create coher-
ent, efficient public policies. These authors argue that
citizens lack the specialized knowledge and expertise of
bureaucrats
,
especially with regard to recent technical
,
nethodological, or other innovations. ^9 Moreover, they are
Povertv alH'AH" "^^^^'' ^""^ ''^i"' "Participation,
xxTx
Administration,. Public Administration Rev/ewXXIX (January/February 1969)
, pp. 15-25.
K i
,
Poison P^^l^^h^*""^ i- "Public Participation-
the ASCE Sn^^^i. ""Published paper presented at
Wat.^ p
pecialty Conference on
.'A Better Life through
CoIlrad^:°J^?r9-inl9?5:1."l?^^^"^"^" <=°"^-'
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r^n, u
Bernard B. Berger, "Citizen Participation incomprehensive River Basin Planning/' printed in the Federal
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more incuned to tocus on parocMal concerns and
opposed to future, needs C'
are U.el, to e.e t t,
"^^^^"^^^ P-tieipants
t.e roces ' 7 ^ ^ ''-^''^ ^""-"^ -
-naz.,.s: :
^ ad..n.strators per-
Porate
.n t L ^ ^^^"^ ^^^^^^i he decision-making process, these an^Haoo -, . i. oo cn uthors envd c^-ge the quality of public policies li^e Kf J-i-xeo, ixk bureaucratic
accountability, declining.
Many of these criticises offer serious challenges tothe arguments that public participation in ad™inistrat
-v-es a
.e.s of i.,.c.ing the quality of public p Is
o as t:t:::;:r:
'~~ -
^Lxticioms are less persua-
others.
.or example, the argument for limiting
part.crpatron and emphasising the importance of stability
.ives little attention to the needs of individuals who fa;epoorly under present distributions of power. m doing so,
underestimates the need for and the utility of change,indeed, this basic argument seems short-sighted; the most
stable political system in the long run is one which responds
to the needs of various groups in society, including those
Who do not participate by voting. Therefore, more rather
than less opportunity for participation seems likely to
pa?t^'i;'pL"::„\^^d arth^?
^^^^^^
Frauenglass, p. 489.
,
provide for such a stable system.
Similarly, this author is 1^^,=; ^-^^ IS less confident than Dahlm ascribing authori t-^T-i =r, 4.ar an tendencies to currently non-
Participatin, citizens. Hven U such tendencies do exist
the. would see™ to ste. in part
.ro.
.eeiin.s o. e.ciusio:
^ro. the political process. increased participation
assist in alleviating such tendencies. The fact that parti-
cipation is not likely to be widespread does notf <=^ava u necessarily
diminish its symbolic value in this regard.
The more serious of the charges expressed above are
the following. First, citizen participation is unrepresenta-
tive (undemocratic) and thpr^^for-^a, ere e, the preferences voiced
by participants are not likely to reflect genuine public con-
cerns. Second, participation undermines other channels of
accountability including control by elected or appointed offi-
cials more attuned and answerable to public desires than are
those citizens who participate in administrative activities.
Third, it is a costly and time-consuming proposition which is
likely to detract from substantive policy-making activities.
Fourth, citizens provide uninformed and parochial inputs
Which, if followed, reduce the technical quality and profes-
sional objectivity of the resultant policies.
These criticisms are extremely varied and directly
opposed to the positive arguments for participation advanced
above. Little reconciliation of these competing arguments
for and against public participation has occurred. At
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present, in.i.,,..,3 concerned w.tH
.liferent values
..vedeveloped contrasting orientations toward the su^^ect an.
therefore, disagree on whether participation is U.eX. to'
foster or i^pe^e efforts to create responsible puMic poXic,
Sxnce this goal and its two component elements, increasing
accountabilit, ana improving puhlic policy, provide the ™ain
rationale for citizen participation in administrative
decision-making, there exi<;i-= =n ists a general need to examine these
underlying arguments more carefully. m particular, it is
necessary to consider the appropriateness of these various
arguments in light of recent experiences in implementing
the concept. These recent experiences may provide further
insights into the relationship between responsible public
policy and citizen participation.
In summary, authors have viewed citizen participation
as a means of fostering co^unity, self-development, imple-
mentation, the quality of public policy, and/or administra-
tive accountability. By stressing different arguments, they
arrived at different expectations of how participation should
be structured. As might be anticipated, administrators have
emphasized the role of public participation in implementing
policies and in trust-building, whereas citizen activists
have emphasized the role of citizen involvement in increasing
citizen control and improving public policies. Similarly,
administrators have sought to limit participants to an advi-
sory capacity, while many citizens have desired a more direct
79
role in decision-making.^^
-ic^st these ™a„. cXai™.,
..^..^^.^
Patxon as a
.eans o. pro.i.,n,
.ette. poUc.es an.
.e^o-
cratic government prove the c^^^^r.^P stronger, suggesting that
cm.en participation
„iii iea. to t.e ^o^ation o. respon-
sible puMic poiic. several ot.er authors aisa.ree.
.hefollowing seeks to assess these nart-.'. in particular arguments in lightOf the growing record r^f
, ,
^ °' "'"^^^^ participation. This is doneby focusing on citizen participation sm water resources
planning.
The Requirements for Public P^r-^--:^- ^-
in water Resources Planning' "
In order to understand and evaluate the role of citi-
zen participants in water resources planning it is also
necessary to examine the legal requirements for public parti-
cipation in this policy area. m this case, the focus is on
those standards apDlicahle at- c j , ,px bi at the federal level. Even more
directly than the rationale for participation, these require-
ments form the general framework within which citizen involve-
ment occurs. It is these rules which have governed efforts
in the 1970
-s to implement public participation and which
have played a major part in determining the current level
and nature of such participation in federal water resources
planning.
Warner, p. 23.
Public participation in water resources planning is
not an entirely "new" phenomenon; it is, however, one which
has Changed remarkably in recent years, particularly within
the period of the early 1970' s. This change reflects new
mandates for citizen participation at the federal level, as
well as at the state and local level.
In the past, as today, agencies sought to mobilize
community support for local projects. indeed, such demon-
strations prove an integral part of the process of seeking
authorization and funds from Congress for water-related
projects. 52 although one can identify many past
instances of citizen involvement in the planning projects of
the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), the Soil Conservation
Service, the Army Corps of Engineers, and other agencies,
the record of public participation in water resources plan-
ning has long been an uneven one. The nature and scope of
the interaction between citizen and planner depended upon
the exigencies of the situation, varying considerably from
agency to agency and from project to project. Typically,
such interaction occurred late m the planning process in a
limited manner and without precise guidelines. Not infre-
quently, the interaction which evolved drew criticism from
many observers, as in the case of the TVA where Philip
Selznick charged that "grass roots democracy" really meant
52Gallagher, pp. 16, 98, and 108.
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selling out to powerful local interests."
In contrast, within the past decade, citizen parti-
cipation in public decision-making has become a more
deliberate process and, indeed, a legal requirement,
increasingly during this period, laws and agency regula-
tions have called for dirpr-i- o-n--;^^^ •r a rect citizen involvement in planning
and policy-making. The precise origins of this more sys-
tematic involvement are difficult to trace. As Lewis Mainzer
observes, citizens interested in farming have participated
for decades in agricultural policy-making through an elabor-
ate network of elective farmer committees
. More recently,
however, this movement toward increased citizen participation
gained impetus at the federal level with the passage of the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. As described by Daniel
Moynihan, the inclusion of the words "maximum feasible parti-
cipation" in that act set in motion a chain of events which
led to public participation in the policy-making and imple-
mentation processes of the "War on Poverty. "^^ These develop-
ments resulted primarily from the political pressures exerted
by center-city residents and from the desires of these resi-
dents and administrators in the new Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity to redistribute political power in order to reallocate
53See Philip Selznick, TVA and the Grass Roots(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1949)
.
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Mainzer, pp. 136-137.
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Moynihan, Chapter 5, pp. 75-101.
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public resources.
The literature of citizen participation still
strongly reflects this urban focus. However, the partici-
pation Phenomenon has since spread to other policy areas and
to other levels of government, as public agencies and other
public bodies have involved citizens in their functioning in
a more direct and unprecedented manner. m the area of
water resources, this trend was accentuated by the rise of
the environmental movement in the late ISSO's. Many environ-
mentalists focused on citizen participation as a mechanism
for injecting their concerns into the policy-making process
These political considerations seem particularly important
in explaining the growth of the public participation phenome-
non in water resources planning. One document produced by
the Bureau of Land Management summarizes this period as
follows
:
Numbers of the public were becoming vocal, active
inaT^'i"?'
and successful. Afte? years o?™
bniiv ^""^^^^^ ^^^^ taking responsi-ility for environmental preservation. They hadbecome committed, and the news media's extensivecoverage of their actions reinforced the whSlephenomenon. In this context, it was politically
opportune to write a national policy statement onthe environment which recognized the concerns and
a_ valid participatory role for the individual
citizen. ^ '
56Mamzer, p. 139.
5 7_
in i:^
Bureau of Land Management, "Public Participation
Mo/^ Assessment Process; Training SessionNotebook" (Washington, D.C.
, 1974), p. 14
What is new about public na^t-i„- ^Di participation in the 1970 'sIS the growing number of federal sn^ r,<.ul a a d other requirements for
such involvement in nnhn ^ ^public decision-making and the extent
to Which citi.ens have in fact been integrated into the
workings of public agencies. This is true in water
-sources, particularly at the national level where a number
Of recent Congressional acts, executive orders, and adminis-
trative guidelines require public participation in the
policy-making process. included in the former category are
such major pieces of legislation as the National Environ-
mental Policy Act Of 1969 (NEPA)
, the Pederal Water Pollution
control Act (FWPCA, Amendments of 1972, and the Coastal Zone
Management (CZM) Act of that same year. =8
While the above suaaeqi- fh;:»+-^^uyyest tnat the time was "ripe" for
providing for public participation in water resources plan-
ning, the precise rationale behind this legislative mandate
is difficult to ascertain. The laws themselves, like the
'
executive orders and administrative guidelines
, provide
little help in this respect. However, some insights into
the intent behind these requirements for citizen involvement
can be gained by examining pertinent Congressional hearings
and reports.
In examining these varied sources, one finds some
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PWPra D ^"^^^^ 91-190 (42USC4321 et seq.);
Act. P K?-^T (86STAT^817);CZM^ : ublic Law 92-583, October 27, 1972 (86STAT.
specific references to citi.en participation, aithou,. the
discussion of the intent behind soch requirements proved
less extensive and systematic than one might reasonably
expect. For example, neither the House nor the Senate
Reports on the CZM bill explained the rationale for the
participation requirements therein." is also the case
that the references to citi.en involvement frequently cen-
tered on the legal rights of citizens to bring suit rather
than on participation in administrative decision-making per
se. However, the hearings and reports presented various
arguments for participation, many of which paralleled those
discussed above. m part, those giving testimony relevant
to these various acts perceived participation as a way of
providing that policies would be in accord with public
desires, as well as a way in which valuable information
could be gained. For example, Sydney Howe, President of the
conservation Foundation, in testifying at the FWPCA hearings
argued that public participation was needed to provide for
openness in government, ending the "secret dialogue between
the control agency and the polluter."^**
59
^^i^. „ Committee on Merchant Marine and Fish-Report on the Coastal Zone Managemen t Act, 92nd Con-gress, Second Session, House Report 92-1544, May 5 1972-U.S. Senate Commerce Committee, Report on the Coastal ZoneManagement Act, Senate Report 92
-yb3, 92nd Congress, SecondSession, April 19
,
1972. ijcv^jiiu
60_ ,Sydney Howe, Statement, Hearing of the Subcommit-tee on Air and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works,
u.i. Senate, 92nd Congress, 1st Session, March 18, 1971
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zen
Much Of the testimony regarding water resources plan-
ning was imbued with environmental concerns, causing citi
involvement to take on a particular significance. Specifi-
cally, the congressional hearings and reports leading to the
adoption Of various water-related acts advanced citi.en
participation as a means of insuring that the environmental
aspects involved in such efforts would be adequately assessed
concerns for the environment and for pablic participation
intertwined.
The hearings prior to the passage of the National
Environmental Policy Act illustrate this point. As stated
in the report of the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs
committee (July 9, 1969), there existed two reasons for pay-
ing increased attention to environmental affairs: (1) mount-
ing evidence of environmental mismanagement and (2) the
increasing importance attached by citizens to environmental
quality. Given these concerns, the report proposed that new
means and procedures be devised "to preserve environmental
values in the larger public interest. "^^ Greater public
participation in decision-making involving environmental ques-
tions readily gained acceptance in these hearings as one such
new means toward this end. Seemingly, this view of partici-
pation engendered little debate.
^2 ^^1)
'
Water Pollution Contro l Legislation—1971, Part 2
p. 624. ~ ~ '
^•^Congressional Record
. July 9 , 196 9
,
po. 71, 74; asquoted in Bureau of Land Management, pp. 10-11.'
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More specifically, the
.asls for puMlc participation
xn environmentally-related decislon-maKlng rested on at
least three different the.es which recurred throughout the
discussions over NEPA. First carae the concept that every
individual citizen possessed the right to a clean and
healthful environment; this theme found clear expression in
the preliminary drafts and the actual text of NEPA.S2 The
right Of Citizens to be Involved in federal actions affecting
the environment-as do most water resources decisions-became
a logical extension of this right.
Second, the Congressional hearings clearly reflected
the theme that environmental protection was a task which
required the cooperation of all citizens. As one Congres-
sional report on NEPA stated:
The cumulative influence of each individual upon thPenvironment is of such great significancrthafeve^^effort to preserve environmental quality must depend
pubUc!^63''"°"^ ^"PP^^^ participation of th? •
Furthermore, the Senate Public Works Committee, in favorably
reporting upon the proposed FWPCA Amendments, stated that the
way in which pollution control measures are implemented
depends "to a great extent, upon the pressures and persist-
ence which an interested public can exert upon the govern-
Congressional Record
, December 20, 1969 p 2Document NO. 2; as quoted in Bureau of Land Management,'
£^£^ • J- ^ X ^ »
Congressional Record
, October 8, 1969, pp. 20 andZ3j as quoted m Bureau of Land Management, pp. 13-16
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™enta.p.ocess..." Because o,
.o.. pH.s.caX an.
..epolitical co.pXe.it.e3
..vo.ve. in environmental protection
participation was viewe. as necessary to implement such
'
voters succinct!, state..
..The Public is clean water.s b.st
lobb....
,,^3^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^
ar.u,„ent that citizens possess information which can usefull,
contribute to environmental policy-making.
The congressional rationale for public participation
was, then, at best somewhat vaguely stated in these documents
in general citizen involvement was perceived as integral to
the formulation and implementation of responsible water
resources policies. Primarily, it promised to provide for
the adequate consideration of environmental concerns, thereby
increasing the likelihood that the resultant- •i-iiCTL. Lu ultant policies would
be balanced and sound assessments which reflected public
needs and preferences.
Despite the often superficial discussions of the
merits of participation which accompanied the writing of the
aforementioned laws, NEPA, the FWPCA Amendments, and the CZM
64
gress Ist^q^; Jo^'f^^T^^™^^"^^^ ^^^^^^ (92nd Con-, i Session), Report, Federal Water Pollution rnnt--ni
Senat^-Ri^^FFNST-TI-?!^^
Mrs. Donald Clusen, Statement, Hearina of the Snhco^ittee on Air and water Pollution, cir^itte^ofo^^^^if
^
197^ fs fi4l^ S n^??
congress, 1st Session, March 18,1 (S 641), Water Pollution Control Legislati on— T Q7i
p. d4o. — '
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Act Clear., re,ui.ea p..Uc participation. «.p„3 statementOf the rights Of citi.ens to a healthful environment pro-
vxdea citi.ens with a .road legal hasis for participation;
xts requirements for the filing of Environmental Impact
Statements as part of the planning process also gave citi-
zens an avenue for involvement, using the courts." m
addition,
.BPA caned upon the Council on Environmental
Quality to consult with the public in performing its tas.s.
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments
and the Coastal Zone Management Act specifically required
citizen participation in the administration of their provi-
sions. For example. Section 101(e) of the FWPCA Amendments
provided for citizen involvement in the "development, revision,
and enforcement of any regulation, standard, effluent limita-
tion, plan, or program" established by the Environmental
Protection Agency or the states under that act."
Supplementing the citizen participation provisions of
these laws are two Presidential executive orders, S.O. 11472
and E.O. 11514, issued in 1969 and 1970, respectively. One
portion of the former established the Citizen Advisory
Becide,"'L=-A^;s^°f?-t:r^ir„L""s1SdL^°?=.he\lL^\^
^'^m^r'mh'^^m^^^^ (WinAip-ii-THI^ty
6 7^
for Puhlin P^^^^• structuring Communications ProgramsJ> b c_ articipation m^^ r^ Resourcp.c. pT.n^...^ l^^ ^
^atlr^p' ""^^^ of Engineers, Institute forw e Resources, May 1975), p. 2.
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Cor^nittee on Knvi.on.entaX QuaUt,, SecUon 2 o. lat-ter callea for the development of procedures
"to ensure thefullest practicable provision of timel. pu.Uc Information
and understanding of F&dp^r-^i ^^. ede al plans and programs with
-
environmental impact in order to obtainCO O the views of inter-
ested parties. "^^
Taken collectively these laws and executive orders
provided the mandate for citizen participation in wat.r
resources decision-ma.ing. They ,ave scant attention to the
form Which it Should take. To the administrative organiza-
txons fell the task of developing procedures for involving
the public. Thus, the more detailed requirements for citizen
participation in water resources planning are found in the
sets Of guidelines developed by appropriate organizations to
guide the administration of these other laws and orders.
Included in this group are the planning and policy-
making guidelines established by the Water Resources Council
(WRC)
,
the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
, and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
. The former provides
the most far-reaching and definite standards for public
participation in water resources planning; however, the CEQ
and EPA guidelines are also broadly applicable because of
6 8
.
Executive Order 11514, "Protection and Enhancementof Environmental Quality," March 5, 1970, in Council Sn
Repornrthe cT''^'. ' g^~ntal Quality; Thigd^AnnnalP\ \ u : ""^^^ °^ Environmental un. h^w ^w.ek^.^.^^ ^L).C.
, 1972) , Appendix D, p. 362. "
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the general importance of water quality issues. The Water
Resources Council guidelines for citi.en participation are
found in its "Principles and Standards for Planning Water
and Related Land Resources ."
The "Principles and Standards" emphasized that plans
Should "be directed to the improvement in the quality of life
by meeting current and projected needs and problems as
identified by the desires of people in such a manner that
improved contributions are made to society's preferences for
national economic development and environmental quality. ""^^
More specifically, the Council stated:
realon.l'T^ ""^^ ^^^^^^ involved at the local andgional levels is important and will be accomplished
Soliciting public opinion early in theplanning process;
Encouraging periodic expression of thepublic's views orally, and recording
their opinions, and considering them;
Holding public meetings early in the
course of planning to advise the public
of the nature and scope of the study.
^ ^
U.S. Water Resources Council, "Principles and Stand-ards for Planning Water and Related Land Resources," FederalRegister, Vol. 38, No. 174, Part III, September 10, ISTT'The Council on Environmental Quality, "Preparation of Environ-
mental Impact Statements—Guidelines," Federal Register
Vol. 38, No. 147, August 1, 1973, pp. 20bb0-20561; Environ-
mental Protection Agency, "Public Participation in EPA's
Water-Pollution Control Activities," in EPA's Managing the
Environment (Washington, D.C., 1973), pp. 162-167':
rate text)
.
Water Resources Council, p. 24785 (p. 13 of sepa-
^o^^k""^
lin^s of communication lis^. •t the needs and view<. r.f It ' "'^stening
identifying interls^^^ ^^^^^^
agencies; ^"^^^^^ted indivxduals and
d. Making available rI i
analyses^ inte^p^el^t^L^!
'.n^f
'^'^
information for public inspection 71
furthermore, the Council guidelines airectea planners to
secure public participation
..through appropriate means of
PubUc hearings, public meetings, information programs, citi
zens committees, etc...^^
^^^^^^
..Principles and
Standards" prescrih*:iH t-K=,+-P escribed that a variety of mechanisms be used
to involve the public in water resources planning and that
they be employed early in and periodically throughout the
planning process.
It is really these guidelines, rather than the laws
or executive orders which go the furthest in prescribing the
form that public participation in water resources planning
must take. While the term '.citizen participation., poten-
tially encompasses many levels of public involvement in
decision-making, it is significant that the type of partici-
pation outlined in the
..Principles and Standards', and these
other sources is of a specific nature. Public participation
in water resources planning, as called for in these sources,
is to be of an advisory nature. These guidelines instruct
water resources planners to consult with citizens and to
Ibid., p. 24827 (p. 96 of separate text).
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Ibid.
consiae. thei. consents,
.ut the. are not
.oun. to accept tM-
advice. This contrasts wit. certain other programs, such as
"
those for "communitv ac-i-inn t,ky tio , where citizens were delegated
decision-.a.ing power. Hegardless of the precise role played
by citizen participants, decision-making authority in water
resources planning rests exclusively with i-h. •ox i n the administrators
ana other public officials. This point
.ust he kept in ™ina
xn assessing the general impact of citi.en participation and
xts specific effects on the accountability of water resources
planners and other administrators.
Current Techniques for Involving Citizens-The Literature of Participation inWater Resources Planning
While both these general requirements and the broad
rationale discussed earlier set the general framework for
public participation in water resources planning, they give
little insight into how the concept is actually implemented.
Ironically, notes John Dixon, the vagueness of both the
rationale and the requirements has led to a situation where
the administrators themselves have been charged with design-
ing a system by which others can hold them accountable. It
has been the administrators, the planners, who, largely on a
case-by-case basis, have integrated citizens into water
r^^t:>" p^k^°^''.S^''°''' ^^"^ Public Participation Become
1975*
Pub lic Administration Review
. XXXV (January/February
resources planning tHrou.. the creation of public participa-
tion programs tailored to their particular studies. The
design of these programs has varied considerably in terms
Of the level of citizen involvement and the specific parti-
cipation techniques employed. The more widely used (tradi-
tional, techniques are listed in Table 1. As reported by
Thomas Wagner and Leonard Ortolano, some planners have also
begun (on a limited basis, to employ computer-based modeling
and simulation exercises
.
TO understand and assess the role of citizen partici-
pants in water resources planning, it is necessary to examine
not only the rationale and the requirements of public parti-
cipation, but the efforts to operationalize the concept, as
well. We must explore in more detail the techniques used to
provide public participation and the variables affecting
their usage. An examination of the literature of citizen
participation in water resources planning is central to this
task.
The primary emphasis of the literature of public
participation in water resources planning has been on the
operationalizing of the concept. Indeed, most authors who
have contributed to this literature have focused primari ly
on the question: "How can citizens best be integrated into
74^,
m ^
Thomas R. Wagner and Leonard Ortolano, "Analysis ofNew Techniques for Public Involvement in Water Planning,"Water Resources Bulletin
, XI (April 1975), pp. 329-344
TABLE 1
Advisory Committees or Task Forces
Brochures, Circulars, Pamphlets, and Workbooks
Establishment of Field Offices
Field Trips and Site Visits
Local Planning Units
an'd'^r^ups^
^^^^^^^^^ Interested Citizens
Mass Media Releases and Materials
Model Demonstration Projects
Public Displays
Public Meetings, Hearings, and Workshops
Questionnaires or Surveys
Responses to Public Inquiries"^^
the planning process?" Mindful of the current requirements
for participation discussed above, many authors in recent
years have apparently accepted citizen involvement in water
resources planning as "given." This focus on the best
techniques for involving citizens also reflects the fact
that a significant portion of this specialized literature
has been developed under the sponsorship of public agencies,
75 .
Bishop, p. 52.
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including the Corps of Engineers, in need of substantive
information about developing and implementing public partici-
pation strategies. For example, the Corps- Institute for
water Resources has sponsored and published a number of
studies Of citizen participation, including those by Bishop
(1975), Borton and others (1970), Dahlgren (1972), Hanchey
(1975), Ragan (1975), and Widditsch (1972). ''S
In focusing on the integration of citizens in water
resources planning, authors have examined numerous different,
and at times highly specialized, concerns. Most, however,
have centered their attention on the traditional techniques
for involving the public, as listed above in Table 1, although
they have done so using a variety of approaches. Authors such
as Bruce Bishop and Katherine Warner have sought to develop
an overview and evaluation of alternative participation
strategies used in a variety of planning investigations."
7 6
n c TV
references for these studies published by theUS Army corps of Engineers, Institute for Water Resources
In^-. ."-l:
Bishop, op. cit., Thomas E
'
Borton Katherine P. Warner, William J. Wenrich, The Susque-hanna Communication-Participation Study. IWR RepoFt 70-6 —
"
(December 1970) ;^Charies W. DihT^FiFTPublic Participation in
^er Resources Planning: A Multi-Media Course , Profei^ioHiTDi^^il^ent PapeT^-1 (April 1972T ; James R. H anchey, PublicInvolvement m the Corps of Engineers Planning Process, IWRKeport 75-R4- (Uctober 19 /S); Leonard Urtoiano, Water Re sourcesD££ision-making on the Basis of the Public InteFiit- ( Feb ruary'1975); James f. Kagan
, Public Participation in Wltj-r ResourcesPlanning: An Evaluation of the Programs of lb Corps of
Engineers Districts
, IWR Report 75-6 (November 1975) ; AnnWidditsch, Public Workshop on the Puget Sound and Adjacent
Waters Study: An Evaluation
, IWR Repo rt /2-2 (June 19 7 2).
77 .Bishop (1975), op. cit ,; Warner, op. cit
.
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others have employed a nor. selective approach, looking pri-
marily either at the participation programs employed in a
given planning effort or at one specific technique designed
to facilitate citizen involvement. These approaches are
not mutually exclusive, and certain authors have cor^ined
the two by focusing on one particular method within the
framework of a given case-study, with regard to the former
category, numerous informative case-studies of citizen
participation have been performed, including, for example,
examinations of the "Brandywine Plan" by John Keene and Ann
I^uise Strong (1970)
,
of the Corps' Susquehanna Study by
Thomas Borton and others (1970), and of "fishbowl planning"
in the corps' Seattle District by several authors. More
recently, as is reflected in this study itself, authors have
also examined the citizen participation programs of planning
studies performed by various river basins co:omissions
.
Authors who have focused on specific techniques within the
framework of case-studies include Ann Widditsch (1972) in
her study of public workshops and Madge Ertel (1974) and
Robert Shanley (1976) in their studies of citizen advisory
79groups. In general, this research has endeavored to learn
7 8
oi .. + "^^^^
Keene and Ann Louise Strong, "The BrandywineFlan, Journal of the American Institute of Planners, XXXV(January 1970)
, pp. 5U-58; Borton, op. cit
. ; Howard L.Sargent, "Fishbowl Planning Immerses Pacific Northwest
Citizens in Corps Projects," Civil Engineering. XLII (Sep-tember 1972), pp. 54-57. ' ^
79 .Widditsch, op. cit
.; Madge 0. Ertel, Citizen
Advisory Groups in Water Resources Planning (Amherst, Ma.
:
es
s
.on on
fro™ and buiia upon current attempts to involve oitl.ens in
planning activities.
Still other authors have adopted different approaches
to the study Of citizen participation in water resourc
Planning. A number of studies have focused on the attitude
about water resources held by either community leaders or
citizens at-large, as well as on the level of informati
the subject possessed by these individuals
. ..^ionale
of these studies is that in order to create workable plans,
administrators must take such factors into account. As
noted by L. Douglas James, the eventual implementation of
programs depends on com.munity reaction to planning proposals,
as affected by citizen attitudes and knowledge. Together,
these various studies provide a great deal of useful informa-
tion about the public participation strategies currently
used in water resources planning.
Because many of these studies have relied on a case-
study approach, one must exert caution in generalizing about
these current strategies for citizen involvement. Ira
Shark ansky has found, for example, that interest in and
Vq7!f ^t^Z'^'^'r^t ^^f^^^^h Center, University of Massachusetts,1974); Robert A. Shanley, Attitudes and Interactions of
£it: zen Advisory Groups an'd Governmental Officials in thegater Planning Process (Amherst. Ma.: Water Resources
Research Center, University of Massachusetts, August 1976).
80For further discussion, see Dynes and Wengert, op.
cit.
81
James, p. 305.
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attitudes toward certain policy areas and participation it-
self vary fro. one region to the next.
,3,,,,,^,^^^^
overview of the participation techniques used in various
Planning investigations n,ay be developed. Foremost among
these techniques employed by planners have been the use of
advisory committees, public meetings (of all sorts), the
media, and communications materials developed by the plan-
ners themselves. Each of these may be examined more
closely.
MXH2£y_con^^ The use Of citizens', and at
times scientific, advisory committees is wide-spread in
water resources planning, although these groups vary
considerably in terms of size, frequency of meeting, and
level of involvement. Selection procedures also differ,
although planners usually strive to achieve a balance of
different groups. The merit of this technique lies in the
opportunity which it offers to a limited number of citizens
for participating more directly in the planning process
than they could through other participation strategies.
Experiences with these groups, however, suggest that per-
formance depends greatly on the caliber of the people
involved, who must be willing to contribute substantial
amounts of time to these activities, and on the willingness
82
Ira Sharkansky, Regionalism in American Politics
Clndianapolis: Bobbs
-Merrill and Co., 1970), Chapter 3
Of administrators to deal with the™."
.^^^^^^ ^^^^
approach also suaapc.+-o ^-ur.^.ggests that particular problems accompany
the use of these committees. m terms of .ho • .T-erm t e interests and
demographic characteristics nfc o its members, these groups
tend to be unrepresentative.^^ The very closeness of the
relationships involved may also lead to tensions between
administrators and citizens i <= j-ka , if they disagree on issues or
if the advisors feel their recommendations are not being
heeded. Oavid S. Brown notes, therefore, that the perform-
ance Of advisory committees can be improved by clearly
defining their particular mission, by developing staff
assistance, and by improving their selection and operating
procedures in order to provide a better mix of "establish-
ment" and other interest group members.
Public meetings
. Public meetings have also proven
to be a frequently used and flexible tool for integrating
citizens into the decision-making processes of water
resources planning. Planners have at times utilized formal
public hearings to solicit citizen coraments. These normally
provide a transcribed record of citizen comments, but also
have certain costs, particularly in terms of little citizen-
8 3
a
^^''^'^ ^' "The Management of Advisory Commit-
R^v^ew ^xx^rfr"?"^/"^ ^""^ ^"O'-'" Public AdministrationKe i
,
XXXII (July/August 1972)
, p. 3j6~.
Ibid., p. 339; Bishop, p. 65.
Brown, pp. 340-341.
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administration aialo.ue. On ot.er occasions, as in t.e Co.ps.
••fxshbowl Planning., approach in their Seattle District, plan-
ners have also held quite informal public meetings or work-
shops in order to facilitate such interaction. ^6
in general, experiences with this strategy indicate
that public meetings perform two basic functions; first,
they serve to inform those who attend about the details 'of
Planning projects, and, second, they provide individuals
with an opportunity to voice their concerns. However, this
technique for participation also gives rise to various prob-
lems. The citizens attending these meetings often lack
basic information about the planning investigations
, espe-
cially if these studies are at an early stage." Like the
advisory group members, the citizens attending are frequently
unrepresentative of the public. Attendance fluctuates
greatly. Finally, many citizens demonstrate at these meet-
ings a local orientation, at the expense of regional con-
cerns. In light of these problems, Ann Widditsch emphasizes
the importance of distributing information prior to such
meetings and of advertising the meetings to maximize turn-
8 8
out. Such efforts seem likely to provide for citizen
inputs from a more substantial, more interested, better
informed, although still unrepresentative group.
86S^argent, pp. 54, 57.
Brown, pp. 340-341.
88 .
Widditsch, op. cit
.
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^?S^^^=^^i^^^2lH^. Most Planning studies also
make use of the m(=Hi ^ -; 4-u •edxa xn thexr public participation programs
Gxven the budget limitations of planning studies, the
prxmary effort of most planning staffs has been directed
at securing "free" coverage, through the issuing of "news
releases" of noteworthy events. m the case of radio and
television, some planners have exercised other options, such
as appearing on scheduled programs featuring guest speakers
Probably the greatest coverage in terms of substantive
information about the planning studies has been through the
newspaper.
The use of the media is significant in that it per-
mits the planners to inform large numbers of citizens
about given planning projects and to announce other partici-
pation opportunities, such as public meetings. Nevertheless,
as Bishop points out, the use of the media does not in and
Of itself usually provide direct involvement, although some
methods for establishing two-way communication do exist.
Also, to the extent that planners rely on the use of the
press release, the final decision on what is printed is made
by the media staffs, and coverage on crucial events may be
incomplete or in other ways inadequate. Suggestions for
improving the use of the media in planning decision-making,
however, have been explored; Kahle and Lee, for example,
89 .
Bishop, pp. 69-72.
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stress the importance of taking local attitudes into accountm designing media programs.
^^^^^^^=Ili£^ti^^
addition to
utilizing the media to reach the general public, many plan-
ning staffs have also developed their own co^ications
materials, such as notices of upcoming meetings, fact
Sheets, brochures, and sununaries. Once they have established
a mailing list, the planners frequently send such materials
directly to potentially interested individuals. They may
also be distributed in bulk to individual groups or at pub-
lic meetings. m practice, the quality of these materials
and their distribution vary considerably.
With an ample distribution, the use of these
materials permits planners to reach a broad audience and,
in so doing, to retain control over the presentation of the
information. The developing and mailing of the above, how-
ever, is expensive. Frequently, these methods have pro-
duced only one-way communication; however, as exemplified
in the corps' Seattle District "fishbowl planning," this
approach can be used to foster two-way exchanges. A number
of studies have used their own questionnaire to seek public
90
^ S*
^^^^ ^- Lee, A Q-Methodological Study ofAttitudes Toward Wate r Resources and Jmpiications for Using—Mass Media in Dissemination of Water Research ResulFs '
'' water Resources Research Center, Universityof Missouri, 1974), im passim .
v t.^ y
91Sargent, pp. 54-57.
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-zens to
c
feedback. These various devices
.ay also invite citi
contact the planning staff,
.a^es Hanchey observes that
these
.ethods see. potentially useful in determining publi
priorities and attitudes, a tasK recognized by all as being
exceedingly difficult. With this goal in .ind, Wagner
and Ortolano urge planners to expand their usage of brochure
designed to provide feedback.
In general, the participation programs of water
resources planning investigations have incorporated a mix-
ture Of these techniques at well-defined stages of the
studies. This makes it difficult to assess the relative
merits of each. After surveying over 500 planning agencies,
private organizations, and other groups, the Warner study
recommended the use of advisory con^ittees
, informal con-
tacts, and public meetings. 95 Robert Wolff found that Corps
planners viewed workshops and brochures as more useful than
the media in involving the public. However, these authors
seem to agree that a varied, multi-faceted public partici-
92
Hanchey, p. 22.
93Wagner and Ortolano, pp. 340-342.
94Ortolano, pp. 3-9, 3-10.
Warner, p. 14.
Ortolano^^n°''.?n^'^"'K''^.°^
Wolffs findings see: Wagner and
u '
^- Involving the Public andthe Hierarchy m Corp s of Engineers Survey InvestiQa-ti^lT^Ibtantord, Ca.
: Civil Engineering Department, StanfordUniversity, Report EEP-45, 1971).
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pation program is essential.
The precise way in which planners have employed these
participation techniques, however, has varied greatly from
one study to the next. As Warner observes, different
dimensions of these techniques may be emphasized, and
planners have alternatively used these techniques to inform
and educate the public, to gain reaction to specific pro-
posals, or to generate a broad interaction between citizens
and administrators. ^7 In general, the resources at the dis-
posal Of the planners and the manner in which they have
utilized them has had a significant impact on the degree to
Which citizens have participated in these investigations.
The observations of varied authors suggest that
several other factors have also influenced citizen involve-
ment in water resources planning and caused variations in
participation from one study to the next. The level of
participation has been influenced by the degree to which
citizens: (1) are aware of the issues involved, (2) per-
ceive themselves being affected by the decisions,
(3) believe that they can influence decisions, and (4) feel
that it is worth the effort to do so.^^ These variables in
turn are likely to be affected by the geographic and func-
tional scope of the planning investigation, the seriousness
97
Warner, p. 23.
Ibid
. , p. 8.
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of related problems in recent years ^K •, the activity of inter-
est groups in the area, and other distinctly local or
regional conditions, such as those mentioned earlier in
connection with Sharkansky's research. ^9
Xn sugary, the literature of citi.en participation
water resources planning provides insight into both the
range of variables affecting participation and the advan-
tages or disadvantages of given participation strategies,
as used in various studies,
.he above findings suggest
that public participation in water resources planning can-
not be assu.,ed, but .ust be cultivated through well-designed
somewhat aggressive, programs begun early in the studies
The literature also suggests, but does not explore, the
likelihood that different mechanisms are appropriate to and
needed for different cases. To date, planners have been
free to structure their individual advisory programs as they
have seen fit. Given this state-of-the-art, further
research is necessary. m particular, we must examine more
systematically how the employment of these various strate-
gies affects the realization of the positive goals envisaged
by many for public participation. We also need to know more
specifically about how the usage of these various strategies
can be improved to achieve the effects desired, especially
the increasing of bureaucratic accountability and of the
99
Ibid
. , p. 37.
quality of public policy.
The Rationale and the Experience;
An Overview
A broad range of arguments exist for integrating
c.ti.ens into administrative decision-making,
.he most com-
pelling Of these are that public participation will enhance
both administrative accountability and the guality of pub-
1- policy. This logic for participation applies to water
resources as well as to other policy areas. Given this
logic and the various other political considerations, public
participation has become mandatory in water resources plan-
ning. At the heart of this effort, however, has been the
aim Of injecting a greater appreciation for environmental
concerns into the planning process, thereby creating more
responsible policies. Various Congressional hearings and
reports reflect these goals.
Indeed, in the 19 70's, public participants have been
integrated into various planning projects, establishing a
record of experiences warranting study. Agencies and
individual authors have responded by evaluating the
techniques used in the public participation programs asso-
ciated with water resources planning efforts. This litera-
ture recommends various ways of improving current programs.
Nevertheless, at least two basic sets of needs exist
for further research focusing on citizen participation.
107
First, there is a need to exoln-ro i-u^^^''^^
^^^^ed impacts of pub-lic participation. To what ext-^n^- ^n te t does citizen involvementm water resources ni^r^r,-:planning, or in policy-making in other
substantive areas, achieve the goals which comprise the
rationale for puhlic participation,
.o aate, few authors
have examined this question. More efforts are nee.e. to
determine what puhlic participation reaiiy accompiishes so
that this enterprise may he properly evaluated. Second
public participation is judged worthwhile, the need
exists for further study of the techniques used to inte-
grate citizens in administrative decision-making in order
to improve the quality of that involvement.
In light of the concern for bureaucratic accounta-
bility expressed earlier and the relative strengths of the
above arguments for participation, it seems particularly
important to examine the effects of public participation on
the accountability of the planners and other administrators
Who make public policies, in this case those associated with
the use Of water resources. Therefore, the following analy-
sis explores public participation as a method for enhancing
the accountability of water resources administrators, so as
to ensure the creation of responsible water resources plans,
certainly, the other possible impacts of public participa-
tion in water resources planning, such as its effects on the
individual self-development of the involved citizens.
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warrant further examination, but these concerns lie essen-
tially outside the scope of this study.
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CHAPTER III
THE NEW ENGLAND RIVER BASINS COMMISSION:
THREE CASE-STUDIES OF
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Water resources planning is an extremely detailed and
complex policy-making activity. In exploring the intricacies
of water resources planning and the role that citizen parti-
cipants can play in the process, the following analysis
utilizes a case-study approach. This approach focuses
primarily upon the New England River Basins Commission
(NERBC) and three largely autonomous planning programs run
by that organization.
Nationally, the NERBC is one of six such regional
commissions created to coordinate public decision-making
concerning the use of water and related land resources. As
noted earlier, a host of agencies at all levels of govern-
ment have traditionally engaged in water resources planning.
One apparent consequence of this multiplicity of effort has
been that plans and policies in this area have frequently
been rather disjointed, at times even conflicting."^ One
'"For discussion see: Victor A. Koelzer, "A Proposed
National Organizational Structure for Water Resources Plan-
ning/' Water Resources Bulletin
,
IX (February 1973)
, pp. 167-
180.
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approach to alleviating this problem has been the use of
interagency coordinating coiranittees
, frequently under the
leadership of the Corps of Engineers. This method of
coordination is still prevalent in the South. The crea-
tion of river basins commissions in other regions
represents a new, although not radically different,
approach to coordination.^ Thus, the New England River
Basins Commission (NERBC)
, on which this study focuses,
exists as a relatively new mechanism designed to promote
coordination among the many state, interstate, and federal
organizations involved in water resources planning in its
host region, New England.
The New England River Basins Commission came into
existence with the signing by President Johnson of Executive
Order 11371 on September 6, 1967. This action, in accord-
ance with Title II of the federal Water Resources Planning
Act of 1965, followed the requests for the creation of the
Commission made by the New England Governor's Conference
and the Governor of New York. The geographical scope of
the NERBC, which was modified soon after its inception,
encompasses the New England states, the North Shore of Long
3Island, and the Housatonic River Basin in New York.
2Martha Derthick, Between State and Nation;
Regional Organizations of the United States (Washington
,
D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1974), Chapter Four.
3The scope of the NERBC was expanded to include the
North Shore of Long Island Sound to permit the undertaking
of a comprehensive study of Long Island Sound.
Ill
Organizationally, the Commission's membership in-
cludes representatives of ten federal agencies, six inter-
state and regional agencies, and the six New England states,
as well as New York. (These are identified in Table 2.)
Its operating budget, which was $380,000 for fiscal year
1976, is borne by both the federal government and the mem-
ber states/ NERBC also receives separate appropriations
for carrying out special planning projects. The leadership
of the Commission similarly reflects this federal-state part-
nership. The NERBC's Chairman is a Presidential appointee;
the Vice Chairman is a state member. The Commission itself
meets quarterly, often in two-day sessions, while the Chair-
man and a staff of about forty people carry out the day-to-
day administrative responsibilities of the organization,
primarily from NERBC's office in Boston, Massachusetts.
The duties of the NERBC and its staff revolve around
four basic tasks. First, the Commission, as mentioned above,
serves as the principal agency for coordinating v^ater and
related land resource plans on a regional basis. For example,
staff members provide technical assistance in planning to
state personnel. Second, it prepares and updates regional
plans for developing these resources. Third, NERBC is
charged with recommending long-range planning priorities for
4The New Erc,land River Basins Commission, 1975
Annual Report (Boston, 1975), Appendix D.
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the region. Fourth, it recommends and performs planning
studies on problems of regional importance.^ In these
ways, it seeks to improve the management of the region's
resources so as to:
provide a healthy attractive environment fit for man
to live in, while at the same time supporting an
economy which provides decent opportunities for the
people of the region.
^
The Commission, then,, is involved in a broad range of plan-
ning activities.
Conducting planning investigations has in practice
proven to be an important function performed by the New
England River Basins Commission; this is true in other
regions as well. NERBC, since its inception, has sponsored
or co-sponsored a variety of such studies, such as one exam-
ining the economic and environmental effects of off-shore
7
oil production and shipment. More importantly for this
analysis
, NERBC has also played a leadership role in three
major subregional comprehensive planning programs, two of
which have recently been completed. These include studies
of water and related land resource problems in the two-state
Long Island Sound area and the three-state Southeastern New
England area. A third study of flood damage reduction and
flood plain management in the four-state Connecticut River
5Ibid
. ,
p. 5
.
^Ibid.
, p. 10.
"^See NERBC, 1975 Annual Report, p. 7.
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basin is in its later stages of preparation. These investi-
gations are referred to below as the Long Island Sound
(LISS) Study, the Southeastern New England (SENE) Study,
and the Connecticut River Basin Program (CRBP) Supple-
mental Study. All three are classified by the Water
Resources Council as Level B studies. As defined by the
Water Resources Council, a regional or river basin (Level B)
plan is a
preliminary or reconnaissance-level water and relatedplan for a selected area. These are prepared to
resolve complex long-range problems identified byless detailed studies such as framework studies andthe national assessment. They may vary widely in
scope and detail, but will focus on middle term
(15 to 25 years) needs and desires and involve
Federal, State and local interests in plan develop-
ment. They also identify and recommend action plans
and programs to be pursued by individual Federal,
State and local entities.
8
The Origins of the Three Studies
The LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies all began during
the early 1970 's. In all three instances concerns expressed
by citizens and public officials gave impetus to the initi-
ation of the studies. In the Long Island Sound area, con-
cerns about water-related problems voiced by many individual
citizens, officials, and organized groups in the late 1960 's
led Senator Abraham Ribicoff (D-Conn.) to hold three public
meetings to evaluate the situation. These meetings demon-
g
Bishop, p. 107.
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strated broad public support for a study of the Sound's
9problems
.
Following the Ribicoff hearings, NERBC gave approval
to an initial program for studying the Sound, and in Janu-
ary 1971 the Water Resources Council assigned the Commission
and its member agencies to prepare a plan of study, a
detailed planning guide, for the study of the Sound's water
and related land resource problems. With the assistance of
interim citizens and science advisory committees, NERBC
developed, approved, and published this document."'"^ It
called for a three and a half year study, costing about
three million dollars. Officially, the study started on
July 1, 1971; however, because of delays in funding, it did
not open its New Haven, Connecticut office until April 1972
or fully begin until later that year.
The Southeastern New England Study began in a simi-
lar way, also with funding delays. Following two years of
discussion. Congress appropriated money for the SENE Study
for fiscal year 1970
, but it was impounded by the Bureau of
the Budget until January 1, 1971. Throughout this early
9See: "Preserving the future of Long Island Sound,"
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization
and Government Research of the Committee on Government
Operations
,
U.S. Senate, on S.2472, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C., 1970.
"^^New England River Basins Commission, Plan of Study ;
Long Island Sound Regional Study (Boston, August 1 , 19 71)
.
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period, the New England Governors' Conference strongly sup-
ported the study. Once funds were received, the plan of
study commenced; it was published in April 1972. -"--^ Also,
as in the LISS Study, an Interim Citizens Advisory Committee
assisted the staff in formulating recommendations regarding
a permanent advisory group structure for the SENE Study.
To complete the inception of the study, a SENE office was
opened in Boston, Massachusetts.
The background of the Connecticut River Basin Pro-
gram's Supplemental Study is somewhat more complex. This
NERBC Study followed and supplemented a 1970 comprehensive
study of the Connecticut River basin, which was conducted
by a Coordinating Committee directed by the Corps of
13Engineers. Considerable public criticism of the nine-
volume Corps' report accompanied its release. Citizens
objected to its recommendation of building seven dams in
the basin and to a perceived lack of consideration of
environmental and social impacts which would result from
these and other proposals. Such public comments drew support
New England River Basins Commission, Southeastern
New England Water and Related Land Resources Study; Plan of
Study (BoFton, April 1972)
.
12Southeastern New England Study, "Report of the
Interim Citizens Advisory Committee," 1971.
13Connecticut River Basin Coordinating Committee,
Connecticut River Basin Comprehensive V7ater and Related
Land Resources Investigation (October 1970)
.
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from Representative Silvio 0. Conte (R-Mass.) and other
legislators
.
When, as prescribed, the Corps distributed the
report to other public agencies for a 90-day review period,
the newly established New England River Basins Commission
appointed a Citizens Review Committee (CRC)
,
composed of
scientists, businessmen, and interest-group members, to
assist it. The CRC proved a highly competent panel, and
their report was generally applauded. Bernard B. Berger
attributes this to the following conditions:
The charge was clear and specific; the issues were
important and timely; the members of CRC were well-
informed on these issues; a time limit of 90 days
provided a useful spur to Committee effort; NERBC's
Chairman gave unstinting encouragement and support;
and the media's attention was focused on the Commit-
tee. In addition, the skepticism concerning the
impartiality of CRC expressed by a very highly
motivated group of "concerned citizens" (Connecticut
River Ecology Action Committee) provided a further
incentive to produce a well-reasoned set of recom-
mendations . 14
Significantly, the CRC's report also criticized the inade-
quate examination of environmental impacts in the Corps'
study.
NERBC, in developing its own 1980 Connecticut River
asin Plan, took this and other criticism into account. TheB
14
This quote is taken from a letter to the author.
See Berger, op. cit . , for further information.
15
Report of the Citizen Review Committee of the
Connecticut River Basin Comprehensive Water and Related Land
Resources Investigation to the New England River Basins Com-
mission (Boston, February 1, 1971).
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^^^^
^^1^^^ the creation of a supplemental study
to reexamine the flood management recommendations of the
Corps' comprehensive plan. The 198Q Plan also called for
the inclusion of both citizen and science advisory groups
in the follow-up planning program. The CRBP Supplemental
Study began officially on July 1, 1972, with an office in
Hanover, New Hampshire. In contrast to the broad-ranging
LISS and SENE Studies, it focused on only one aspect of
water resources management, flooding.
The Organization of the Studies
Significantly, the LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies
involved a team approach to planning. While the NERBC's
own staff personnel guided and dominated the planning
process, participants from the broad range of agencies
comprising the Comrrd s s i on ' s membership played an important
role in the studies. This can be seen in the funding of
the three studies. NERBC's share of the funding for each
study was approximately 17% for the LISS Study, 20% for
the SENE Study, and 28% for the CRBP Study, figures quite
17high by current level B standards. Other moneys for the
studies went directly to the associated agencies, such as
16New England River Basins Commission, The NERBC
1980 Connecticut River Basin Plan (Boston, January 1, 1972)
17
Derthick, pp. 146, 155.
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irs
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation or the Corps of Enginee:
The NERBC staff had no control over these expenditures.
This working arrangement, which reflected the nature of
the New England River Basins Commission itself, necessi-
tated a rather complex organizational structure. An under-
standing of this management structure is important to
examining the role of citizen participation in the studies
and the accountability of the administrators involved in
these investigations.
Atop this structure stood the NERBC. The Commission
set broad policies for the studies. It also reviewed and
passed final judgement upon the reports of the studies.
Once it adopted these reports, the Commission sent them to
the Water Resources Council for forwarding to the President,
Congress, and the state governors and legislatures. It also
requested necessary personnel and funding to perform the
studies and, where necessary, reallocated those funds at its
disposal.
Each study had its own Coordinating Group which met
quarterly over a one- or two-day period. These Groups,
headed by the Chairman of NERBC, consisted of representatives
holding policy-making positions in the agencies involved in
the respective studies. The Coordinating Groups for the
LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies made basic policy decisions
within the context of the studies and dealt with substantive
120
questions which arose. The Coordinating Groups also
reviewed reports prior to their submission to the Commis-
sion, made personnel and budget recommendations to the
Commission, and coordinated the work of all agencies asso-
ciated with their study. '"^
In each study, a Study Management Team, consisting
of the study manager, his staff, and representatives from
the agencies, met quarterly , as well. The Study Management
Team focused its attention on the coordination of operational
matters. The members were generally more actively involved
in the mechanics of the planning process than were the
Coordinating Group members."'"^
The day-to-day planning efforts of the LISS, SENE
,
and CRBP Studies centered on NERBC's staff personnel assigned
to each study and on the planners in the various associated
agencies who shared a similar role. NERBC's own personnel
formed the core staffs for the three studies. These LISS,
SENE, and CRBP staffs consisted of a study manager, one or
two professional planners, a public information specialist,
and varying numbers of assistants and secretaries. These
staffs in effect managed the planning programs. They
assumed responsibility for compiling the work of the
1
8
New England River Basins Commissions, People and
the Sound; A Plan for Long Island Sound—Supplement , Vol. 2
(Boston, July 1975)
, p. 19.
~~~~
"•^Ibid.
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associated agency planners, for writing the draft and final
planning reports, for directing the citizen participation
programs, and for conducting the routine business of the
studies from their respective offices.
The planners from the associated agencies performed
many of the substantive planning tasks needed for the
studies, such as the gathering of data, the identification
of problems, and the formulation and analysis of alterna-
tive action proposals. In doing so, the agencies performed
specific tasks assigned to them in the plans of study.
Agencies working in the functional areas of the LISS and
SENE Studies— for example, recreation and transportation
—
met periodically in Work Groups to coordinate their efforts.
Each Work Group, under the direction of a lead agency, pro-
duced a joint report for use by their study's staff in plan
20formulation.
These Work Groups and the individual agencies worked
closely with the staffs of the studies. Numerous telephone
conversations filled the voids between meetings. This was
also true of the relationship between the LISS, SENE, and
CRBP staffs and their respective Coordinating Group and
Study Management Team members. Despite the lack of fiscal
control over the associated agencies, the LISS, SENE, and
CRBP staffs, by nature of their roles in the studies, could
Ibid.
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at times influence agency activities. The staffs also could
directly supervise the performance of a limited number of
planning tasks performed by private consulting firms or by
NERBC's own central staff.
The Objectives of Citizen Participation
in the Studies
As suggested above, public participation was in fact
integrated into the complex planning processes of the LISS,
SENE, and CRBP Studies. At their inception, NERBC expli-
citly recognized the need for citizen involvement in the
studies. Several factors helped to account for this. The
NERBC Chairman, himself, prior to his involvement with the
Commission had served j.n a leadership capacity with a well-
known conservationist group and was, therefore, quite
accustomed to working with the public and disposed in that
direction. It was also clear by the start of the studies
that citizen participation would in the near future become
mandatory in such planning efforts. In addition, staff
personnel were cognizant of both the strong traditions for
participation and the sophistication of interest-groups in
22New England. Finally, NERBC's successful experience with
the Citizens Review Committee may have encouraged further
21
The staffs had particular control over the legal
and institutional portions of the studies.
22From a telephone interview by Madge Ertel with
the Chairman of NERBC, Mr. Frank Gregg, July 1976.
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such efforts.
In assessing citizen participation in these studies,
it is appropriate to begin with an examination of the
expressed objectives of citizen involvement in these plan-
ning programs. These objectives prove significant for a
number of reasons. First, since they presumably guided
the planners in the studies, they may provide insights
into the "logic" which the public participation programs
followed. Second, the objectives can be evaluated for
their appropriateness and their completeness. Third, they
can potentially be used as a framework for evaluating the
programs as they evolved.
The objectives of citizen participation in the
three studies can be found in the LISS and SENE Plans of
Study and in the 1980 Plan
,
as well as in various staff
2 3
memoranda. While these discussions are by no means iden-
tical, they do provide a comparable overview of the subject.
As one examines them, one finds a variety of objectives,
some quite similar to those discussed earlier.
One objective of public participation by citizens
and scientists in the studies, discussed in these documents,
was to provide information about local conditions to
23 • •
For example, see Long Island Sound Study, Citizen
Advisory Conmiittee Memorandum, No. 74-16, November 27,
1973.
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supplement the knowledge of the planners. As stated in the
LISS Plan of study, one objective was "to make use of the
knowledge of people who live near the Sound and who are
close to its problems. "24 This same source acknowledged
that users of the Sound "have a close working knowledge of
the area that will be a valuable aid to the study team."^^
In a related vein, the LISS Plan of Study also stated that
scientists, by contributing scientific information and
technological data, could have a similar impact.
The 1980 Plan identified a second objective of citi-
zen participation, the development of management plans
"that are responsive to public needs and preferences
^"^
Although neither the SENE or LISS documents proved quite
as explicit, they also viewed public participation as a way
of identifying and exploring a broad range of viewpoints and
value considerations. At a minimum, this theme suggested
that citizens could make planners more aware of value con-
siderations. At a maximum, as in the 198Q Plan
,
it recog-
nized that public participation could potentially enhance
the responsiveness of government.
Given the assumption that most citizens are not
24
NERBC, LISS Plan of Study
, p. 5-1.
25_. .
.Ibid
.
^^Ibid.
, p. 6-1.
2'^NERBC, 1980 Plan, p. 125.
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aware of water-related problems, the study documents viewed
the educating of the citizenry about public problems and
proposed solutions as a third objective of citizen partici-
pation. This objective sought to enable citizens to parti-
cipate more meaningfully in the planning process-perhaps,
to facilitate the achieving of the first two objectives or,
perhaps, to build support for implementation.^^
The latter also found expression in the study docu-
ments as a fourth objective. The SENE Plan of Study saw
citizen participation as a means "to provide citizen commit-
ment to the final plan through active involvement in actual
plan formulation processes. "^^ Another stated objective of
citizen participation was, then, to increase the likelihood
that plans will be implemented. Som.e observers might view
the pursuit of this objective by an agency as a form of
cooptation. Clearly, however, NERBC's intentions seem more
honorable. Since the Commission's legal mandate limited its
activities strictly to planning (as opposed to implementation)
,
its efforts to generate action on the plans were not aimed
at providing a continuing role for the organization in the
implementation process
.
Collectively, these NERBC documents stated that citi-
zen participation should be pursued in order to (1) supply
^^NERBC, LISS Plan of Study
,
p. 5-1.
^^NERBC, SENE Plan of Study, p. 6-3.
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administrators with additional factual information about
local conditions; (2) indicate to planners the values and
preferences of citizens; (3) inform citizens about public
problems and alternative solutions; and (4) facilitate the
implementation of the final plans. These objectives clearly
required public participation programs designed to provide
a two-way dialogue between planners and citizens. Ideally,
the planners would provide sufficient information to the
citizens, so that they could participate meaningfully in
the studies; the citizens would provide the staffs with
feedback as to their preferences and assessments and with
additional information. Given such an interaction, citizen
participation would result in technically sound, responsive
plans that would in all likelihood be implemented.
These objectives for citizen participation in the
LISS, SENE and CRBP Studies resemble those which comprise
the general rationale for participation, as discussed above.
The one exception is that the study documents made no mention
of the value of participation to individuals in terms of
their own self-development. The writers of these documents
did not express this concern. It is also true that these
early texts did not systematically examine the implications
of these objectives. For example, the documents did not
elaborate upon the potential impact of these objectives on
the democratic nature of government in New England or New
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York State. They centered more on the mechanics of how to
involve the public in the planning process. Significantly,
the role of citizens in supplementing the factual knowledge
of the planners received a more forceful statement in these
materials than in much of the literature of citizen parti-
cipation. This subject is pursued in later chapters.
In general, however, the LISS and SENE plans of
study and the 1980 Plan presented only superficial examina-
tions of the objectives for public participation; ostensibly,
they in themselves provided little guidance to the planners
and citizens involved in the studies. The discussions of
participation in these NERBC documents do, nevertheless,
suggest that the broad goals for participation discussed
above are readily applicable to these three studies and that
these goals may appropriately be used to evaluate the LISS,
SENE, and CRBP public participation programs.
The Public Participation Programs of
the Studies
In order to describe and evaluate the public partici-
pation programs of the LISS, SENE, and CRBP staffs, one must
understand the nature of planning processes used in the
three studies. Particularly important is the fact that the
scope of the three studies dictated a long and complex plan-
ning process aimed at gathering information about the study
area, assessing problems and their alternative solutions.
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formulating a plan of action, and reporting the findings.
During the first phase of the studies, the agency
personnel (the work groups) gathered and organized informa-
tion about the water and related land resources and their
usage in the study areas. Essentially, this involved
creating inventories of previously existing data. Second,
the agencies, assisted by the LISS, SENE, and CRBP staffs,
analyzed this information and assessed the particular prob-
lems to be faced in planning for their regions. Third, the
associated agencies and the staffs evaluated alternative
plans for resolving the problems which they had identified,
using benefit/cost calculations. Fourth, the staffs of the
three studies formulated comprehensive plans which sought
to select those proposals for best achieving overall goals
for the respective regions. In so doing, the staffs, while
continuing to assess alternative recommendations, integrated
the separate agency efforts into internally consistent
, 30plans.
Finally, the staffs published draft planning reports
on their findings and released them for a 9Q-day period of
review by the study participants, other federal and state
agencies, local and regional officials, and the general pub-
lic. At the end of this time, the LISS, SENE, and CRBP
staffs revised their draft reports, subject to the approval
^^NERBC, LISS Plan of Study, pp. 4-3 to 4-22.
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of the Study Management Teams, the Coordinating Groups, and
the Commission.
In order to integrate citizens into this complex
planning process, the LISS
, SENE , and CRBP Studies utilized
public participation programs comprised of numerous related
elements. These programs, which proved similar in all
three studies, included the use of citizens and science
advisory groups, three series of public meetings, and a
variety of other communications strategies. Responsibility
for carrying out these programs rested with the public par-
ticipation coordinator and, ultimately, with the study
manager of each study. Throughout each study, the public
participation coordinator served in a full-time capacity;
however, the talents of these individuals and the demands
upon the LISS, SENE, and CRBP staffs led to their involve-
ment in substantive planning activities. The public
information officer for the Commission assisted these indi-
viduals at various junctures. Given the importance of these
citizen participation programs in channeling citizen involve-
ment in the studies, it is appropriate to examine their
various component elements in greater detail.
The citizens advisory committees . At the heart of
the participation program of each study stood an active
3
1
For example, the SENE coordinator, a planner by
training, did much of the staff's work on the recreational
elements of the plan.
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regional Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)
. These commit-
tees numbered thirty, thirty-two and approximately thirty-
three members in the LISS, CRBP , and SENE Studies, respect-
ively. Because the SENE Citizens Advisory Committee operated
in a more informal manner than did the two others, the num-
ber of its members can only be estimated. "^^ During their
most active period, the advisors to the CRBP and LISS
Studies met monthly, while those associated with the SENE
Study met quarterly. It should also be noted that the SENE
Study, at the suggestion of its interim advisory committee,
provided for a second level of involvement by the establish-
3 3ment of twelve Basin Advisory Committees.
Despite the formal adoption of this two-tiered advi-
sory group structure by the SENE Study, the differences here
between that program and the LISS and CRBP Studies proved to
be largely semantic ones. In practice, SENE ' s Basin Advisory
Committees consisted of those individuals who attended open
sessions comparable to the public meetings, or workshops,
held in the other studies. They did not form cohesive,
working groups that met with reasonable frequency. There-
fore, it seems useful to consider what the staff termed
"Basin Advisory Committee" meetings as simply public
In practice, the SENE staff invited those non-
member citizens who attended the CAC meetings to partici-
pate in the sessions.
•^^SENE Study, "Interim CAC Report."
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meetings. Having done this, one finds that the citizens
advisory committees operated in a quite similar manner in
all three studies.
The New England River Basins Commission chose the
members of these advisory committees by means of elaborate
selection procedures. In the LISS Study, the Governors of
New York and Connecticut each appointed eight members, and
the NERBC Chairman selected fourteen. Similarly, in the
CRBP Study, the four governors each appointed six members
and the Chairman picked eight. Reflecting its more complex
structure, the SENE Study utilized a different formula.
The Chairman appointed outright nine at-large members.
Later the Chairman appointed two additional members selected
at each of twelve public meetings (Basin Advisory Committee
meetings) held throughout the region.
In all three instances the study staffs generated
lists of suitable individuals with the help of interested
groups. These lists guided NERBC and the various governors
in making their selections. It is significant that the
generation of this list and the formalities of appointment
caused considerable delay in selecting advisory committee
members. Observers of the LISS Study reported that in New
York gubernatorial appointees were screened at the local
34level, a time-consuming process. New Hampshire also
34
Ertel, p. 21.
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encountered delays in making its selection for the CRBP
Study. Finally, the filling of all positions in the SENE
Citizens Advisory Coininittee had to await the holding of the
first series of public meetings. As a result, in all three
studies the CAC members entered the planning process some-
what later than intended and did not fully participate in
the early phases of planning.
In selecting these citizens advisory committee mem-
bers, the staffs of the three studies and of the Commission
sought to draw upon individuals of diverse interests and
backgrounds. For example, the LISS Plan of Study called for
an advisory committee representing:
conservation interests
commerce and industry
outdoor recreation
public health
planning and design professions
academic interests
youth and the elderly
low income groups
historic and cultural interests
transportation and utilities
local government
state legislators^^
Ideally, NERBC envisaged a citizens advisory committee in
each study which would reflect the broad range of interests
of different segments of the public with a stake in water
resources planning.
In practice, such a broad mixing of interests did
NERBC, LISS Plan of Study, p. 5-3.
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not occur. Low-income citizens and minority group members
displayed virtually no awareness of the studies or interest
in advisory groups membership, although in the LISS Study
a black member (a professional by training) became the first
CAC Chairman. Time and monetary considerations also limited
the participation in the CAC's by low-income people and by
moderate-income people, as well. Staff reimbursement for
travel and related expenses offset some of the outright
monetary costs of involvement. However, the fact that the
CAC activities required substantial investments of time and
that the meetings in all three studies typically occurred
during the day precluded many citizens from becoming
involved, even if they had desired to do so.
Some people oriented toward business concerns did
become members of the citizens advisory committees and active
participants in the planning processes, especially in the
LISS Study. But when compared with the above costs of
involvement, the potential impacts of the planning programs
on business affairs did not seem sufficiently important to
stimulate the broad interest of business people in the CAC's
3 6
or in the studies themselves. On the other hand, individ-
uals oriented to conservationist and environmental concerns
showed considerable interest in the LISS/ SENE, and CRBP
Southeastern New England Study, "Progress Report,
September 1972-September 1973," (1973).
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Studies and equal willingness to participate in their citi-
zens advisory committees. As noted above, citizens sharing
such concerns were in part responsible for the initiation of
the CRBP Supplemental Study, and the CRBP staff later indi-
cated that they viewed these citizens as their raain consti-
o n
tuent group.
In terms of the personal characteristics of the
advisory committee members, a 1974 study of the LISS, SENE,
and CRBP citizen advisors by Madge Ertel proved quite
revealing. The Ertel study, based on survey research, found
that the citizen advisors were "relatively affluent, well-
educated, professionally and organizationally active, and
well experienced in the kinds of issues related to the study
3 8programs." Over 60% of the advisors surveyed had engaged
in graduate work; nearly 40% had received graduate degrees.
Similarly 6 0% of the advisors had average family incomes
exceeding $20,000 per year, with over 30% exceeding $35,000
39per year. In addition, the groups contained a dispropor-
tionate number of men, although the SENE committee—which
had the fewest female members—did have a woman Chairperson.
Most of the women associated with the studies either were at
37 ...From an interview with CRBP Study Manager,' Mr.
David Harrison, June 21, 1976.
^^Ertel, p. 40.
39
Ibid.
, pp. 34-36
.
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the time, or had been, active in the League of Women Voters,
an organization with a demonstrated interest in water
40
resources
.
These findings indicate that the citizens advisory
committee members associated with the studies represented
neither a broad range of substantive interests nor a cross-
section of the citizens living in the three regions. Most
of the members displayed a distinctive, in some cases long-
term, interest in environmental concerns and proved better
educated and more wealthy than most citizens. In these
senses, they were, as the literature suggests most advisory
groups are, unrepresentative. This profile also reveals
that these participants brought to the studies a consider-
able knowledge about the topics at hand.
Also significant is the fact that the level of
involvement of these advisors in the three studies varied
from one individual to the next. Over the course of the
investigations, participation varied considerably as a
41
"self-selection" process began to operate. Many of the
advisory committee members became unwilling or unable to
continue a commitment to the studies over their taxing
three to four years of operation. As a result, active par-
ticipation in the committees ' activities diminished over
^°Ibid.
,
pp. 29-32.
^"Ibid.
,
p. 47.
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time. The second Chairman of the LISS CAC reported that
the genuinely active membership of the committee consisted
of a nucleus of about seventeen or eighteen members (out
of thirty)
.
Committee rules provided for the replacement
of "inactive" individuals, but this was not done.
Numerous resignations and subsequent reappointments
of new members occurred in all three studies, but especially
in the CRBP Study where the turnover rate exceeded fifty per-
cent. An added causal factor in this case may have been the
extremely limited focus of the study, which examined only
one aspect of water resources, flooding. Because the reap-
pointment process followed the same procedure as the initial
selection, the staffs encountered delays in filling vacan-
cies on the committees. This exacerbated the problems of
representativeness
.
Such events are not uncommon in long-standing vclun-
43teer groups. New priorities intervene and the interests
of active individuals may shift. Also, several members may
not have initially understood the extensive nature of the
commitment being asked of them by the three staffs. One
member reported not being consulted prior to his appoint-
44
ment. At least one member resigned m actual protest to
42
From a letter to Madge 0. Ertel from Roger Shope
,
Chairman of the LISS CAC.
43Ertel, pp. 47, 55.
44
Ibid.
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the course of the planning investigation, a rare occurrence.
Clearly, however, this "self-selection" phenomenon did have
implications for the three participation programs. As
noted by Madge Ertel:
... it meant that those members v;ho did choose toparticipate actively were in a position to exert a
weight of influence which distorted the "balance
of interests" which was the objective of che
appointment process. ^5
It must also be kept in mind that certain individuals, while
generally inactive, may have participated at critical
instances and through other means than attending meetings.
Those advisory committee members who did participate
actively in the LISS, SENE
, and CRBP Studies engaged in a
broad range of planning activities. The plans of study and
later memoranda assigned several types of functions to the
CAC's, such as:
1. helping to guide the planning processes by identify-
ing goals and objectives, major issues, and public
preferences;
2. reviewing the working documents and the final plan-
ning reports of the studies;
3. facilitating general public awareness of and contri-
bution to the studies, by coioinuni eating with other
individuals and groups ; and
4. aiding in the adoption and implementation of the
"^^Ibid.
, pp. 47-48,
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studies' plans.
With varying degrees of emphasis and success, the LISS,
SENE, and CRBP citizens advisory comnittees did perform
these duties. Their role in the implementation process,
however, goes beyond the scope of this investigation.
The CAC members did, indeed, provide on-going
supervision of the planning programs. In the LISS and
SENE Studies, the advisors formulated lists of objectives
to be pursued by the staffs. In all three studies, the
CAC members evaluated the presentations, working documents,
and final reports prepared by the LISS, SENE, and CRBP
staffs and the associated agencies. Individual members
attended not only the regular CAC meetings, but work group,
study management team, coordinating group, and Commission
meetings as well.
Involvement in the activities of the work groups
,
while encouraged and coordinated by the staffs, proved to
be uneven and somewhat sporadic. Only some individuals
chose to participate to this degree, and frequently those
that did complained that they did not receive sufficient
"^^NERBC, LISS Plan of Study
, pp. 5-2, 5-3; Ertel,
p. 80.
47Long Island Sound Study, Citizens Advisory Commit-
tee, "Goals for the Region Report," CAC Memorandum No. 74-14;
SENE Study, "Memorandum from CAC and R/STF; Goals and
Objectives for the Southeastern New England Study," May
1974.
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information from these groups/^ However, in general, the
CAC members reviewed considerable amounts of study mate-
rials forwarded directly to them, and frequently responded
individually by mail or phone, as well as collectively at
meetings. In the SENE Study, the CAC Chairman regularly
visited the staff's office and became integrated into its
operation. Many CAC members, then, played an active role
in the planning processes of the LISS, SENE, and CRBP
Studies. A detailed description of these activities and an
assessment of their impact on the planning processes and
the plans of these studies is presented in the next chapter
Moreover, the CAC members in all three studies
undertook numerous activities intended to broaden public
participation in the planning efforts. As observed by the
Ertel study, CAC members perceived this as an important act
49VIty. The LISS, SENE, and CRBP CAC's organized public
information subcommittees to facilitate public involvement
in the studies. The resulting linkages which the advisory
committee members provided between the staff and other citi
zens proved to be significant, functioning in both a direct
and indirect manner.
In an indirect sense, the CAC members broadened pub
lie involvement in the studies by adding the names of local
"^^Long Island Sound Study, "Minutes of CAC Meeting
No. 9, March 7, 1973," p. 2.
49
Ertel, p. 80.
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residents to the studies' mailing lists, reviewing public
meeting and general informational materials, helping the
staffs to interpret comments made at public meetings, and
arranging meetings between the staffs and local leaders.
In the SENE Study, for example, the staff asked the citizen
advisors to help identify citizens to invite to the first
series of public meetings, and they responded accordingly.
In all three studies, the CAC members assisted the staffs
in ascertaining whether or not public materials and meeting
presentations were sufficiently clear and free of technical
jargon so that citizens could readily comprehend them.
This activity took place in both committee and subcommittee
meetings and occurred prior to the first and second series
of public meetings in the studies more so than before the
third rounds of meetings. One related problem which arose
on several occasions was that the staffs did not distribute
the materials early enough to give adequate time for CAC
review. It should also be noted that the LISS CAC fre-
quently pressed the staff for more publicity about the
study, but without any demonstrable effect.^''"
More directly, CAC members spoke to individuals and
50
For example, Janet W. Dakin (Chairman, CRBP Public
Information Committee)
,
"Report to the CAG on Phase One
Forums," December 14, 1973, p. 1.
^''"This concern was voiced by one CAC member at a LISS
Coordinating Group Meeting on May 7, 1973, as well as at
several CAC meetings
.
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groups about the studies, sent articles and letters to local
newspapers to publicize the studies, and helped to organize
and run many of the public meetings. The first two types
of activities reflected primarily individual initiative.
The staffs made no systematic attempt to use CAC members
as spokesmen for the studies. It is likely that staff mem-
bers considered such a strategy a risky proposition, given
their lack of control over individual CAC members.
The public information subcommittees as groups
helped the staffs to plan for the public meetings. During
the initial public meetings, the CAC members assisted in
selecting the cities and towns and particular facilities
where the meetings were held. In some cases CAC members
made the meeting arrangements. Excluding the final series
of public meetings in the LISS and SENE Studies, the staffs
did try to integrate the CAC members into such activities
as moderators or discussants. Many CAC members, however,
did not attend these functions. CAC involvement in the
final series of meetings of the LISS and SENE Studies proved
quite limited, and those people attending spoke as individ-
uals rather than as representatives of the CAC's.
In examining these various activities it is very
difficult to evaluate how successful CAC members were in
involving more citizens in the studies. Responses to the
questionnaires used in this research indicated that 21.3%
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of the citizens attending the final series of public meet-
ings in all three studies had personally discussed the
studies with a CAC member and that this figure was con-
siderably higher for the CRBP Study (28.2%) than for the
LISS Study (17.0%). When the CAC members who themselves
attended these meetings are controlled for, these figures
decrease by several percentage points. Using this indica-
tion, one finds that less than 20% of the citizens attend-
ing the meetings, who were not themselves CAC members, had
discussed the studies with the members of the citizens advi-
sory groups. The responses also indicated that governmental
officials attending the meetings were more likely to have
been in contact with CAC members than were other citizens.
This suggests that the CAC members played a limited role in
directly informing other citizens about the studies, although
this activity proved more successful in the CRBP Study and
in reaching local governmental officials.
The CAC members, then, helped to inform other citi-
zens about the studies by (1) facilitating citizen-planner
contact, (2) reviewing public materials, (3) helping to
arrange and participating in public meetings, (4) generating
publicity, and (5) informally discussing aspects of the
studies with other individuals. Their direct communications
Of the public officials who responded, 30.1% had
discussed the studies with a CAC member, but only 16.9% of
the respondents who were not officials had done so.
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with others proved circumscribed, but this should not neces-
sarily detract from their indirect informational activities.
The impacts of the latter are impossible to assess pre-
cisely, but certainly more systematic use of the CAC mem-
bers in this regard was possible.
In general, rather small, selected groups of citi-
zen advisors actively participated in the LISS, SENE , and
CRBP Studies. Although these individuals represented a
narrow cross-section of interests, they were well-informed
on water resources issues. Given this knowledge, they
played a major role in guiding the planning process and in
informing other citizens about the studies.
The science advisory committees
. In each of the
three studies, a science advisory committee also partici-
pated in the planning process. These science committees
were labeled "the Research/Planning Advisory Committee"
(R/PAC) , the "Regional/Scientific Task Force" (R/STF) , and
the "Science Advisory Group" (SAG) in the LISS, SENE , and
CRBP Studies, respectively. They numbered twenty-nine mem-
bers in the LISS Study, eight in SENE , and thirty-seven in
CRBP. Unlike the citizens advisory committees discussed
above, these science committees did not operate in a parallel
manner. The LISS Study's R/PAC, which perceived its role to
be quite different from that of the CAC, functioned inde-
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pendently of that body.53 met as frequently as once a
month, using at times a seminar format. In the SENE Study
quite the opposite occurred; the small R/STF and the
regional CAC formed a collective entity which met on a
quarterly basis. Over the course of the CRBP Study its
citizens and science advisory groups blended these approaches
meeting separately for a time and later jointly, at monthly
intervals. In all three studies the science advisors made
substantial contributions as individuals apart from the group
54
meetings
.
The members of the science advisory committees in
all three studies were individuals appointed because of
their professional backgrounds. Most, but not all, of the
science advisors taught at colleges and universities in New
England and New York; they had a broad range of specialties
applicable to the studies. In contrast to the selection of
the citizen advisors, the NERBC Chairman appointed all the
science advisors. As a result, in both the LISS and CRBP
Studies the science committees began operating before the
CAC's did so. With R/PAC, R/STF, and SAG, as v/ith the three
53
On several occasions R/PAC members discussed merg-
ing their activities with those of the CAC; however, several
members argued for a distinctly professional, or scientific,
role in the study. They viewed their inputs as distinct
from those of the lay citizens.
54The Chairman of CRBP ' s SAG, Prof. Bernard Berger,
in an interview with the author in June 1976, indicated that
he felt that science advisors could contribute more usefully
in this manner than by attending group meetings, in part be-
cause of their busy schedules.
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citizens advisory committees, a self-selection process
began immediately
, so that the working membership of the
committees proved much smaller than the original totals.
Here, too, other commitments may have intervened,
or the scientists may have been disillusioned due to the
complexity of the studies or their uncertain role in them.
This self-selection process occurred most rapidly in the
CRBP Study where the precise nature of the study took con-
siderable time to evolve. In commenting upon CRBP '
s
Science Advisory Group (SAG) , Bernard Berger observed that
such groups are not very effective unless the charge
given is clear and specific, and of a nature amenable
to approach. Put in another way, I believe SAG could
have been more effective if well-defined problems
were presented to them. This is not the way it
worked. The members of SAG were asked to carry on
a continuing review of an evolving plan to anticipate
problems. This process produces a welter of possi-
bilities whose evaluation and screening are time-
consuming and uncertain. Almost inevitably special
studies are recommended. Such studies normally would
require funding support. I believe many SAG members
dropped out because they felt they could not make an
input beyond identifying areas requiring special study.
It is difficult to say what impact the self-selection
process had on the behavior of the groups. In the CRBP
Study, it appears to have been the "hard" scientists, the
specialists, who dropped out, leaving behind generalists who
5 6
shared broad ecological concerns. On Long Island, the
From a letter to the author from Prof. Berger.
These same observations were also expressed by Prof, Berger
in the June, 1976 interview.
Ibid.
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research-oriented scientists lost interest as the study pro-
gressed. Nevertheless, a number of scientists stayed active
in the LISS, SENE
,
and CRBP Studies throughout their dura-
tion.
They, like the citizens advisory conunittee members,
engaged in a broad range of planning activities, which had
been defined earlier in the plans of study and other initial
documents and included:
1. using their knowledge to assist in the studies,
especially by coordinating them with related research;
2. identifying tasks requiring special studies, possibly
by outside consultants, and facilitating this
research
;
3. outlining long-term research agenda for the study
areas ; and
4. discussing and, if possible, reconciling issues
concerning the methodologies and results of the
studies.
With considerable variation from study to study, all three
science advisory committees pursued these tasks. Their
efforts are described and evaluated in detail in the next
chapter.
The science advisors, then, brought to three studies
^^NERBC, LISS Plan of Study
,
pp. 6-4 and 6-5; NERBC,
1980 Plan, p. 126.
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considerable expertise in a variety of professional fields.
A simplified selection process led to their early involve-
ment in the studies, although many individuals were unwill-
ing or unable to sustain this commitment. Those who
remained active did perform a variety of tasks, some of
which proved similar to those of the citizen advisors and
some of which required more technical expertise.
The public meetings
. The LISS, SENE , and CRBP
staffs utilized numerous public meetings to integrate citi-
zens into the studies. The format and timing of these
meetings proved similar in all three programs. For example,
each of the studies held three series of public meetings at
comparable stages in the planning process. A first series
of meetings, held early in the LISS, SENE, and CRBP plan-
ning processes , served to inform citizens about the studies
and to gauge their general preferences and priorities with
respect to water-related issues. A second "round" of meet-
ings at the midway point of the studies permitted citizens
to examine and respond to initial alternative recommenda-
tions for action. Finally, a third round of meetings
during the official 90-day review period for each study pro-
vivided citizens with an opportunity to evaluate the LISS,
SENE, and CRBP draft planning reports.
In total, the LISS staff organized and conducted
thirty-one formal public meetings over the course of the
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study: ten in the first series of meetings, thirteen in
the second, and eight in the third. SENE and CRBP held
thirty-three and twenty-seven meetings, respectively,
which similarly were divided into three groupings. With-
in a given series, the meetings were held in locations
throughout the planning area within a relatively compact
time-frame. Table 3 illustrates this format.
Attendance at these meetings varied considerably
from study to study and from, meeting to meeting. It proved
greatest in the more densely populated Long Island Sound
area where about 900, 1800 and 5 80 individuals attended the
meetings. Fewer people attended the CRBP and the SENE
meetings, totals of about 1400 and 1200, respectively.^^
Of the three study areas, the Connecticut River Basin was
certainly the least densely settled. In the SENE Study,
the fact that citizens in the planning area lacked a
regional identity made it difficult for the staff to stimu-
late public interest and participation in the program.
This identify problem stemmed in part from the planning
area's being neither a hydrological unit, nor a region in
5 9
any other exclusive sense. As exemplified in the final
5 8
These figures appeared separately in various
study materials and in CAC Minutes.
5 9
The original intent of the Basin Advisory Commit-
tees was, therefore, to generate participation on a sub-
regional basis, but apart from two or three areas this
strategy never developed.
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TABLE 3
THE CONNECTICUT RIVER BASIN PROGRAM'S
PUBLIC MEETING LOCATIONS
First Series
October/November
1973
Second. Series
June to September
1974
Middletown, Ct.
Windsor, Ct.
W. Springfield,
Ma.
S. Deerfield, Ma.
Brattleboro, Vt.
Hartford, Vt.
Littleton, N.H.
E. Hartford, Ct.
Northampton, Ma.
W. Springfield,
Ma.
Keene
, N.H.
Brattleboro, Vt.
Hartford, Vt.
Littleton, N.H.
Claremont, N.H.
St. Johnsbury, Vt,
Groveton, N.H.
Greenfield, Ma.
Third Series
February/March
1976
E. Hartford, Ct.
Northampton, Ma.
W. Springfield,
Ma.
Keene, N.H.
Brattleboro, Vt.
Lebanon, N.H.
Whitefield, N.H.
Claremont, N.H.
St. Johnsbury, Vt,
Source: Connecticut River Basin Program, Local Perspectives
on Flood Management Planning in the Connecticut
River Basin; Report on Phase 2 Local MeetingsT
"
November 30, 1974, p. 16.
series of public meetings in Rhode Island, where less than a
total of a hundred people attended four sessions, the Boston-
based SENE Study had difficulty attracting followers in
Rhode Island.
A number of individual meetings in the three studies
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drew audiences of a hundred or more residents, but most
proved less successful. The low points of participation
occurred at given meetings in New York City and Keene
,
New Hampshire where only about a dozen residents attended.
The LISS staff held the former meeting outside the actual
boundaries of the study in an unsuccessful effort to reach
national and regional interest-groups based in the city.
The latter meeting was held by the CRBP staff on the night
of one of New England's worst snowstorms in the winter of
1975-1976. All three studies did hold most of their meet-
ings at night in order to bolster attendance.
In order to attract citizens to these meetings the
LISS, SENE, and CRBP staffs employed a variety of techniques.
First, all three staffs circulated news releases to local
newspapers and other media outlets in the study areas. These
served both to inform citizens about the studies and to
announce the m.eetings ; the coverage varied considerably.
For example, the newspaper coverage prior to the final
series of meetings in each study appeared most widespread
6 0in the LISS Study. Within each study variations also
occurred. In the SENE area, the coverage was greater in
Massachusetts than in Rhode Island; within Massachusetts, it
was greater in the Cape Cod and North Shore areas than else-
^^Each staff employed a newsclip service to provide
it with a complete record of all coverage in the area.
These were studied by the author and are the basis for these
comments
.
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where. Certain newspapers printed only part of the informa-
tion in the releases, while others provided additional
coverage. The schedules of the public meetings generally
appeared only once, if at all, in a given newspaper.
Unlike the others, the CRBP staff did effectively use radio
and television to announce the meetings, by scheduling a
large number of appearances by the study m.anager and agency
personnel on various "news" and "talk" shows.
Second, the staffs mailed materials directly to
citizens in the planning areas to announce upcoming public
meetings, using internally prepared mailing lists. These
lists included the names of citizens known or thought to be
interested in the studies. Local, regional, and state
officials and environmental groups were well-represented on
6 2these lists. The staffs frequently added the names of
individuals who had attended previous meetings, as well.
This approach was exemplified in the preparations for the
final series of meetings in each study. Prior to these
meetings the LISS and SENE staffs sent sumanaries of the
6
1
For example, the Boston Globe 's coverage consisted
in total of two news articles, one mention in a regular
column, and two editorials; only one of the former gave the
dates, times, and locations of the meetings. This did, how-
ever, appear on the first page of the "New England" section
of the Sunday Globe . In other papers, the limited expo-
sure did not gam such a prominent position.
6 2
This statement is based primarily on the author's
examination of the LISS Study's mailing list.
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draft reports, printed in the form of tabloid newspapers,
to interested citizens. The LISS staff mailed over 500
summaries to public officials, interested citizens, and
groups. The SENE staff reported mailing 4,000 summaries,
some of which were mailed in bulk form to interested groups
and organizations for distribution to their members. The
CRBP staff, lacking time and money for such a publication,
sent out approximately 1500 copies of the draft report it-
self, along with explanatory materials and meeting announce-
. 64
ments
.
The staffs supplemented these techniques with numer-
ous informal contacts with citizens. In addition, the SENE
staff directly called the better than 200 local governments
in their planning area to inform them about the m^eetings
nearest them. The survey administered to the citizens
attending the final meetings indicated that of the three
studies, SENE had the highest percentage of governmental
officials in the composition of its audiences, slightly over
50% compared to 39.2% for CRBP and 23.7% for LISS. Even
6 3Southeastern New England Study, "How to Guide
Growth in Southeastern New England; A Management Proposal
for Public Discussion," May 1975; Long Island Sound Study,
"Urban Sea- People and the Sound; A Plan for Long Island
Sound," November 1974.
64 Connecticut River Basin Program, The River'
s
Reach; A Plan for Flood Damage Reduction and Flood Plain
Management in the Connecticut River Basin; 90 Day Public
Review Draft, December 1975
.
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more clearly, however, the survey results, as shown in
Table 4, attested to the importance of the direct mailing
procedure. Of those attending the final meetings, 43.6%
said that they had heard about the study by mail compared
to 38.4% by newspaper, 38.0% by talking with other citizens,
and 10.1% by radio or television. In the SENE and CRBP
Studies, 9.0% of the citizens said that they had seen the
materials mailed to another individual.
TABLE 4
HOW THE CITIZENS HEARD ABOUT THE MEETING*
Newspaper
38.4%
Radio
or TV
Mail Personal
Contact
Someone
Else's Mailing
10.1% 43.6% 38.0% 9.0%
(CRBP and SENE)
*Note: Respondents could select more than one answer. That
the percentages add up to more than 100% reflects
that some citizens heard about the meeting by more
than one method.
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These aggregate figures also demonstrate the import-
ance of the newspaper in informing citizens about the
meetings. However, in the SENE Study, where only 26.2% of
the respondents had heard about the meeting through this
means, the use of the newspaper proved of marginal utility.
.
This was apparently due to the factors discussed above.
The figure for the use of radio and television in moti-
vating attendance was significantly higher (20.3%) in the
CRBP Study, reflecting that staffs aggressive approach to
these tools.
The survey also assisted in identifying the salient
characteristics of those citizens who had heard about the
final series of LISS, SENE, and CRBP meetings and had chosen
to attend. In terms of their demographic characteristics,
the citizens attending the final meetings were both well-
educated and relatively affluent, as can be seen in
Tables 5 and 6. Among the respondents to the survey, 3 7.7%
indicated that they had done graduate work or received a
graduate degree, while 13.1% reported an educational level
of high school completion or less. Over a third of the citi-
zens participating in the survey (35.4%) stated that their
annual family incomes exceeded $20,000. This figure proved
highest in the LISS Study (40.5%). Another 30% of the
respondents in all three studies indicated that their income
fell in the range from $13 , 000-$20 ,000 . Interestingly, 9%
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TABLE 5
THE EDUCATIONAL LEVELS OF THE RESPONDENTS
High School
or Less
Some College or
College Degree
Graduate
Work
LISS N D ± 221 172
% 11.4 49. 9 38. 5
SENE N 37 165 148
% 10.4 46. 5 41 7
CRBP N 58 152 102
% 18.4 48. 1 32. 3
Total* N 146 538 422
% 13.1 48. 1 37. 7
*1.0% miss ing observations
.
TABLE 6
THE ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME LEVELS OF THE RESPONDENTS
$8500 $8500-$13 ,000 $13 ,000-$20 ,000 $20 ,000
LISS
SENE
CRBP
Total^
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
37
8.3
32
9.0
29
9.2
98
8.8
67
15.0
57
16.1
55
17.4
179
16.0
129
28.9
118
33.2
97
30.7
344
30 . 8
181
40.5
124
34.9
91
28.8
396
35.4
*9,0% missing observations.
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of the respondents refused to answer the income question
posed in the questionnaire. Overall, the results proved
quite similar to those of surveys administered earlier by
the LISS and SENE staffs. A LISS survey taken at the meet-
ings in the Spring of 1973 revealed that about 35% of the
citizens attending those meetings had professional or
graduate degrees and nearly 50% had family incomes of over
$20,000 per year.^^
The survey of the third round meetings did not
examine the racial characteristics of the citizens partici-
pating. However, attendance by minority group members at
the meetings appeared to be very low, virtually non-existent,
and the staffs acknowledged this situation. No representa-
tives of identifiable ethnic or minority groups spoke at any
6 7
of the meetings. These conclusions were reinforced by the
first LISS survey during which 609 (95.9%) respondents identi-
fied themselves as Caucasian, 9 (1.4%) as black, 1 (0.1%) as
c o
Puerto Rican, and 16 (2.5%) as other.
The general survey also indicated that the citizens
participating in the planning process were actively involved
Long Island Sound Study, "Report of the Public
Workshops of May/June 19 73," August 21, 19 73, p. 3.
^^Based on interviev/s with SENE and LISS staff
members
.
fi 7
In the meeting summaries, the names of the organi-
zations which the speakers were representing were listed; no
identifiable minority group organizations were listed.
LISS Study, "Report of May/June Workshops," p. 3.
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in public affairs. A total of 39.1% of them had attended
one to five other public meetings or hearings in the past
year; 4 4.8% had attended more than five. These figures
were higher for governmental officials than for non-
officials, reflecting that public officials typically
attend many meetings, but they remained quite high for both
groups. As noted above, the public meetings were attended
by a disproportionate number of public officials, especially
those at the local level. Over a third (36.7%) of the citi-
zens who answered the questionnaire held an elected or
appointed office in government, primarily in a city or town.
In the SENE wStudy, this was true for 50.7% of the respond-
ents
.
The task of examining the attitudes and interests of
the respondents proved interesting, but was limited by the
size of the questionnaire. The respondents, for example,
exhibited a strong preference for local involvement in
water resources planning. The majority of the respondents
in each study felt that planning decisions concerning the use
of water and related-land resources should be made primarily
at either the local or regional level or by local and state
governments working together. Very few favored state or
federal primacy in such a role. Indeed, a concern for "home-
rule" surfaced at many meetings.
For the SENE and CPIBP meetings an item was added to
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the questionnaire to examine the one major concern in which
each respondent was most interested. As noted in Table 7
each respondent could choose from among five alternatives.
The results indicated that the citizens participating in
the survey were primarily interested in concerns for the
environment and community betterment. Several individuals
commented that they viewed these two categories as related.
TABLE 7
THE MAJOR CONCERN OF INTEREST TO THE RESPONDENTS
(by percent)
Environ- Industry/ Private Community
ment Commerce Property Betterment Recreation
SENE 42.8 1.7 3.4 19.4 2.3
CRBP 36.4 4.4 20.6 21.8 0.6
Relatively few respondents were primarily interested in
industrial or commercial concerns in the narrow sense of the
terms, apart from community betterment. In responding to a
related question used in all the questionnaires, less than
ten percent (9.7%) of the citizens indicated any industrial
or commercially motivated interest, regardless of priority,
in the studies' recommendations. Respondents at the CRBP
meetings, as evidenced in Table 7, reported particular
interest in concerns for private property. This apparently
reflected the nature of the study's recommendations which
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if implemented would affect property rights and values in
flood-prone areas.
Finally, the survey provided a brief examination
of the knowledge about the studies possessed by the citizen
participants. At the SENE and CRBP meetings, about half
(52.7% and 44.6%, respectively) reported that they did not
know enough about the studies to be able to offer comments
at that meeting. This seemingly reflected the fact that
less than one-third (31.0%) of the respondents had attended
an earlier public meeting sponsored by the studies.
In general, then, those individuals who attended
the LISS, SENE, and CRBP meetings displayed a variety of
characteristics which set them apart from other citizens.
They were particularly well-educated, affluent, active, and
involved in local government. Few were minority group mem-
bers. They were oriented toward concerns for the environment
and their community rather than business, per se
. About half
considered themselves inadequately informed about the studies.
The extent to which the citizens who attended these
meetings actually participated in the planning process varied
from individual to individual. Some sat and listened and,
perhaps, responded in some way after the meetings; others
made statements or asked questions ranging in nature from
very superficial to quite specific or detailed.
The activities undertaken by the citizens at the
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meetings varied also with the ways in which the meetings
were organized. The LISS and SENE staffs in their earlier
meetings adopted a workshop format. In these instances,
the citizens in attendance engaged in small group discus-
sions which addressed given concerns and which utilized
special materials prepared for these sessions, with CAC
assistance. Both the LISS and SENE staffs, as mentioned
above, also administered questionnaires to supplement the
oral comments of the citizens. In the former study, the
staff distributed one questionnaire at its first meetings
in the Spring of 1973 and included a second in an issue of
the "Urban Sea," a staff publication, printed in the Spring
of 1974. This latter survey was designed to be completed at
the second series of meetings or mailed to the LISS Study
office. These questionnaires provided the staffs with infor-
mation about the demographic characteristics and preferences
of participating citizens. However, design problems, as
pointed out by CAC members and other observers, limited the
utility of the first LISS questionnaire.^^
The final series of public meetings in the LISS,
SENE, and CRBP Studies followed a similar format, but dif-
fered somewhat in terms of their tenor. Each meeting began
69Jenene Geerdes, Communications Aspects of the Long
Island So und Study
,
unpublished master's thesis. Graduate
School of Corporate and Political Communication, Fairfield
University, June 19 75, pp. 37-39.
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with a presentation, complete with slides, which summarized
the draft report. Following this, the study manager called
upon citizens to present their comments. In the LISS Study,
the staff conducted this final meeting quite formally, in
the manner of a hearing. Little interaction occurred
between the staff and the citizens, as the staff rarely
responded to the public comments. At the SENE and CRBP
meetings, which were generally smaller in size, considerably
more two-way communication took place. Also, the SENE and
CRBP meetings differed somewhat from those of LISS in that
the staffs focused their presentations and slides more on
the problems in the local areas where the meetings were being
held. Despite such variations, all the meetings held through-
out the three studies encompassed two distinct activities:
first, the staffs providing basic information about the
studies to the participating citizens, and second, the citi-
zens presenting their comments about the studies to the
staffs. The nature of these comments and their impact on
the LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies are examined in the next
chapter.
In summary, citizens other than the m.embers of the
citizens and science committees also participated in the
planning processes of each study at three rather distinct
intervals by attending and commenting at formal public
meetings conducted by the LISS, SENE, and CRBP staffs, at
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times with the assistance of CAC members or other public
agencies. The staffs utilized a variety of means to
attract citizens to these meetings, but not all segments of
the public responded. Low-income people and minority group
members did not genuinely participate in the meetings.
Nevertheless, a substantial record of public comments was
built up.
Other participation techniques
. The LISS, SENE
, and
CRBP staffs also used other communications strategies, pri-
marily to inform the public about their studies. The magni-
tude of these undertakings did not, however, approach that of
the above efforts, nor were the techniques as comparably used
in all three studies.
Among the three programs, only the LISS staff pro-
duced its own newspaper publication, entitled the "Urban Sea,"
which appeared four times during the study. As noted above,
its second issue contained a public questionnaire, while its
fourth and final issue consisted of a summary of draft plans
for the Sound. The LISS staff printed and distributed these
in large quantities. Fifteen thousand copies of the last
summary issue were circulated in the region, many at the
final meetings. As reported by one observer, the "Urban Sea"
issues contained both attractive and unattractive design
features, and proved rather costly, but provided both a
great deal of information about the LISS study and a certain
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continuity to its public participation program. Although
neither the SENE nor CRBP Studies used this informational
device in a comparable way, all three of the studies did on
occasion distribute brochures and other public materials.
The LISS Study also organized a speakers' bureau to
provide staff presentations to interested community groups.
The CAC played a minimal role in this activity. m practice,
the staffs of LISS, SENE, and CRBP all gave presentations of
study-related topics to interested community organizations,
such as Chambers of Commerce. All three staffs also success-
fully arranged additional meetings with key interest-groups,
though not with minority groups, to discuss the studies. In
addition, the CRBP staff, prior to certain of its public
meetings, arranged discussion sessions with local officials
and coimnunity leaders.
Finally, it should be noted that the staffs frequently
communicated with individual citizens in the planning areas
in a variety of informal ways, including in person, by phone,
and by mail, particularly during the 90-day review periods.
Thus, individuals did participate in the studies outside of
the more structured activities discussed above.
Thus, the LISS, SENE, and CRBP staffs, for a broad
range of reasons, sought to involve citizens in the three
studies. Because the planning processes proved so long and
"^^Ibid.
, pp. 23-28.
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complex, they evolved elaborate, quite traditional mechan-
isms in order to do so, including advisory groups, public
meetings, and other communication techniques. Participa-
tion through the public meetings was restricted to a few
well-defined stages. For the most part, the citizens parti-
cipating V7ere people of means and education who were
concerned about a relatively narrow range of interests,
largely environmental in nature. in terms of their demo-
graphic characteristics and substantive interests, then,
they were not broadly representative of the public at-large.
Lower-income, minority, and—to a lesser extent—blue-collar
individuals were not effectively involved in the studies.
Nevertheless, a recent study by Lester Milbreath demonstrates
that lower-income people and blacks do have some distinctive
preferences and feelings about water resources questions . "^-^
It should be noted that other participation techniques, such
as random sample surveys, which may have helped to discern
the attitudes and interests of such groups, were not
employed by the staffs.
While these problems existed, many citizens availed
themselves of the above opportunities to participate, involv-
ing themselves to varying degrees and with varying amounts
71See Lester Milbreath, An Extra Dimension of Repre-
sentation in Water Resources Planning: A Survey Study of
Erie and Niagara Counties (Buffalo : State University of
New York, 19 76)
.
of information about the tasks at hand. it remains to
examine the actual impact of those who did participate on
the three NERBC Studies and the effects of their involve-
ment on the accountability of the administrators associated
with these planning programs.
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CHAPTER IV
THE EFFECTS OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
ON THE PLANS
In order to understand and assess the effects of
citizen participation on the accountability of the
administrators who carried out the LISS
, SENE , and CRBP
Studies, it is necessary to go beyond the above description
and analysis. One must also consider actual impact of
citizen inputs on the planning process of the three studies
and on the final plans, themselves. The final and, perhaps,
most critical test of citizen participation is what it
achieves in terms of public policies, policy outputs, and
actual program accomplishments. Accordingly, significant
insights into the suitability of citizen participation, as
a mechanism for enhancing accountability and in turn respon-
sible public policy-making, are to be gained by examining
the impacts of the citizen participants on the three NERBC
Studies,
This is admittedly a difficult undertaking for a
variety of reasons. First, the scope of the interactions
between the citizens and the planners proved enormous.
Second, the citizens had an impact on the studies through
a variety of both formal and informal mechanisms , such as
advisory group meetings, public meetings, meetings with
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private organizations or interest groups (or their leaders),
and letters, phone calls, or visits to the study offices.
Not all of these interactions, including private conver-
sations between interest-group leaders and staff members
could be observed. Third, citizen recommendations in some
instances paralleled those of agencies or individuals who
were members of the study itself; subsequent impacts cannot
be solely attributed to the public. Fourth, at times
different groups, such as the citizens and science advisory
committees, took the same position on a particular matter.
In these instances it is difficult to know how much influ-
ence to attribute to one group versus the other. Fifth,
given human nature, different people offered different
explanations for different events.
Within these limits, the following examines the
impact of citizens on the planning processes and the plans
of the three studies. The focus is primarily, but not
exclusively on the citizens' comments during the advisory
group and public meetings conducted by the staffs and the
staffs' responses to these inputs. These inputs have been
documented in various minutes and reports. The author's
discussions with various citizens and attendance at many of
these activities supplemented these formal records. The
staffs' responses are gauged by changes in the planning
processes and substantive changes in the planning documents.
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Interviews with staff members helped to clarify these
impacts. Particular attention is given to the differences
between the draft reports, or plans, of the studies and the
final versions produced after citizens had had an oppor-
tunity to comment on the documents during a 90-day review
period.
The Impact of Citizen Participants in
the LISS Study
Public participants have had an identifiable impact
on the planning process and the planning reports of the
Long Island Sound Study. One can trace both certain staff
activities and substantive portions of the planning reports
back to essentially citizen inputs. The task here is to
identify this impact and its consequences for the Long Island
Sound Study. Because the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)
members, the members of the Research/Planning Advisory Com-
mittee (R/PAC)
,
and the other public participants differed
in terms of the nature and the level of their involvement in
the planning process, their impacts on the LISS Study varied.
Therefore, they are treated separately below.
The impact of the Citizens Advisory Comm.ittee members.
The members of the Citizens Advisory Committee
brought to the LISS Study a concern for the non-degradation
of the Sound, for swift action in confronting water-related
problems, and for the evolution of governmental structures
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to manage the Sound's resources. In arguing for these and
many more specific concerns, the CAC influenced the planning
process. Although relations between the CAC and the staff
became strained at times, in general they improved over the
course of the study.
Discussions of their role in the LISS Study preoccu-
pied the advisory committee members during their first
meetings in the fall of 1972. At their sixth meeting that
December, the CAC began to examine the substantive elements
of the planning process. In the months that followed, the
members focused primarily on several major issues raised in
the Long Island Sound area, the goals of the study, and the
initial reports produced by the work groups.
A major debate in the region at this tim.e centered
on a proposed bridge over the Sound and an Environmental
Impact Statement on that structure released by the Metro-
politan Transportation Authority. Although the LISS staff
did not initially address the bridge issue, the CAC adopted
a negative stance on the proposed project and called upon
Ithe NERBC to oppose it. After much delay and considerable
persuading by the CAC, the Commission did so. This, then,
proved to be a successful effort by the CAC both at focusing
the staff's attention on immediate concerns, even during an
^Long Island Sound Study, "Minutes of CAC Meeting,
No. 7," January 10, 19 73, p. 2.
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early stage of plan formulation, and at broadening the scope
of the study beyond its original purview.
Early in 1973, the CAC also produced a very general
statement outlining goals for the LISS Study, thus beginning
one of the major tasks assigned to it in the Plan of Study
.
Later in November at a two-day meeting, the citizen advisors
drafted a more detailed statement of the problems existing
in the Sound region and the CAC ' s goals and priorities for
the study. The LISS staff studied this document, called
"Goals for the Region," and distributed it to all other mem-
bers of the planning team, urging their consideration of it.^
As a result, this statement did have an impact on the study,
although this impact varied considerably from one work group
to another. Certain work group leaders did report that they
had incorporated the CAC-defined goals in their reports.^
Others found certain goals either too vague or, more fre-
quently, too detailed to be used. The LISS staff and work
group personnel also considered some goals to be outside
the scope of the study; few were rejected on the basis of
•4-1 4merit alone.
In certain cases, this exercise had a direct impact
2
Long Island Sound Study, Citizens Advisory Committee,
"Goals for the Region" Report, CAC Memoranda No. 74-14.
3
Long Island Sound Study, "Minutes of CAC Meeting,
No. 19," January 22, 1974.
"^Ibid.
on the study in that it identified goals which had hitherto
received scant attention in the planning effort. For
example, the goals document focused specifically on the
problem of access to the recreational resources of the
Sound by citizens within the region, especially urban resi-
dents—a concern ignored by the recreational work group up
to that time. "Goals for the Region" established such
access as a high priority for the study and subsequently
the planners focused more attention on this issue. The LISS
staff, which shared this broad concern, pressed the agencies
in the recreational work group to address the problem of
"access," pointing out that the citizens perceived it as
important. The CAC goals statement thus became a vehicle
which assisted the LISS staff in guiding the work groups in
the direction that the staff, as well as the citizens,
desired. In this instance, the LISS staff used the goals
document to enhance their quite weak control over the
agencies in the work groups.^
During this period, the CAC also began to review the
inventory data and, later, the interim reports of the work
groups. Work group leaders, the representatives of federal
agencies, attended several CAC meetings and briefed the
committee on their progress. With the assistance of the
5 •
This assessment is based on the author's interview
with the second LISS Study Manager, David Holmes, September 9,
1975.
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LISS staff, individual members also received the work groups-
reports and attended work group meetings. While several CAC
members frequently complained that that work group materials
were not adequately circulated and that the citizens were
not fully integrated into the work group activities, individ-
ual CAC members did have som.e impact on work group operations.
One important example involved the participation of
a CAC member, the owner and operator of a marina on the
Sound, in the recreational work group. Based on his experi-
ence, this individual criticized the methodology employed to
calculate the number of boats using the Sound. Over a
period of several months, the CAC, the LISS staff, the Corps
of Engineers, and this individual discussed this issue; in
the end the procedure was modified.^
The CAC members who became involved with the trans-
portation work group met with less success in seeking to
persuade the transportation planners to include mass, land
transportation in their studies. While the citizens argued
that such concerns had a tremendous impact on the Sound, the
LISS staff and the other members of the planning team con-
cluded that such questions lay outside the boundaries of the
7
study. Mass land transportation in the region was not
Long Island Sound Study, "Minutes of CAC Meeting,
No. 18," November 27, 197 3, pp. 1-2; see also Ertel , p. 85.
7
LISS Study "Minutes of CAC Meeting, No. 18," p. 3.
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studied in detail, although the final report and the Land
—
Marine Transportation reports briefly discussed
these concerns-probably more than would have been the case
without citizen involvement.^
In general, the level of interaction between the
planners and the citizens disappointed the CAC members.
Frustrated by the perceived slow pace of the planning process
and their difficulties in dealing with the work groups, the
CAC formulated and then "tabled" a resolution to resign en
masse from the study. ^ The CAC withdrew this resolution at
the next meeting both because it felt the study was progress-
ing more satisfactorily and because, as one member reported,
the CAC recognized that to resign would end their opportuni-
ties for affecting the study. ""-^ The CAC did, however, ask
various legislators to examine their complaints.
One staff member, who had worked extensively v/ith
citizens groups before, commented that he had never witnessed
such an adverse relationship between planners and citizens.
While these pressures were borne primarily by the LISS staff,
the other agencies felt them as well. In general, this
Q
New England River Basins Commission, People and the
Sound; Land Use (Boston, 1975) and People and the Sound ;
Marine Transportation (Boston, 1975) .
9
Long Island Sound Study , "Minutes of CAC Meetings,
No. 12, 15 and 16."
"""^LISS Study, "Minutes of CAC Meeting, No. 18"; also
CAC Memorandum of October 5, 1975.
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episode did see. to prcv.de an impetus for accelerating the
pace of the study and for enhancing staff control over the
associated agencies in the work groups. From this point on
relations between the CAC and the LISS staff improved signi-
ficantly.
During the next year and a half of the study, the CAC
focused primarily on the specific proposals developed by the
planners. At a meeting in early 1974, the members objected
to several proposed sites for marina development. The staff
eventually dropped two of these sites and deleted the speci-
fic figures for the third from the plan.^^ As the study pro-
gressed, the C7iC began reacting to the draft materials
produced by the LISS staff, as well as the legal and insti-
tutional report produced by outside consultants.
In June of 1974, the CAC reviewed the preliminary
draft of the "Plan Summary," especially the recomjnendation
for centralizing petroleum receiving, storage, and distribu-
tion in the Sound region. The CAC supported this concept,
although several members specifically objected to the pro-
posed building of off-shore berths for tankers."'"*^ One later
wrote a detailed letter to the staff arguing against such
berths at one particular site. Although these comments did
'"'LISS Study, "Minutes of CAC Meeting, No. 19."
12
Long Island Sound Study, "Minutes of CAC Meeting of
June 3, 19 74," pp. 1-3.
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not result in basic changes in these recommendations, the
staff did in the report discuss the "pros" and "cons" of the
off-shore proposals. At the June meeting, the CAC also
criticized two recreational proposals which called for state
acquisition of properties; the staff dropped these recommen-
^ 4. • 13aations
.
Soon afterwards, the CAC reviewed the legal and insti-
tutional report, which became the basis for management propo-
sals in the LISS plan. The members, who had repeatedly
emphasized the importance of interim and long-term management
structures for the Sound, endorsed the report with some addi-
tional comments. They suggested that the staff clarify the
importance of these recommendations for local governments
and that the name "Long Island Sound'' should be included in
the titles of the new structures . ''''^ The staff followed this
advice; the language of the management section of the final
plan reflects the strongly-felt concerns voiced by the citi-
. . 15
zen advisors.
Following the release of the LISS staff's draft plan-
ning report in late 19 74, the Citizens Advisory Committee
••^Ibid.
,
p. 3.
14
Long Island Sound Study, "Minutes of CAC Meeting,
No. 24," September 18, 1974, p. 8.
15See Nev7 England River Basins Commission, People and
the Sound; A Plan for Long Island Sound--Supplement (Boston,
1975)
, pp. 181-20r.
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.ew
concentrated on the review of this document. This revi<
took place at two meetings, the final product being a writ-
ten report summarizing the CAC reactions. The CAC
endorsed the study's draft recommendations across a broad
range of substantive topics, such as flood damage reduction,
mining, and commercial fishing. They again placed particu-
lar emphasis on the management recommendations. In other
areas, the CAC approved of the general recommendations with
some significant reservations and exceptions.
The major criticisms offered by the CAC covered a
broad range of topics, including that the staff should:
(1) grant more attention to the nutrient problem in the
western Sound and to the goal of shellf ishable
waters
;
(2) emphasize recycling wastewater on Long Island;
(3) focus more on the conservation of lands and less on'
their development for recreation;
(4) reconsider its recommendations for recreational
ferries
;
(5) set limits on the size of petroleum-carrying vessels
entering the Sound;
(6) deal more fully with the subject of land transporta-
tion ;
""^Long Island Sound Study, "CAC Comments on the LISS
Draft Plan," CAC Memorandum No. 75-15, February 25 , 1975.
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(7) drop its recommendations for reliance on nuclear
pov/er
;
(8) establish clearer priorities . ''^
The comments did have impacts on the final LISS
plan, although these cannot be attributed to the CAC alone.
In many instances, the citizens attending the last series
of public meetings voiced concerns similar to those of the
CAC, as did several R/PAC members. Thus, citizen influence
must be attributed to all three groups. The impact of these
final CAC comments and other similar ones is examined below.
The impact of the Research/Planning Advi sory Commit-
tee members
. Individually and collectively, the members of
R/PAC also had an im.pact on the Long Island Sound Study.
Their contributions, which were not limited to their particu-
lar areas of expertise, reflected the dual role of the R/PAC
members as both "citizens" and "scientists." In many
instances, the R/PAC focused on broad policy questions
regarding the Sound. As described by Madge Ertel, the members
also sought to coordinate the study elements into a "concep-
tually meaningful, interdisciplinary whole."
R/PAC involvement in the LISS Study was highlighted
by a series of "scientific seminars" held in the fall and
winter of 19 73. At these seminars the R/PAC members
Ibid ,
'^Ertel, p. 97.
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presented formal papers on a broad variety of subjects
related to the Sound, including land use, wetlands, mining,
fishery management, power, the ecology of the region, food
production, and transportation. These meetings, attended
primarily by the scientists comprising R/PAC and a few
staff personnel, served to promote both the discussion of
the Sound's problems among professionals and the exchange of
related information between various disciplines. In this
sense, the potential value of the seminars went beyond their
contribution to the LISS Study itself.
The impact of these R/PAC seminars and later meet-
ings on the study varied among subject areas. Most observ-
ers and the staff acknowledged the particular impact of
R/PAC 's comments on the fisheries management section of the
draft and final reports. "^^ One R/PAC paper entitled, "Pros-
pects for Managing the Fisheries of Long Island Sound" and
subsequent comments proved particularly important in this
20
regard. The R/PAC recommendations called for a fisheries
management program focused on resident species within the
Sound and clarified the need for more data. R/PAC scien-
tists criticized much of the available information on
fisheries in the Sound as inadequate and cautioned against
19NERBC, People and the Sound—Supplement
, p. 19; see
also LISS Study, "CAC Minutes, No. 19."
20
J. L. McHugh and H. M. Austin, "Prospects for Man-
aging the Fisheries of Long Island Sound," unpublished paper
presented at December 1973, R/PAC Seminar, sponsored by the
Long Island Sound Study.
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approaching this section of the report in a promotional
manner. The final LISS plan gave the establishment of a
fisheries management program a high priority.
During these seminars, R/PAC members identified
other particular problem areas which they felt the staff
should consider: access to the Sound, eutrophication in
the Sound, the impact of New York City sewerage on water
quality, and land transportation. In particular, they urged
that the methodological limits of not including New York
City in the boundaries of the study should be detailed. ^"^
The concern for access, which was also shared by the Citi-
zens Advisory Committee, did become a major concern of the
study. As one staff member indicated, however, the staff
found R/PAC "s emphasis on greater access in urban areas some-
what restrictive and preferred to think in terms of access
along the entire coastline. In general, the staff and the
work groups responded to the other concerns by discussing
these matters in their report. Several of the seminar
papers were cited in the functional area reports, as, for
example, the Land Use report. However, problems of timing
adversely affected the use of these seminar papers, for they
dealt with rather broad concerns, yet prior to their comple-
tion the staff had begun to focus on more specific concerns
faced in writing the draft plan.
In several meetings in 1974, R/PAC members commented
21Comments made at R/PAC meeting January 23, 19 74.
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mem-
on the initial draft recommendations being produced by the
LISS staff. Again they voiced concern about New York City's
part in polluting the Sound, water quality in the weste]
Sound, and land transportation.^^ In addition, R/PAC
bers criticized the lack of priorities in the study, a
broad citizen complaint. The latter criticism did result
in substantial re-editing of the report by the staff.
R/PAC 's participation in the study waned during these later
stages, in part because certain professionals lacked inter-
est in the reviewing process. R/PAC made no effort to pro-
vide a collective written response to the final draft plan.
The impact of public meeting attenders and othe r
participants
.
Other citizens also had an impact on the LISS
Study by participating in other ways, such as by attending
public meetings or by contacting the staff directly. The
public meetings were held in three series between 1973 and
1975. As noted above, citizens attending the first two
series were asked by the staff to respond to two different
questionnaires designed to measure citizen preferences.
The staff structured the first series of meetings to
focus on five major issue areas: electrical power generation,
oil, water quality, recreation, and land use. Within these
areas the staff sought to identify broad public attitudes,
so as to guide later recommendations. In general, the
22Comments made at R/PAC meeting August 6 , 1974.
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Citizens' comments and their questionnaire responses demon-
strated their support for more strict water quality stand-
ards (even with a tax rise), for restricting growth, for
opening new recreational sites, for reducing the impact
of power generating and petroleum handling facilities on
the Sound, and for preserving natural shoreline landscapes .^^
Environmental concerns received particular support. The
attenders did not agree on the desirability either of state
involvement in land-use decisions or of excluding non-
residents from local beaches. For the most part, the
staff acted in accordance with these broad preferences; how-
ever, because they were quite general and at times even con-
tradictory, the direct impact of these early meetings on the
study appears marginal. Part of the problem lay with the
design of the questionnaire, itself, which asked rather
broad, unstructured questions.
During the second series of public meetings, citizens
reacted to both broad approaches to problems and to tenta-
tive proposals of a more specific nature. Their comments
generally reinforced the preferences expressed at the first
meetings. The citizens also supported the establishment of
a coastal management program, cluster development, a fish-
23Long Island Sound Study, "Report of the Public
Workshops of May/June 19 73," dated October 19, 19 73.
Ibid.
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erxes resources program, and the centralization of petroleum
handling facilities
. They reacted negatively to certain
other proposals, including those for a saltwater fishing
license, certain recreational sites, and increased roads
leading to beach areas, The staff, as a result, aban-
doned the controversial fishing license proposal. It
responded to certain of the citizen comments regarding
recreational sites and activities, but not to others. In
the final plan, the staff also gave emphasis to those areas
of agreement outlined above. In addition, comments made at
one meeting and repeated later caused the staff to examine
an option v/hich they had not previously considered: the
public acquisition of privately-owned islands near one
27urban center. This recommendation became a part of the
final plan.
Public reaction at the third round of public meet-
ings, which followed the public release of the draft plan,
proved more specific in nature. The citizen comments
focused prim.arily on over a dozen broad recommendations and
on the specific recreational proposals for given locali-
25
Long Island Sound Study, "Results of the Opinion
Poll conducted by the Long Island Sound Regional Study,"
July 9, 197 4.
Ibid
.
27Long Island Sound Study, "Selected Newsclips of
Spring 1974 Public Meetings," May 31, 1974.
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2 8ties. At several meetings, the attenders also criticized
the alleged lack of publicity surrounding the study.
Citizen comments at these meetings supported the LISS
Study's draft recommendations in a broad range of func-
tional areas. 25 (See Table 8.) These recommendations
remained essentially the same in the final report. Other
elements of the report drew a more mixed reaction. For
example, while some residents approved of the study's call
for increased state involvement in land-use management,
others disapproved, objecting to any diminishing of local
authority. These latter comments did not result in funda-
mental changes in the staff's management recommendations,
although the staff did redraft certain portions of the
report, pointing out the important role of and the benefits
for local government in their proposals
.
Some citizens
,
in contrast to others who favored
2 8These miay be identified by reading the minutes
of the various public meetings of January 1975, as prepared
by the LISS staff.
29These issues were categorized by first identify-
ing the issues raised in the minutes of the meetings and
then by counting the number of statejnents both for and
against the staff's recommendations. First-hand observa-
tion of these meetings assisted in this exercise.
30
The staff summarized in outline form citizen and
agency comments and their reaction to them in the last
section of the final report. People and the Sound—Supple -
ment
, pp. 216-220. To assess the accuracy of this summary,
the author compared the texts of the draft and final
reports. See p. 220.
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increased public assess to the Sound, stressed concerns for
private property. The staffs conm.itment to increasing
access, which the CAC supported, did not diminish. The
LISS staff did, however, reconsider its recorronendations for
particular recreational sites. In doing so, its response
varied with the location in question. m some instances, the
staff provided more details about its recommendations. In
other cases, the staff toned down its proposals, qualified
them in other ways, or dropped them entirely— largely because
of citizen, as well as CAC comments. Certain recomjnenda-
tions remained unchanged despite citizen comments. Also, as
a result of public comments, the staff qualified its propo-
sals for recreational ferries, emphasizing the need for more
study.
Citizens united in their criticism of several of
LISS's draft recommendations and of the staff's perceived
failure to consider certain problems or alternatives. The
public meeting attenders, like the CAC members, called for
a ban on supertankers in the Long Island Sound. One former
Coast Guard officer submitted an extensive brief arguing for
a size limit on vessels entering the Sound. "^^ The staff
^"""Ibid.
, p. 218.
•^^ Ibid
.
, p. 219.
33Long Island Sound Study, "Minutes of New London
Public Meeting," January 7, 1975, p. 4.
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acknowledged this oversight and incorporated such a limit
in the final plan.^^ The citizens attending the meetings
also opposed, as did the CAC members, the study's endorse-
ment Of nuclear power. The staff responded by emphasizing
energy conservation and by expanding the discussion of the
"pros" and "cons" of nuclear power in the text of the final
report; the call for new nuclear facilities remained, how-
ever. Meeting attenders also criticized the plan's lack
both of attention to the subject of limiting growth in the
region and of a sense of strategy for action. These com-
ments led to more discussion of population growth in the
final report, although the staff felt it inappropriate for
it to seek to limit growth. The staff also revised the
"Plan Summary/' inserting more dates and cost figures, to
add more of a sense of strategy.
In a variety of ways, then, the comments made by
citizens at the public meetings had an impact on the final
LISS report. The sam.e was true with regard to the comments
of the citizen and science advisors. Where the comments
made at the public meetings and at the CAC and R/PAC sessions
coincided, they became mutually supporting. Overall, the
staff incorporated numerous citizen inputs in the LISS plan.
34NERBC, People and the Sound—Supplement
, p. 219.
Ibid
.
^^Ibid.
, pp. 216-217.
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The Impact of Citizen Participants in
the SENE Study
Similarly, as one examines the history of the South-
eastern New England Study, it is possible to identify the
particular impact made by advisory committee members and
the other public participants on the planning process and
the resulting planning documents. Citizen participants in
the SENE Study, as in the Long Island Sound Study, had a
distinct influence on the substantive content of the plan-
ning reports. However, as noted earlier, the SENE Study's
Citizen Advisory Committee and its relatively small Regional/
Scientific Task Force operated as one advisory group, with
the members meeting jointly. Since in practice they consti-
tuted one advisory committee, their impact on the study is
assessed accordingly, immediately below. The impact of the
other participants, who were not as deeply immersed in the
planning process, is considered in the next section.
The impact of the Advisory Committee members
. In
general, the members of the Citizen Advisory Committee and
the Regional/Scientific Task Force brought to the SENE Study
a variety of general concerns. These included, specifically,
concerns for guiding growth in the region, for public access
37As mentioned above the SENE public participation
program called for the formation of Basin Advisory Committees
(BAC's) , but the BAC's consisted of whoever attended the pub-
licly announced meetings. Therefore, in this report what the
SENE staff at times called BAC meetings are simply referred
to as public meetings, not as advisory committee meetings.
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for recreational opportunities, for the conservation and
non-degradation of existing resources, for using groundwater
supplies, and for local involvement in resource management.
The interactions between these groups and the SENE staff
reflected these concerns. It seems fair to say that the
final report did likewise. However, the influence of the
advisory committee members may be discussed in more specific
terms to understand their impact on the study.
Although as the study began the advisory committee
members focused their attention on their own role in the
study and their committee's internal operation, they quickly
became involved in the more substantive aspects of the plan-
ning process. This involvement started with their review of
the socioeconomic and environmental base reports being pre-
pared for the SENE staff by the Economic Research Service
and two other organizations. The intent of these reports
was to provide basic information about present and future
conditions
,
so that present and future needs could be
addressed by the staff. The advisory groups, significantly,
took issue with the methodology used in the reports to make
projections about population growth and other variables and
with the resulting figures themselves. They contested both
the accuracy of the projections and acceptance of identifi-
able trends as "given" quantities upon v;hich planning should
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3 8focus. In so doing they had a distinct impact on the
planning process. This impact, as described by SENE staff
members, was to modify both the projections used by the
staff and the way in which the staff used them. From that
point on, the staff emphasized a flexible approach to future
39
needs. The review also underscored the appropriateness
of the staff's considering ways in which such trends might
be altered.
Following this review, the advisory committees began
an examination of early recommendations for the study and
of the study's goals and objectives. The committees passed
a resolution calling upon the New England River Basins Com-
mission to encourage Rhode Island's consideration of the pro-
posed Big-Wood Reservoir in a statewide and interdisciplinary
context; the Commission did so."^^ More important for the
study itself, however, was the advisory committees' lengthy
examination of SENE's goals and objectives.
At a two-day meeting at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, in
late 1973 and in meetings through the Spring of 1974, the
Citizens Advisory Committee and the Regional/Scientific Task
Force explored these goals and objectives. During the ini-
3 8Southeastern New England (SENE) Study, "Minutes of
Meeting No. 5 of CAC and R/STF , " March 26, 197 3, p. 5.
39Southeastern New England Study, "Progress Report,
September 1972 to September 1973," p. 2, and an interview
with SENE's Public Participation coordinator, Priscilla
Newberry, November 6, 1975.
Ibid.
,
p. 4.
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tial meeting at Woods Hole, the SENE staff and Study Manage-
ment Team members asked the citizen advisors to identify
and rank the study's objectives. Their own lack of informa-
tion and the ambiguity of the objectives troubled the citi-
zens, who pressed for explanations from the staff. While
advisory committee members expressed considerable dissatis-
faction with the structure of the meeting, it did have cer-
tain positive results. It resulted in the identification
of certain new objectives, such as the concern for locating
power plants, and in the staff's reassessment and reorgani-
zation of its previously stated ob j ectives
. In the
period following this meeting the staff and a Goals and Ob-
jectives Subcommittee from the advisory groups sought to
encapsulate these goals and objectives in a written report,
the final version of which was circulated in May, 1974.'*^
The value of this process went beyond the importance of the
six-page report itself. Probably, the most significant
impact which these exchanges between citizens and staff had
was in crystallizing the latter 's perceptions of the goals
and objectives to be pursued.
In the next several months, the SENE staff produced
41Southeastern New England Study, "Minutes of Quart-
erly Meeting of CAC and R/STF," February 11, 1974, pp. 2-4.
42Southeastern New England Study, "Memorandum from
CAC and R/STF; Goals and Objectives for the Southeastern
Nev; England Study," May, 1974
.
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a draft planning report for the entire region and more
localized reports for the ten planning areas into which the
region was divided. Specific ideas generated by the advi-
sory group members, acting jointly or individually, becaiae
incorporated in these reports. One member's comments, for
example, led directly to the study's call for state-wide
boating advisory committees to examine boating and marina
needs. From this point until the end of the study, the
advisory groups' activities centered on the review of these
and subsequent draft planning documents. Three meetings, a
two-day session at Plymouth, Massachusetts, in early Septem-
ber, 1974, and two in 1975 were devoted to these concerns.
The Plymouth meeting afforded the advisory group
members an opportunity to review collectively the draft plan
m detail. Four groups working simultaneously within differ-
ent subject areas provided a point-by
-point analysis of the
draft report; their comments had a significant influence on
the content of subsequent drafts of the report. The citizens'
comments had a particular impact in the land use sections
of the plan, where they criticized the staff's concept of
confining development to five designated areas. The argu-
ments of the CAC and R/PAC members that planned development
should be spread more equitably to other areas prevailed.
The staff later abandoned the concept of "development dis-
tricts" in favor of the more general approach of "guiding
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growth . " ^ ^
The citizen and science advisors also offered a broad
range of other specific criticisms, far too numerous to
describe here in full. a sampling of these included the
recommendations that the SENE staff should:
(1) place more emphasis on the interrelationship between
'
water supply and water quality;
(2) elaborate upon public rights to beach access;
(3) de -emphasize the concern for aquaculture;
(4) no longer recommend regional conservation commissions;
(5) not discuss time-zoning of beaches for fishing and
swimming;
(6) call for swimming in reservoirs;
(7) identify more fully relevant decision-makers who
will implement the SENE plan;
(8) reconsider the use of the word "preservation"
where the intent is regulation;
(9) modify its water quality recommendations to permit
discharges that do not deteriorate the water quality
of the stream; and
(10) elaborate upon existing programs and sources of
4 4funding.
43Southeastern New England Study, "Minutes of Quart-
erly Meeting of CAC/RSTF/' September 5 and 6, 19 74, p. 7.
"^^Ibid.
, pp. 3-10.
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These and other proposed changes varied from quite
fundamental to quite minor (editorial) recommendations.
Most of the proposals were adopted outright by the staff;
in some cases they were not. However, even in some of the
latter cases, for example with the "swimming in reservoirs-
recommendation, the citizens' comments encouraged the staff
to explore the issue and present the "pros" and "cons" in
the text of their report.
Similarly, the advisory groups made substantive com-
ments at the following two meetings, as well as by direct
contact with the staff, which were reflected in the planning
reports. For example, at their advice, the term "unwelcome"
facilities became "key" facilities, a less perjorative
45term. Further suggestions led to the staffs modifications
of the outdoor recreational proposals. In their final meet-
ing, the committees also discussed the recommendations for
the proposed Northfield and Millers Rivers diversions with
a representative from the Connecticut River Basin Program's
advisory groups. This, too, prompted the staff to qualify
their proposals and to emphasize the need for the converva-
46tion of water. In general, a broad range of proposals
45Southeastern New England Study, "Minutes of Quart-
erly Meeting of CAC/RSTF," January 3, 1975, p. 6.
46Southeastern New England Study, "Minutes of Quart-
erly Meeting of CAC/RSTF," June 24, 1975; also see NERBC
Memorandum of July 29, 1975, "SENE and Connecticut River
Diversions."
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incorporated in the SENE Study reflect the impact, in full
or in part, of the advisory group members.
The_impact of public mee ting attenders and other
Participants. Other citizens particip^ed in the SENE Study
by attending public workshops and meetings or by other means
such as writing or phoning the staff. These citizens, too,
had an identifiable impact on the SENE plan, an impact often
distinct from that of the advisory group members. Their
influence on the plan became more specific and easier to
identify as the study progressed. This examination focuses
primarily on the impacts of the workshops and meetings,
rather than on the less formal contacts.
It is difficult to discuss in concrete terms the
impact of citizen comments at the first series of workshops
which began in late 1973. These meetings centered on the
broad subject areas to be addressed in the SENE Study, and.
the staff used a questionnaire to identify problems which
concerned the public. The workshops did demonstrate broad
public interest in concerns associated with growth and the
public's desire for action. In general, however, these
meetings served primarily to inform citizens about the study
and to involve them in it.
The comments made and questionnaires completed by
citizens at the series of workshops in the spring of 1974
had a more clear impact on the planning reports. For
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example, citizens in the Ipswich-North Shore planning area
of Massachusetts indicated their support for water conser-
vation and for one large regional reservoir, rather than
for three small reservoirs or the expansion of the Metro-
politan District Commission water supply system. They also
emphasized the need for greater protection of land in the
upper portions of the Ipswich River. Subsequently, the
staff incorporated these preferences in both the regional
report and that particular planning area report.'*'^ In
Rhode Island, public comments addressed to the fragile nature
of Napatry Point led to the altering of proposed recommenda-
tions for that area. In general, the attenders of these
workshops demonstrated support for increasing wetlands pro-
tection and expanding beach recreational facilities. Strong
opposition was voiced against providing public recreational
access across privately owned land. Citizens also opposed
4 8the creation of regional conservation commissions. The
BENE draft reports later reflected these public inputs.
The most specific comments from meeting attenders
came at the eleven public meetings held in May and June of
1975 during the 90-day review period as the citizens reacted
to specific recommendations in the draft reports which had
47 Southeastern New England Study, "Citizen Prefer-
ences for Solutions," sent with Memorandum to SMT
,
May 24,
1974; also public announcement to Ipswich-North Shore resi-
dents, June 28, 1974.
Ibid.
been released prior to this period. Their impact in this
case can be assessed in part by comparing the draft and the
final reports issued by the SENE Study. m doing so, the
impact of the citizens on a broad range of topics is appar-
ent. Recreational, water supply, and water quality issues
were among the most frequently discussed concerns.
Considerable attention centered on the study's
recreational proposals, especially those calling for the
development of present ocean-front parks, the acquisition
of new beach areas, and the expansion of boating facilities.
In general, the participating citizens shared the concern
for the problem of insufficient beach access for recreation
expressed in the study and broadly endorsed the recommenda-
tions. Specific projects proposed for the North-Shore area
and the Boston Harbor Islands received support.
Local residents, however, objected to the study's
recommendation for state acquisition of Duxbury Beach in the
South Shore area and Quonochontaug Beach in the Pawcatuk
area, favoring local and/or private management. The citizens
in the latter meeting argued that state management would not
necessarily protect the critical environmental areas along
49 SENE Study, Draft Report of SENE Study (May 1975);
New England River Basins Commission, Report of the South -
eas tern New En gl and Study; Summar^^, Regional R^ort (with
Environmental sFatoment) , and Ten Planning Area Reports
(Boston. December 1975).
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these beaches more effectively than would local management.
As a result of these comments, the final report endorsed
local control in these areas, provided that these resources
were responsibly managed. Otherwise, the study noted, the
subject of state acquisition would be raised again.
Citizens at several meetings disagreed with the
staff's call for increased boating facilities in their
areas, as well as accompanying recommendations for channel
dredging. Subsequently, the SENE Study gave marina develop-
ment a more cautious go-ahead. The study adopted a new
slant on this subject, recommending the study of existing
facilities and focusing on the expansion of these facilities
rather than the construction of new marinas, as the way of
accommodating boating demands.^"*" The staff foresaw such
studies being done in conjunction with the boating advisory
committees, suggested initially by a SENE advisory committee
member.
Likewise, the public supported SENE ' s water quality
recommendation. One individual cautioned the staff on its
proposal to treat industrial wastes in municipal sewerage
systems (because of toxic materials)
, but this did not
50NERBC, Report of SENE Study
, p. RR-7.
51Interview with SENE's Public Participation Coor-
dinator, Priscilla Newberry, November 6, 1975; also see
Southeastern New England Study, "Public Meeting Summary;
Pawcatuck Planning Area," June 5, 1975, p. 3.
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result in changes in the report. Opposition by officials
from Coventry and West Warwick, Rl.ode Island, did lead to
both the abandoning of the SENE draft recommendation for
a regional sewerage plant in the latter community and the
writing of substitute recommendations. One town official
pointed out that the problem areas in Coventry stood fur-
thest removed from West Warwick and that the study's
information about existing lines appeared erroneous. Citi-
zens also noted that the West War^.vick plant had just been
expanded and that residents would be unreceptive to addi-
tional efforts.
Several of the meetings also addressed the water
supply situations in local communities; most of the recom-
mendations received favorable review. In a limited number
of cases, citizens with local expertise corrected statements
in the report and offered other considerations which the
staff took into account. Arguments against a proposed joint
Abington-Rockland-Brockton water supply system caused that
recommendation to be dropped. A second major recommendation
which was changed as a result of one of the meetings was the
call for the diversion of the Weweantic River to supply
water for the city of New Bedford, Massachusetts. Public
comments by the head of a local laboratory, which monitored
Southeastern New England Study, "Public Meeting
Summary; Pawtuxet Planning Area, June 4, 1975, pp. 1-2.
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the river as a matter of practice, emphasized its high level
of pesticides and, hence, its unsuitabili ty for water sup-
ply purposes. The staff replaced this recommendation in
the final report.
While it would be possible to continue this identi-
fication process further, the above serve to exemplify the
impact on the study made by citizens at the public m.eetings.
It is true that citizen responses in the SENE Study, as in
the LISS Study, were not uniform, but discernible prefer-
ences did at times emerge. In many instances, although
certainly not in all, these preferences resulted in changes
in the SENE planning reports.
Probably the most dramatic impact by citizens on the
SENE Study actually occurred after the final series of pub-
lic meetings, but within the review period. At the May 1975
meeting in the Buzzards Bay area some local residents had
criticized the study's recommendations for the expansion of
the major state park in the area, the acquisition of several
river islands for recreational purposes, and the expansion
of local boating facilities. This opposition solidified
over the summer, as evidenced in the press, in the letters
and phone calls to the SENE staff, and in the circulation of
a petition (reportedly signed by over a thousand residents)
.
53NERBC, Report of SENE Study
, pp. RR-4 to RR-5
;
also Southeastern New England Study, "Public Meeting Summary,
Buzzards Bay Planning Area," May 22, 1975.
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The residents also charged that little advanced notice of
the meeting had been received, a claim supported by the
local weekly newspaper which stated that it had received
the notice too late for publication.^^
In response, the SENE staff held another meeting
in the area that August. The staff invited about ten com-
munity leaders to discuss the recommendations with them,
a format which, while reflecting the desires of the staff for
a working session, was criticized locally. Actually, over
two dozen residents attended the session, which focused on
the environmentally fragile nature of the islands, their
use as a habitat by rare wildlife, the present adequacy of
the state park and of the local management of the surround-
ing lands, and the crowded boating conditions in the area.^^
Subsequently, the staff announced basic changes in the
recommendations, dropping entirely the plans for expansion.
This case exemplifies the impact of citizens' comments on
the SENE Study in its clearest form.
The Impact of Citizen Participants in
the CRBP Study
Citizens also had a comparable effect on the plan-
ning activities and documents of the Connecticut River
54 See related articles in The Chronical (weekly news-
paper serving Dartmouth and Westport, Ma.) on July 31, 1975
and August 7 and 14, 1975.
55 ...Interview with Priscilla Newberry, November 6,
1975.
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Basin Program's Supplemental Flood Plain Management Study.
However, in one important respect the latter differed from
the LISS and SENE Studies. The CRBP Supplemental Study,
itself, was in many ways a product of citizen participa-
tion. AS discussed above, many citizens had reacted nega-
tively to the 1970 comprehensive Study of the Connecticut
River, prepared by a coordinating committee under the
leadership of the Corps, and The New England River Basins
commission had created the Citizens Review Committee to help
it assess the plan. The criticisms raised in turn by this
group, which called for a broader assessment of environmental
concerns, led to NERBC's recommending the Supplemental Study
its 1 980 Connecticut River Basin Plan .^^ The very initia-
tion of the CRBP Supplemental Study by NERBC and much of its
basic thrust reflected citizen input.
Cognizant of this influence, the following examines
citizen inputs in the CRBP Study. In this study, too, the
impacts of the advisory group members differed from those of
the general public and are examined separately. Unlike the
advisory committees in the LISS and SENE Studies, however,
CRBP's Citizens Advisory Group and Science Advisory Group
functioned autonomously early in the planning process and
later merged their activities. Their impacts must be
^^
Report of the Citizen Review Committee
,
op. ci t.
;
see also NERBC, The NERBC 1980 Basin Plan, op. citZ
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assessed accordingly. Also, it should be noted that at this
time the final report of the CRBP Study has yet to be pub-
lished, so that comparisons between it and the draft report
could not be made, as was done in the case of LISS and SENE.
The impact of the Advisory Group members
. During
their early meetings, starting in March 1973, the Citizens
Advisory Group (CAG) members sought to organize themselves
and to learn about the study and their role in it. In par-
ticular, discussion focused on the role of the CAG in publi-
cizing the study to other citizens; the members established
a Public Information Committee to work on this task. Citi-
zen comments at these and later meetings also emphasized the
need for social impact studies as a part of the planning
process. These, coupled with similar concerns expressed by
the science advisors, encouraged the staff to hire a consult-
ant to undertake such investigations, even though this acti-
vity had not been included in the initial tasks of the study .^"^
During this period, the Science Advisory Group (SAG),
which had begun meeting earlier than did the CAG, became
more deeply involved in the substantive elements of the
planning process. The SAG quickly adopted a subcommittee
system, and, during early 1973, individual subcommittees and
the SAG as a whole met with consultants and agency repre-
57See Connecticut River Basin Program, "Report on CAG
Meeting of August 11, 1973." Staff members indicated that
the original idea of an individual social impact study was
presented at an earlier study team meeting by a citizen
observer not affiliated with the study.
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sentatives to discuss both the tasks to be undertaken by
them and the appropriate methodologies to be used. As
noted by several observers, SAG criticism, directed at the
early report of a consulting firm, coupled with a negative
reaction by the Study Management Team, led the CRBP staff
to back away from the methodologies embraced in that
5 8
report. At their third meeting in April 1973, the SAG
responded to a draft Plan of Study
, the document intended
to guide the planning process. The members also began to
address six broad methodological concerns posed by the CRBP
staff and reformulated into questions by the SAG Chairman.
These were referred to appropriate subcommittees for study.
While the SAG forwarded a preliminary report of their find-
ings to the Study Management Team during the next month,
work on this and related projects by the subcommittees con-
tinued.
Despite the importance of these activities, the
impact of the Science Advisory Group on the study during
this period appears quite limited. As one staff member
later wrote, most SAG responses were general in nature,
reflecting the complexity of the assignments and the fact
Connecticut River Basin Program, "Report on SAG
Meeting of March 16, 1973."
59Connecticut River Basin Program, "Memorandum from
SAG Chairman; SAG's Mission and Effectiveness," dated July 5,
1973.
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that SAG members were volunteers with limited time to devote
to the study. ^0 in addition, as seen above in Professor
Berger's comments, the imprecise role of the SAG at this
stage of the study discouraged some participants. Conse-
quently, the level of activity among the subcomn^ittees
proved uneven. The Soil Conservation Service did ask one
subcommittee to assist in the selection of a third small
watershed for an in-depth study. The subcoimnittee selected
the Mill River, a choice endorsed by the SAG and accepted
by the agency.
One controversial issue which arose during this
period centered on the role which the Science Advisory Group
should play in the review of Requests for Proposals
developed by the staff. Because of potential conflict-
of-interest charges, the staff decided that the SAG memj^ers
should not review the requests and t-hat proposals would not
be accepted from SAG members.
In late 1973 and early 1974, comparable subcommittees
of both the Citizens and Science Advisory Groups began their
review of the study's "Phase 1" documents. The similarity
Connecticut River Basin Proaram, "Memorandum,"
dated August 10, 1973, p. 2.
61^ . .Connecticut River Basin Program, "Report on SAG
Meeting of July 12, 1973"; see also "Report on SAG Meeting
of August 23, 1973."
62C^onnecticut River Basin Program, "Report on SAG
Meeting of September 21
,
1973," p. 3.
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Of their assignments led to interaction between the parallel
subcommittees; this encouraged the holding of joint CAG/SAG
meetings. These subcommittees and their parent bodies
reviewed a variety of reports, offering in certain cases
quite specific and detailed criticisms. The CRBP staff,
in turn, forwarded these comments to the appropriate public
agency or consultant firm, for their consideration.
These reviews underscored a broad variety of methodo-
logical and environmental concerns. Members were quick to
point out statements which they felt could not be empirically
substantiated. They also identified instances where they
felt environmental concerns and non-structural alternatives
were not adequately assessed. The impact of these reviews
is, however, difficult to assess, for there existed no
direct reporting mechanism by which the planners outside the
CRBP staff responded to the citizens' comments. A number of
subcommittee members worked closely with certain agencies,
especially those dealing with environmental matters.
Several SAG and CAG members, as well as the CRBP staff,
indicated that they felt certain agencies and consulting
firms had taken the comments of advisory group members into
For example, see Connecticut River Basin Program,
"Report on SAG Meeting of November 16, 19 73," and "Report
on SAG Meeting of February 25, 19 74."
^^ Ibid
. ; also based on written comments submitted
to CRBP staff and respective agencies.
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account in subsequent reports. Here, too, the record was
an uneven one, varying from agency to agency and from one
individual memiDer to another. This was also true of the
later review by citizens and scientists of the "Phase 2"
reports
.
While the review process continued, the joint CAG/
SAG meetings addressed a number of concerns beyond the scope
of the Supplemental Study. For example, the combined groups
developed and sent to NERBC a list of implementation
priorities for the Connecticut River. At first, a joint
subcommittee and, then, the groups as a whole also reacted
to a draft environmental impact statement for the Northeast
Water Supply (NEWS) Study, recently completed by the Army
Corps of Engineers. The product of these sessions was a
twenty-four-page subcommittee report, a compilation of posi-
tions rather than a consensus statement. ^"^ The groups for-
warded this report to the CRBP staff and to the Corps'
Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors. Finally, the
groups also examined the need for fishladders at a power com-
pany dam at Turner's Falls, Massachusetts, in order to permit
^^Statements based on interviews v/ith several SAG
members and with CRBP staff.
6 6Connecticut River Basin Program, "Report on Joint
CAG and SAG Meeting of October 17, 19 74."
6 7Connecticut River Basin Program, "Report on Joint
CAG and SAG Meeting of December 13, 1974.
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anadrcous fish to return upstreaxn to spawn. The
.embers
issued a strong statement calling upon the power company
involved to build the fishladders and upon the Federal Power
commission, by means of its licensing powers, to ensure that
this be accomplished. With this resolution in hand,
several members lobbied vigorously for the ladders.
In general, because of the nature of these activi-
ties, their impact lay outside the Supplemental Study. CAG/
SAG activity may have helped motivate the New England River
Basins ComiTiission to adopt a formal position on the fish
ladders and licensing procedures similar to that of the
advisory groups. But the impact, if any, of these resolu-
tions and reports on the decision-making apparatus of NERBC,
the corps of Engineers, or the Federal Power Commission can-
not yet be assessed.
After this, attention focused again on the Supple-
mental Study and one principal unresolved issue, a question
of methodology. At a meeting in May 1975, the advisors
discussed the difference between estimates, by the Corps of
Engineers and by the CRBP staff, of the economic benefits
and costs of building major dams or raising local protection
Ibid.; also see CRBP, "Report on Joint CAG and
SAG meeting of January 18, 1975."
6 9
Ibid.
; also based on conversations with CAG and
SAG members.
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works (dikes) at key locations along the river. The CAG
and SAG members discussed the issue only in very broad
terms. Tne issue proved highly technical, and several mem-
bers complained that they lacked the essential information
to evaluate the assumptions underlying both sets of figures,
but especially those of the Corps. The CRBP staff, while
willing to discuss the matter, had not made available their
own draft paper on the subject. In addition, no representa-
tive of the corps, although invited, attended the meeting
to answer questions. Therefore, the meeting resolved
nothing.
This disparity between the Corps' and the staff's
figures continued to be one of the major issues of the study
from that point on. The members, without becoming immersed
in the respective methodologies, generally favored the
staff's figures, which offered a less optimistic view of the
dam-building and dike-raising options. They later used the
staff's figures to criticize the Corps, an activity which
strained relations between that organization--a member of
the planning team--and the CRBP office. This matter
surfaced again at the next joint meeting.
It was also at the May meeting that the SAG and CAG
70Connecticut River Basin Program, "Report on Joint
CAG and SAG Meeting of May 29, 1975"; also based on inter-
view with CRBP staff and attendance of this meeting.
Ibia.
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menders reacted strongly, as discussed above, against the
SENE Study's failure to qualify its recommendation for the
Northfield Water Supply Project. ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^
staff explained the objections; later, a SAG n,en±>er met
with the SENE staff and advisory groups. As already noted,
changes in the SENE plan resulted. This proved to be a
unique case of the citizen advisors to one study having an
impact on another study.
Two months later, the SAG and GAG members met to
react to the first draft of the CRBP report. In general,
they endorsed the plan, spelling out a number of specific
changes which they desired—mainly in the text of the sum-
mary. Several GAG and SAG members' comments sought to
clarify the terminology of the report. The members also
suggested that the staff should:
(1) encourage compatible land uses in the flood plain;
(2) emphasize local responsibility for plan implemen-
tation and state responsibility for preventing
new development in the flood plain;
(3) recommend that the Corps of Engineers should use
Fiscal Year 1976 funds to accelerate flood plain
delineation
;
(4) use their own methodology for calculating the costs
and benefits of raising the dikes in major cities
72 CRBP, "Report on May 1975 Meeting," op. cit.
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and present the Corps' methodologies and an
explanation in the report's appendix;
(5) include education as an element of an imple-
mentation strategy;
(6) display in the report minimum non-structural
programs
.
"^"^
Although the final report of the CRBP Study has yet
to be published, subsequent drafts suggest that some of
these comments will be acted upon and that others will not
be. In the last series of public meetings, the CRBP staff
particularly stressed the role of local government in imple-
mentation. However, the Study Management Team in later
meetings did not seriously consider the option of relegating
the Corps' cost/benefit figures for the dikes to an appen-
74dix. A meeting of the two advisory groups in March 19 76
added little in the way of subsequent comments, although the
members continued to submit individual critiques. Their
focus by this time was on implementing rather than modifying
the plan.
The impact of public meeting attenders and other
citizen participants
. The comments of citizens who
attended the CRBP ' s public meetings also had an effect on
73Connecticut River Basin Program, "Report on Joint
CAG, SAG, SMT Meeting of July 30 and July 31, 1975.
meeting.
74
Ibid.; also based on author's attendance at this
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the supplemental Study. Numerous citizens, including some
Of those who attended the meetings
, also contacted the
staff directly. m most cases, their inputs to the study
became increasingly more specific as the planning process
progressed.
As in the other studies, the first series of p-oblic
meetings provided an opportunity to inform local residents
about the study. A major portion of the meetings was devoted
to answering citizens' questions. The attenders also indi-
cated preferences for considering both a broad range of
flood management alternatives and various ways of compen-
sating local governments for the cost of resulting actions. "^^
At a few meetings, renewed opposition arose to major dams
which had been earlier proposed for those areas by the Corps'
Study in 1970.
The timing of the second series of public meetings
permitted citizens to react to a broad range of flood-control
options suitable for their area, as well as for the basin
as a whole. They did so, although with some uneasiness and
difficulty because the costs of the various options were not
calculated at this point. Their inputs at these meetings
had, however, an impact on the CRBP plan.
Probably the clearest message emanating from these
meetings was the unacceptabiiity of the Corps' seven-dam
75CRBP, Local Perspectives, op. cit.
, pp. 20-22.
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proposal. ^"^ Citizens at all the meetings, including those
held in the lower basin where support for the dams would
logically be the strongest, voiced opposition to that
option. Massachusetts and Connecticut citizens and their
local officials demonstrated instead an acceptance of dike-
raising, as a solution to problems in their area. In the
draft report which followed at a much later date, the staff
focused on dike-raising proposals for the urban areas in
the lower portions of the basin. "^"^ Later, at the next and
final series of meetings, they announced that the dams were
"dead." Although modified in these cities by the dike-
raising proposals, broad support emerged for non-structural
alternatives. The draft report reflected these concerns, as
will presumably the final version.
In addition, the attenders at several meetings
reacted to specific alternative plans, especially in the
northern part of the basin where the alternatives proved
more numerous. Citizens at the Brattleboro, Vermont meeting,
for example, spoke against several alternatives involving
the construction of dams, especially on one site constituting
7 8prime farm land. The later draft plan noted these comments
and did not recommend any of those dams, objected to earlier
Ibid. , im passim .
77
Ibid.
^^Ibid.
, pp. 194-217,
by the area residents
.
"^^
Similar impacts occurred in the
Passumpsic watershed. The Study Management Team also later
considered alternatives suggested at several local meetings
by the citizens themselves. At the request of a local
official, the Corps of Engineers considered a dredging
project in one flood-prone area, but later termed it economi-
cally unfeasible. Finally, some criticism, particularly
in northern areas, arose about federal intervention in any
form, regardless of the alternative recommended. This atti-
tude seems to have influenced the staff to keep their
recommendations in such areas to a minimum. This again is
reflected in the draft report, where the staff did not
recommend further local studies in the Passumpsic region.
Citizens at the third round of public meetings
endorsed the general regional recommendations of the draft
CRBP report. Comments focused primarily on the local
recommendations of the study. The plan, for example,
recommended the further study of dike-raising in four major
cities along the lower reaches of the river, but not in two
others. Officials and citizens from one of these cities,
Chicopee, Massachusetts, however, expressed a strong desire
79CRBP, The River's Reach; Draft
, pp. 53-58.
8 0CRBP, Local Perspectives
,
p. 132.
81
CRBP, The River's Reach; Draft, pp. 87-91; state-
ment also based on interview with David Harrison, June 21,
1976.
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—both at the meetings and in later letters to the staff
and to state of ficials-for further such studies in their
community. ^2 it seems likely this and other less dramatic
responses will have an impact on the final plan, when it is
produced.
Citizen Impacts on the Studies:
An Overview
In the Long Island Sound Study, the Southeastern
New England Study, and the Connecticut River Basin Pro-
gram's Supplemental Study, the public participants had an
identifiable impact on the planning processes and the draft
and final planning reports. For the public meeting
attenders, these impacts occurred later in the studies,
especially as they reacted to the draft planning reports.
With regard to the advisory group members, these impacts
were distributed throughout the course of the studies, but
seemed greater when the members performed specific tasks
such as formulating goals statements or reviewing planning
8 3documents
.
Moreover, the impacts of citizen participation were
82Connecticut River Basin Program, "The River's
Reach: Report on Public Response," presented at the
Quarterly Meeting of the New England River Basins Commission,
Boston, March 31, 1976, pp. 2-3.
8 3For further discussion of these points in refer-
ence to the LISS Study, see Shanley, pp. 60-66.
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similar in all three cases. Although certainly these effects
varied from study to study, their resemblance is striking.
This similarity makes it possible to examine collectively
the nature of the citizen impacts on the LISS, SENE and
CRBP Studies. When one does so, one finds a variety of ways
in which the citizens affected the three studies.
First, one way in which the citizen participants had
an impact on the studies was by supplementing the knowledge
of the regional planners, particularly with regard to local
affairs. Given the broad geographical scope of the studies
and the other constraints placed upon the planners, the
planning staffs could not be informed about particular condi-
tions and problems in many local communities in their plan-
ning areas. In a variety of cases, local residents, more
aware of such concerns, brought forth additional data which
the staffs had not considered.
This new information on numerous occasions led the
staffs to change their recommendations. For example, as
discussed above, new information about pesticide levels in
the Weweantic River caused the SENE staff to drop its recom-
mendation for diverting that river for water supply purposes.
This type of supplemental information also seemed particularly
important in shaping the recreational proposals in the SENE
and LISS Studies. Many citizens in the latter study specifi-
cally questioned the knowledge of the Sound possessed by the
members of the recreational work group. «" p^ii, partici-
pants in a limited nuni^er of cases also corrected erroneous
factual statements about local conditions which appeared in
various planning documents.
From the perspective of the staff members, however,
several problems arose in their use of this supplemental
information. The accuracy of the information had to be
judged. In some cases, the "facts" presented by local resi-
dents appeared to be statements of preference with weak
empirical referents. In addition, in some cases, the data
appeared accurate, but not significant enough in the plan-
ners' estimation to warrant changing study recommendations.
The degree, then, to which the staff utilized the supple-
mental information provided by citizens depended upon the
planners' judgments concerning its accuracy and its import-
ance. They discarded information which failed to meet these
tests.
Second, public participants also had an impact on
the studies by affecting the use of both particular methodol-
ogies and specific planning reports by the NERBC personnel
in plan formulation. The science advisors, by nature of
their training, were attuned to viewing methodologies and
Based on discussions with several advisory commit-
tee^^members; they clearly viewed the recreational planners
as "outsiders," who were unfamiliar with the Long Island
Sound region.
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their underlying assumptions with a critical eye. In many
instances, such as with questions of growth, the citi:
advisors and the public meeting attenders proved no le.
capable. The criticism by one CAC member of the tech-
niques used in the LISS boating inventory is one example
of this type Of impact. In general, the methodological
criticisms offered by the public participants caused the
staff to reconsider certain as sum.ptions
, to m.odify informa-
tion-gathering and evaluative techniques
, and to use given
agency or consultant reports in different ways than origin-
ally intended. However, this was a selective process and
the impact of the citizens and scientists on these methodo-
logical concerns varied with the assessment of their argu-
ments by the NERBC staffs, as well as by the o^cher planners
associated with the studies.
Third, the public participants had an impact on the-
studies in that they encouraged a broad consideration of
both value questions and alternative solutions to given
problems. On numerous occasions, the citizens raised addi-
tional value-laden considerations for the planners to take
into account. The advisory group members of the CRBP Study,
for example, urged the staff to consider all of the environ-
mental consequences of their proposals. Here, too, the staff
had to judge whether or not the values were appropriate and
sufficiently broad-based to warrant inclusion in the studies.
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With regard to growth, transportation, water supply, and
other issues, for example, the advisory committees of the
Long Island Sound Study consistently viewed the study in a
broader scope than did the staff itself. This forced the
staff not only to define better the boundaries of the study,
but also to consider at least briefly the relationship of
their plans to more general problems. Similarly, public
participants pressed the staffs to explore a multitude of
alternative solutions. The CRBP advisory groups sought to
consider a broad range of non-structural alternatives. The
staff and associate agencies, given limits of time and money,
were forced to decide how far they could reasonably go in
such pursuits.
Fourth, the public participants directed staff atten-
tion to current problems in the study areas. As in the case
of the bridge over the Sound, the citizens, particularly the
members of the citizens advisory groups, encouraged the staffs
to take stances on issues of local importance. Such staff
involvement did serve to root the studies in real problems,
to give the staffs a sense of urgency, to improve relations
with the advisory groups, and to generate publicity for the
studies, hence, potentially increasing public awareness of
the planning programs. In the extreme, however, such activi-
ties may potentially involve study personnel in fighting a
series of "brush-fires" and detract from the planning effort.
They could also bring the studies into conflict with other
planning organizations or other governmental units. Hence,
a balance approach is required.
Finally, citizen involvement in the studies served
to make the final plans more acceptable to those community
leaders and other citizens who participated in the planning
process. In many instances, the three staffs changed pro-
posed recommendations to which the participating citizens
had strenuously objected. This was true in LISS with regard
to the salt-water fishing license and in SENE with regard to
the proposals for the development of both recreational facili-
ties in the Buzzards Bay area and an expanded sewerage treat-
ment plant in West Warwick, Rhode Island. In other cases,
where the staffs deemed it necessary, they stood firmly
behind their recommendations, offering at times additional
explanations. However, despite these latter occasions, it
would seem that the overall plans, as revised to reflect pub-
lic comments, were certainly more acceptable to those citi-
zens with an active interest in water resources usage. Pre-
sumably, therefore, citizen participation made it more likely
that the plans would later be implemented.
In summary, public participation in the three NERBC
planning programs did fulfill many of the expectations
expressed earlier in the studies and in the related litera-
ture. The public participants had an impact on the planning
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process by supplementing the factual knowledge of the plan-
ners, by affecting their use of planning methodologies and
reports, by promoting the addressing of value questions, by
focusing the planner's attention on current problems, and
by helping to evolve politically acceptable plans. The
records of the LISS, SENE
, and CR3P Studies suggest that
public participants can have a variety of impacts on regional
planning efforts. The principal controlling factor is the
degree to which the administrators accept and incorporate
citizen comments in the plans. The implications of this
for the accountability of these administrators is examined
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V
THE EFFECTS OF PARTICIPATION ON
BUREAUCRATIC ACCOUNTABILITY IN
THE THREE REGIONAL STUDIES
What stands out in the above description is the ex-
tensive efforts made by the staffs of the Long Island Sound
Study, the Southeastern New England Study, and the Connecti-
cut River Basin Program to integrate citizens into their
regional (Level B) planning investigations. While the parti-
cipation mechanisms selected and their employment by the
staffs proved less than ideal, the evidence supports the
conclusion that the three New England River Basins Commission
staffs made sincere efforts to involve citizens in their
work. Most observers and the citizen participants themselves
shared this assessment."*" Moreover, a comparative examination
reveals that the scope of the participation programs under-
taken by the NERBC staffs in these studies generally
exceeded those of similar programs, established by the other
^ . . 2river basins commissions. The shortcomings which may be
"'"For a similar comment see Geerdes
,
Chap. 1, espe-
cially pp. 33-34.
2For elaboration on this point see Madge 0. Ertel
and Stuart G. Koch, Citizen Participation in Comprehensive
Water Resources Planning (Amherst, Ma. : Water Resources
Research Center, University of Massachusetts, August 1976)
,
Chapt. 4.
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attributed to these efforts seem due in part both to the
experimental n..ture of the mechanisms used and to the
limited funds and personnel assigned to the NERBC component
of the studies, rather than to any inherent limits. Did the
public participation programs in the studies, then, result
in citizen control of the NERBC staff members?
While many citizens took advantage of these partici-
pation programs and had an identifiable impact on the three
planning processes and their resulting plans, the above find-
ings indicate that citizen participation in these three
studies has not proven a complete and totally satisfactory
strategy, in-and-of
-itself
, for holding the LISS
, SENE
, and
CRBP planners accountable. The rationale for citizen parti-
cipation suggests that in order for it to be considered an
ideal mechanism for providing bureaucratic accountability,
such participation must result in control over the adminis-
trators by the members of the general public. Such control
by citizens did not occur in these studies.
In this absolute sense, accountability could not be
fully realized in the LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies by means
of public participation because the citizens performed only
an advisory role. The citizens had no final controls (com-
parable to elections) over the planning personnel or the
planning decisions, and the NERBC resisted any citizen
efforts to assume such powers. For example, early in the
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LISS Study, it dismissed the request of the CAC members to
make their chairman a "voting mender" (along with the agency
representatives) of the study's Coordinating Committee.
^
The CAC members, their leaders, or other citizen participants
in the three studies never enjoyed any such voting or
'
decision-making privileges. Likewise, the Commission did
not grant the citizen participants control over any given
functional part of the planning process. Thus, the LISS,
SENE, and CRBP planners were not, either in whole or in
part, in any final sense answerable directly to the citizen
participants for the manner in which they carried out their
responsibilities. The citizens had influence—their com-
plaints, along with other factors, nearly led to the replace-
ment of one Study Manager—yet the administrators made all
planning decisions.^ They acted upon citizen requests at
their discretion.
While public participation in these three studies
did not insure or guarantee bureaucratic accountability,
citizen involvement did have effects on the accountability
of the LISS, SENE, and CRBP planners. In examining these
studies, one may appropriately ask, therefore, to what
3 , .This request was made soon after the CAC began meet-
ing; for more information see the minutes of these early
meetings
.
4Long Island Sound Study, "Minutes of CAC Meetings,
No. 12, 15, and 16."
extent, if at all, public participation enhanced (although
not insured) the accountability of the planners and other
administrators who were responsible for these regional plan-
ning investigations.
No simple answer to this question is possible.
Although one can, as indicated above, examine the ways in
which the citizen participants influenced the LISS, SENE
,
and CRBP plans, it remains difficult to assess the impact of
their influence on the accountability of the planners, whom
they advised. The influence which the citizens exerted
over the NERBC planners and other administrators proved
extremely complex, in some respects serving to enhance
administrative accountability, in others, the opposite.
Characteristics Limiting Accountability
in the Studies
An examination of the participation by citizens in
the LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies reveals that many charac-
teristics of that involvement limited the degree to which it
served as a mechanism for enhancing administrative accounta-
bility. Problems which impeded the efforts to hold the plan-
ners accountable to the public at-large included: (1) the
limited representative qualities of the citizens involved;
(2) structural impediments in the planning investigations
and the participation programs; (3) the unclear roles assigned
to the citizen participants; (4) the timing of citizen
• involvement; and (5) the parochial attitu.es and low informa-
tional levels Of the citizens. The manner in which these
problems adversely affected administrative accountability
warrants further examination.
(1) The problem of represei^ive^ The rationale
for public participation suggests that such involvement will
increase the control of the general citizenry over adminis-
trative policy-makers. However, it seems quite doubtful in
many respects that the citizens involved in the three studies
-the advisory committee members, as well as those attending
the meetings-genuinely represented the general public.
This issue of representation aroused considerable debate
through the course of the planning investigations themselves.
In particular, it continually troubled the members of the
citizens advisory committees and the NERBC staffs, neither of
whom ever completely resolved the matter.^ While important,
such assessments about the representativeness of the parti-
cipants prove hard to make, primarily because "representa-
tiveness" is an elusive concept. It can be evaluated by
various standards, not all of which necessarily agree. As
Pitkin states, the representativeness of a public official
may be judged by the extent to which that person (1) possesses
5For further discussion see Ertel, pp. 40-46. In a
survey of citizens advisers, Madge Ertel found that 50% from
CRBP, 45% from LISS and 33% from SENE considered their
groups to be representative. See also CRBP, "Report of the
CAG Meeting of July 13, 1973," p. 4.
bxnding authority; (2, answers to the people being served;
(3) mirrors the characteristics of the represented;
,4, sym-
bolically stands for the people; and (5) deliberately acts
on behalf of the interests of the other citizens. « Any
statement about the representativeness of the citizen
participants must, then, take these different criteria into
account.
In applying these criteria to the LISS, SENE
, and
CRBP Studies, one finds that in some ways the citizen parti-
cipants did represent a larger public. First, numerous citi-
zen participants held elected or appointed office at the
local or regional level. According to the questionnaire,
31.6% of the people attending the final meetings fell into
this group; this figure proved particularly high in the SENE
Study— 45.6%. Members of the advisory committees also, in
some cases, held such positions. Presumably, then, the com-
ments of these citizens/officials reflected the interests
and preferences of their politically active constituents and
were in that sense representative. Secondly, the fact that
sixteen of the LISS and twenty-four of the CRBP citizens
advisory committee members had been appointed by their
respective governors led some of these participants to feel
that they represented these governors and, in turn, the
electorate of their states. Several m.embers of the CRBP CAG
6^. , .Pitkin, Chaps. 3-6.
espoused this vle„.^ „Uh regard to the two-tiered advisory
structure of the SENE Study, it can be also argued that
those citizen advisory committee members selected at the
public meetings (Basin Advisory Conm.ittee meetings) repre-
sented the people present at those sessions and, in general,
the residents of those areas.
Even in these respects, however, the representative
qualities of the citizen participants proved quite limited.
First, there exists no real indication that the citizen
participants, including the advisory group members, defined
their roles in the studies in such ways and acted accordingly.
For example, the survey research of Robert Shanley reveals
that the members of the LISS CAC had many different views
about whom or what they represented, be it local citizens
and their interests, the members of some interest group and
their concerns, a body of knowledge, a broader range of
people and their viewpoint, or some combination of the
above .
^
Moreover, the NERBC personnel in guiding the process
and the governors in making the LISS and CRBP appointments
failed to emphasize and develop systematically the notion
of representativeness by virtue of appointment. Only a ver^-
few LISS and CRBP advisory committee members reported seek-
7This was particularly true with regard to the second
CAG Chairman, Mr. Harold Pulling, of Vermont,
gShanley, pp. 46-47, 89.
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.ng guidance f.o. their governors or fro. other public offi-
cials. In the SENE Study, the advisory connnittee
.embers
did not retain direct links to the citizens who selected
them because, as noted earlier, the Basin Advisory Co^nit-
tees never really functioned as cohesive groups. The
representation provided by the local and regional officials
participating in the studies may similarly be questioned,
for many were not there in an official capacity, and for
whom they were speaking remains uncertain.
Secondly, the majority of the overall citizens par-
ticipating in the three studies and many of the advisory
committee members were not public officials or gubernatorial
appointees. Thus, these individuals were clearly not repre-
sentative of a larger public by virtue of either their status
as public officials or their appointment by an elected offi-
cial, a governor. Ron Nelson, the LISS Public Participa-
tion Coordinator, has noted specifically that public offi-
cials were not well integrated into the LISS Study. Whom
most participants represented, then, is more uncertain. Thus,
9The CAG Chairman, Mr. Pulling, was one individual vhoaid report contacting appropriate Vermont officials.
'^Amongst the advisory committee members this includedthose appointed by the NERBC Chairman, rather than by the
respective governors.
"''Ron Nelson, "Level B Water Resources Planning in anUrban Setting," Water Resources Bulletin
, XI (June 1975)
,
p. 611. ~
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neither the formal process by which advisory members were
selected nor the participation by local and regional offi-
cials as citizens necessarily enhanced the representative
qualities of the citizen participants.
When one examines the demographic characteristics
and substantive interests of the citizens involved in the
LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies, it becomes even more clear
that they were not generally representative of the public at-
large. As noted in the third chapter, the participants
possessed various characteristics (such as higher income and
educational levels) and interests (such as environmental con-
cerns) which distinguished them from the other citizens in
these regions. m the case of the advisory committee members
these differences were accentuated by the self-selection
process that occurred. Even initially, however, the elabor-
ate appointment mechanisms presented problems to the staffs,
as they sought to create balanced advisory groups. In the
LISS and CRBP Studies, where the governors made a substantial
number of appointments independently of each other and the
NERBC, the staffs found it impossible to control the compo-
sition of these groups. One observer, Jerry Belli Priscoli,
also argues that the careful screening of appointees to the
citizen advisory committees led to the selection of members
who were atypically low risks in terms of potentially
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challenging the planners . -"-^
In a variety of instances, these distinctive charac-
teristics and interests colored the manner in which the
participants defined problems and the recommendations which
they Offered. For example, one staff member stated that the
LISS CAC displayed a disproportionate interest in boating
problems, a tendency which he traced to the atypical number
of boatowners in the group. Similarly, he observed that
only individuals with above average wealth could afford to
view the Sound primarily as an "ecological unit," a view
shared by many CAC members and other participants at the
public meetings. Less affluent individuals, he predicted,
would be less concerned with boats and the environment than
with swimming and jobs.^^ Admittedly, such demographic
characteristics and interests do not uniformly affect politi-
cal behavior. It can, of course, be argued that highly edu-
cated people are quite capable of and, perhaps, inclined
toward considering the needs of others in society. However,
since no procedures or guidelines for encouraging this
12Jerry Delli Priscoli, Public Participation in
Regional Level B Water Resources Planning: A Preliminary
View (Washington, D.C~ Water Resources Council, Special
Consulting Report, October 1974)
, p. 144.
^^These statements were made bv the second LISS
Study Manager, David Holmes, in an interview with the author
on September 11, 1975.
Ibid.
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broader view existed in these studies, it is difficult to
see how the participants were representative in this larger
sense. Clearly, in terms of significant demographic
characteristics, such as income, age, race, education, and
the like, the citizen participants were not a microcosm of
the entire population of the region.
Given the absence of procedural mechanisms to enhance
the representativeness of the citizens involved in the three
studies and the particular demographic characteristics and
substantive interests of these participants, one cannot
equate the perceptions and preferences of these participants
with those of the public at-large. That the citizens did
not come closer to meeting the above standards for representa-
tiveness reveals the limited suitability of public partici-
pation in these studies as a device for holding the planners
accountable. E^en when the LISS, SENE, and CRBP planners
responded to the advice of the advisory committee members
and the other participants, they were not necessarily
responding to the preferences of the citizens of those
regions.
(2) The problem of structure
. The very decision-
making structures of both the three planning investigations
and the three participation programs also limited the extent
to which public participation in the studies enhanced bureau-
cratic accountability. In assessing this limitation, two
points Should be recalled. Pi.st, while the LISS, SENE
, and
CRBP staffs coordinated their respective studies, decision-
making authority proved quite diffused in these Level E
investigations. Various federal agencies with separate
budgets produced given sections of each plan. m addition,
the New England River Basins Commission, the parent organi-
zation of the staffs, had to approve the final planning
documents. Second, the citizen participants formally served
as advisors to the separate LISS, SENS, and CRBP planning
staffs rather than to either the agencies associated with
the studies or the Commission itself.
Because of the structure of the public participation
programs, the citizens, in interacting primarily with one of
the regional staffs, did not frequently become involved in
any give-and-take with many of the principal actors in the
investigations. As noted above, the LISS, SENE
, and CRBP
staffs did on occasion use the opinions expressed by citizen
participants as levers in negotiating with the other planners
and a few members of other agencies did speak at various advi
sory committee meetings. However, regular and meaningful
involvement in the public meetings by the non-NERBC planners
associated with the studies occurred only in the CRBP Supple-
mental Study. In turn, citizen participation in the work
groups, where the planners made many of the substantive plan-
ning decisions, proved very limited, as well as sporadic.
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The citizen complaints referred to earlier testify to this.
When advisory group members participated in these sessions,
they did so at an informational disadvantage since they were
not closely apprised of the agencies' activities. As noted
by one LISS CAC member:
l^^lt
unremitting frustration on the part of manyOf the CAC members who found the agencies unpreparedto accept the citizens in a partnership on the workgroups . -L->
Perhaps part of the reason for this unpreparedness was that
these agencies retained their own traditional constituencies.
In addition, the citizen particpants and the Boston-
based leadership and immediate staff of the Commission itself
maintained only limited contact. This proved particularly
true with regard to the CRBP Study; more, yet still limited,
contact existed in the SENE Study, the office of which was
in the same city as that of the NERBC. In general, the influ-
ence which the citizens exerted in these studies proved to be
generally restricted to influence over only one of several
groups of planners responsible for the completion of each
project. Citizen participation, then, failed to enhance the
accountability of the other associated federal administrators.
Furthermore, the decision-making structure of these
Level B studies impeded the efforts of the citizen partici-
pants to influence the activities of even the LISS, SENE, and
^^A comiTient made by Ms. Claire Stein at a LISS public
meeting held on January 14
,
1975, at C. W. Post College.
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CRBP staffs. As noted by the NERBC Chairman, the three
staffs were deprived of the "essential ingredient of good
management-clear authority and a reasonable degree of con-
trol over study resources This situation posed two
particular problems for enhancing accountability. it left
the citizens uncertain as to the powers of the three staffs
and, subsequently, what they could expect them to perform.
Secondly, where the planners sought to be responsive to the
citizen participants, structural and financial constraints
limited their ability to act.
Finally, the very nature of the NERBC itself hampered
bureaucratic accountability. As a recently established
planning organization, with limited funds and a small staff,
the Commission lacked recognition amongst the public at-
large. This made it more difficult for the staff to attract
news coverage and to attract citizens to its public events.
This in turn worsened the problems of a lack of representa-
tiveness among the participants and meant that many of the
citizen participants, especially those attending the public
meetings, lacked a basic familiarity with the agency that
they sought to influence. In summary, the ways in which both
the studies themselves and their public participation programs
were structured made it difficult for the citizens to influ-
ence the planning decisions made and to hold accountable the
'^LISS Memo 75-27, April 11
,
1975
, from Frank Gregg,
Chairman, NERBC.
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various planners involved. Public unfamiliarity with the
Commission added to these and related problems.
^•'^ ^^^l^-P£2Mem_of_th^^ Inconsist-
encies in, and confusion over, the advisory role played by
the citizens involved in the LISS, SENE
, and CRBP Studies
also restricted the efforts to enhance accountability
through public participation. These inconsistencies sterM.ed
from the fact that, in practice, the citizens played dual
roles in the studies and operated under different sets of
standards and expectations. Several specific problems in
this regard may be identified.
First, the citizens played a dual role as both in-
siders and outsiders with regard to the studies. At times
the participants functioned outside of the planning process,
as seemingly neutral observers attempting to provide a criti-
cal review of the plans; at other times they operated inside
the process, enmeshed in the studies. ^"^ Although many citizen
participants remained somewhat aloof from the planning pro-
cesses of the three studies, in part because of the structural
detachment of the participation programs, others did not.
Some participants, especially the advisory committee
members, became highly integrated into the planning process
and, it would seem, quite closely identified with these
17
The existence of this dual role was acknowledged by
the NERBC Chairman, Frank Gregg, in a conversation with
Madge 0. Ertel on October 25, 1973.
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efforts. For example, the CRBP study manager, as noted
above, viewed the environmental groups in the Connecticut
Basin as CRBP's m.axn constituent group, and several of their
members participated extensively in the Supplemental Study.
Given such ties, whether the citizens could still provide an
objective review of the proceedings is an interesting, yet
unresolved, question. Such involvement could alter citizen
perceptions and behavior. To determine if this occurred in
these studies is difficult. Certainly many of the advisors
observed by this author appeared to retain their independ-
ence, but the possibility of subtle cooptation remains.
Second, the three staffs developed and used very
formal devices for generating citizen advice and in this
sense placed numerous demands upon the citizens, yet they
did not obligate themselves in any way to follow that advice.
For example, the staffs asked the advisory committee members
to follow extensive procedural guidelines regarding voting
on committee business, attendance at meetings, and speaking
about committee business. In particular, the procedures
established called for the citizens and science advisory com-
mittees to submit advice to the staffs in the form of recom-
mendations, adopted by majority vote on given resolutions.
1
8
This view was acknowledged by the CRBP Study Mana-
ger, David Harrison, in an interview with the author in June
1976.
19
Delli Priscoli (1974)
, pp. 79-80.
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Such advice, as noted earlier, possessed no binding quali-
ties. The staffs did not necessarily act on these recom-
mendations when they received them.
At the staff level, there existed a few systematic
procedures for evaluating the participants' advice and
reporting the results back to the citizens. The CRBP
staff made some achievements in this direction by organizing
citizen comments into special publications, such as the
Report on the Phase Two Meetings
. Rather than issuing
simply minutes, or summaries, of the CAG meetings, the staff
also circulated what it called "reports," which sought to
interpret and at times respond to citizen comments
. The
LISS and SENE staffs did not use such a systematic approach
except at the very end of their studies, where they sum-
marized the comments made at the final series of public
meetings and stated their reaction to them.^^
Viewing this formalism on one hand, yet this lack of
commitment on the other, Jerry Delli Priscoli found it hard
to see the benefits for certain groups in submitting to such
20CRBP
,
Report on Phase Two Meetings
,
op. cit
.
21
This importance of these reports was emphasized
by the CRBP Study Manager in an interview with the author
in June 1976. He saw these as a mechanism for responding
systematically to the comments of citizen advisors.
22
For example, see NERBC, People and the Sound
,
Section 5.3, pp. 216-221.
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procedures. 23 some incentive undoubtedly lay in greater
access to the study information, yet this dualism probably
discouraged some individuals or groups from using these
mechanisms to participate
. Delli Priscoli also noted
that these conditions made it likely that participants would
become frustrated and that the potential for "capturing new
and interesting views" would not be maximized. Rather
impressionistic evidence suggests that the former may have
caused some of the advisory committee resignations
. In
general, the staffs' lack of both systematic response to
citizen comments and commitment to use the advice in itself
reduced the impact of the participants on the studies.
Coupled with the formality of the advisors' procedures these
factors discouraged certain groups from participating, there-
by reducing citizen input into the studies.
Third, the LISS
, SENE , and CR3P staffs viewed the
citizen participants alternately as leaders of key groups,
as experts, and as members of the public at-large.^"^ Indeed,
different participants did seem to represent all three
^^^Delli Priscoli (1974), pp. 81, 91, and 120.
24
Ibid
. , p. 81.
^^Ibid.
, p. 91.
26Perhaps the most clear-cut example of such frustra-
tions was a letter of resignation submitted to the CRBP staff
from Mr. Charles Weaver, who was at the time the vice-chairman
of the Citizens Advisory Group.
^^Delli Priscoli (1974), pp. 156-157.
categories, although to varying degrees. However, given
these varying perceptions of the participants, the staffs
found it difficult ro judge the legitimacy of the advice
provided them. These uncertainties, therefore, also
limited the impact of the citizen coironents on the plans.
In addition, they served to shroud the channels of citizen
influence over the planners.
Together, these various inconsistencies and doubts
with regard to the advisory role of the participants raised
questions in the three staffs about the appropriateness of
using the participants' recommendations and served to limit
the impact of this advice on the studies. They also tended
to discourage some citizens from participating in the plan-
ning processes, a tendency which further reduced citizen
inputs and which diminished the representative qualities of
the participants.
The problems of timing
. Problems associated with
the timing of citizen participation in the studies similarly
limited the accountability of the planners. In assessing
these effects it is important to note both that participa-
tion occurred within a rather specific overall time-frame
and that, within that period, it took place at rather well-
defined stages. Both sets of conditions diminished bureau-
cratic accountability in the studies.
As to the general timing of their involvement in the
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Planning processes, the citizens participated in the three
studies from very late in the writing of the plans of study
until the staffs had produced the final drafts of the LISS,
SENE
, and CRBP nl^no mu • j. • •a LKi3 pia . This timing posed two particular
problems for accountability.
First, the citizen advisors did not participate
early in the pre-authorization planning processes when the
administrators established the broad frameworks of the
Level B investigations. Although in both the LISS and SENE
Studies, interim CAC's counseled the staffs on the struc-
ture of the envisaged public participation programs, these
citizens had little identifiable impact on the remainder of
the two plans of study. Furthermore, once all three
studies formally began, delays in the appointment of the
regular members of citizens advisory committees limited
their involvement in the early planning activities. In the
LISS and CRBP studies, such delays can be attributed to the
very complexity of the appointment processes and the lack of
prompt responses from various governors; in SENE, such
delays stemmed from both the unique two-tiered advisory
structure and the staffs' slowness in establishing the
2 8Citizens did participate in the formulation of the
CRBP plan of study, more so than in the case of the other
studies
.
29Certain of the Interim CACs ' recommendations were
included in the portion of the plans of study dealing with
the public participation programs.
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Basin Advisory Committees, which were responsible for
selecting many of the members of the regional CAC. This
overall situation served to reduce citizen influence in
the early planning stages of all three studies.
Second, public involvement in the three studies
ended abruptly as the staffs produced the final plans. As
the staffs finished the plans, NERBC closed the LISS and
SENE offices and dissolved the staffs, the very ones which
the citizens had been advising. Since these staffs had
been responsible for coordinating citizen involvement in
the studies, the advisory committees and the other aspects
of the public participation programs ceased to function. ^°
The advisor^' committee members, for example, lost the pre-
rogatives associated with their formal status as advisors;
the limited funding of their expenses incurred in advising
the staffs ended. Given these changes, the citizens could
not readily participate in subsequent decisions concerning
the plans, including those related to implementation. Citi-
zen influence with respect to the plans and the planners
waned.
Moreover, as Ortolano indicates is true in most
water resources planning efforts, citizen involvement in
the LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies occurred at well-defined
30Currently, the CRBP staff is becoming involved in
further (Section 73) studies, the status of the advisory
committees is uncertain.
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3 Xstages. Apart froir. the recommendations of the advisory
group members, the staff received other public inputs pri-
marily at or soon after each series of public meetings,
sessions that were held, roughly speaking, at yearly inter-
vals in each study. Participation at such fixed intervals
is not ideally suited for water resources planning. Indeed,
Joseph Sax observes that planning is continuous over years,
"rarely having clearly definable points at which critical
decisions are made."^^ extent, then, that many
interested and involved citizens did not participate contin-
uously in the studies, their influence over the decisions
made by staff members proved limited.
That citizens actively participated in each study
for a fixed period of time, which began too late and ended
too early, and that their involvement within this period
often occurred at well-defined stages, restricted the parti-
cipants' influence over the NERBC and other planners. This,
like the other factors mentioned above, limited the ability
of the citizens to hold the planners responsible for their
actions.
(5) The problems of information and attitudes .
Finally, the survey responses provided some pertinent informa-
tion about the participating citizens' knowledge of the
31Ortolano, pp. 3-9, 3-10.
32Joseph L. Sax, p. 102.
studies and their orientations to water resources planning.
For example, of the citizens attending the last round of
public meetings, approximately one-third had attended
previous LISS, SENE
,
or CRBP public meetings. Just under
a quarter (23.9%) had attended another group meeting at
which the plans had been discussed. Over forty percent
(42.5%) reported reading about the study in a newspaper; how
ever, as noted earlier, coverage often proved both super-
ficial and incomplete; this figure proved high among LISS
respondents (61.3%), but particularly low among SENE respond
ents (20.8%). in any case, the majority of respondents in
all three studies did not obtain information about the plans
in this manner.
Many citizens did receive a summary of the plan for
their region prior to attending the meetings; about one-
third had read the summary in entirety. Another third had
read part of it, although how much of it they examined is
unknown. The remaining third had not reviewed the summary
at all. Discussions between citizens and either advisory
committee members or staff members proved a minority experi
ence. Just over a fifth of the citizens had discussed the
plan with an advisory committee member; 23.2% had discussed
it with a staff member. In general, when the SENE and CRBP
meeting goers were asked, "Do you feel that you know enough
about the study to be able to offer comments at tonight's
meeting?" about half answered negatively (SENE 52.7% and
CRBP 44.6%).^-^
In assessing these findings, one must keep in mind
that these various figures were not mutually exclusive. in-
deed, it seems likely that those citizens informed about the
study at earlier meetings or by newspaper were those who
communicated with the staffs and the advisory committee mem-
bers. These figures suggest that a group—probably a
minority-within the total number of meeting-attenders was
comparatively active and informed, but that a significant
number apparently possessed little knowledge of the substance
of the plans. Compared to the planners, many citizens
attending the public meetings stood at an informational dis-
advantage and this situation limited their ability to influ-
ence the plans and to hold the planners accountable. It also
seems reasonable to infer that this informed group of meeting-
attenders, like the generally well-informed members of the
advisory committees
,
had an influence on the studies greater
than their numbers would suggest.
In addition, many of the citizens who commented at
the public meetings voiced primarily local, as opposed to
regional, concerns. While numerous individuals certainly
expressed an interest in broad environmental issues , others
demonstrated particular interest in how the studies' recom-
mendations would affect their community or their private
33 This question was not asked of the LISS respondents
but was subsequently added to the SENE and CRBP questionnaires.
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property. The latter interest proved especially strong in
the CRBP meetings, as citizens realized the potential
impact Of the flood control recommendations on their property
and its value. 3^ About a fifth of the citizens at the CRBP
meetings (20.6%) stated that their primary concern was for
private property. Similarly, the questionnaire responses
reflected citizen preferences for a strong local role in
water resources planning.
This local orientation raised serious questions about
the appropriateness of citizen involvement in these Level B
planning efforts. A fundamental tension developed as the
staffs, charged with taking a regional focus, found many
citizens reluctant to think in such terms. In particular,
many citizens balked at placing what the staffs deemed to be
regionally needed facilities (such as for recreation, power
generation, or waste disposal) in their communities. Innumer-
able debates outside of these studies have revealed a similar
tension. Were the planners to follow such expressed local
preferences, few regional facilities would be built.
34Many discussions at the meetings centered on the
relocation of structures and possible prohibition of build-
ing new structures in flood-prone areas. Property-owners
also expressed fears that the HUD mapping procedures would
diminish the value of those properties identified as being
in such areas.
35Most respondents indicated their preference that
planning decisions concerning the use of land and water
resources should be made either at the local level, the
regional level, or at the local level with broad state guide-
lines, rather than at the state or federal level.
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If the citizens' lack of adequate information about
the studies limited their influence on the staffs, the
extent to which the public meetings generated comments
addressed to local concerns, at the expense of regional
ones, revealed a basic problem in seeking to hold regional
planners accountable to citizen participants. This posed
an added dilemma for the LISS, SENE, and CRBP public parti-
cipation coordinators who correctly perceived that one way
to maximize turnout at the meetings was to stress the impact
of the plans on the surrounding localities, yet who knew
also that the citizens so attracted would be critical of
the distinctly regional features of the studies.
To summarize, a variety of characteristics of the
LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies and of citizen involvement in
them limited the ability of public participation to serve as
a mechanism for enhancing bureaucratic accountability. The
citizens who actually participated did not represent the
public at-large either demographically or in terms of their
method of selection. The structure both of the participa-
tion programs, which facilitated citizen contact with only
the core NERBC staffs and not the other associated planners,
and of the planning processes, which circumscribed the powers
of the LISS, SENE, and CRBP staffs, reduced citizen influence
36„From an interview with Priscilla Newberry of the
SENE staff, held November 6, 1975.
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in these investigations. Inconsistencies in the role being
played by the citizens did likewise, while compounding
the problem of a lack of representativeness by discouraging
some individuals from participating. The timing of public
involvement, which occurred at well-defined stages within a
period starting belatedly and ending abruptly, also
restricted citizen influence. For various reasons, citizens
found it difficult to influence the planning activities.
Moreover, the unrepresentative nature of the citizens, their
lack of information about the studies, and their local
orientation lead one to question the value and legitimacy of
their advice. These characteristics, then, reveal signifi-
cant shortcomings in viewing citizen participation as a tool
for increasing the accountability of administrators engaged
in regional (Level B) water resources planning investiga-
tions.
The Enhancement of Accountability
in the Studies
Citizen participation proved an imperfect means for
holding the planners and other administrators involved in
the LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies answerable to the public
at-large for their activities. This general finding is
hardly surprising, for authors have also revealed flaws in
other methods for providing accountability. Nevertheless,
as evidenced in the previous chapter, the participating
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citizens did have an identifiable impact on plan fomulation
in all three studies. In light of this influence, it is
appropriate to assess the general effects of this involve-
ment on the accountability of the NERBC and other asso-
ciated planners responsible for these studies. Given the
problems and imperfections just considered, did public
participation enhance or degrade the accountability of these
planners? m pursuing answers to these questions, the
following discussion examines both the direct effects of
participation on bureaucratic accountability and its effects
on other methods for controlling administrators.
The direct effects on accountability
. Generally
speaking, the problem to be faced in assessing the direct
effects of participation on bureaucratic accountability is
the lack of accepted standards by which to evaluate such
impacts. Hanchey and other authors, recognizing the problems
of evaluating the general effects of public participation,
have suggested that observers focus on certain critical
questions. Is the information provided by citizens useful?
Are critical issues raised by this process?"^^ What these
authors maintain is that public participation should be
judged less on the basis of the number of citizens involved
or, perhaps, their demographic characteristics and more on
the basis of what it in fact achieves in terms of policy
37
Hanchey, p. 27,
38results. AS indicated above In the first chapter, this
focus makes eminent sense in that it offers a more policy-
oriented, less legalistic, approach to the subject of
administrative accountability, one in keeping with the
significant role that bureaucrats play in public policy-
making.
When one adopts such a policy orientation, questions
surface, which can appropriately be used to guide further
inquiry. Did citizen involvement in the studies cause the
planners to use their powers and their limited resources
to serve the interests of the citizenry in the best way
possible? Did more responsible planning documents result?
A useful way of addressing these questions is by utilizing
the three evaluative criteria discussed earlier: effective-
ness, responsiveness, and lawfulness. In applying these
criteria to the effects of citizen participation on the LISS,
SENE, and CRBP Studies, the author has found citizen parti-
cipation to have had a quite positive influence on the three
planning processes and, in turn, on bureaucratic accounta-
bility.
First, in terms of effectiveness, citizen involvement
had few negative impacts on the studies. The cost of such
participation in dollars and time remained a relatively small
portion of the total moneys spent and the time invested over
Ibid,
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the course of the three respective studies. The funds
expended on the salaries of the public participation coor-
dinators and the participation activities amounted to about
two to three percent of the total costs of the projects.
Citizen-caused mental discomforts to the staff members
reached appreciable levels only in the LISS Study, and
even there such tensions abated over time. Moreover, in
studies often beset by delays, very few such delays can be
attributed primarily to citizen participation.
In turn, the public participants helped to produce
more effective, in the sense of more technically-sound, final
plans than would have resulted without such inputs. As is
documented in the previous chapter, the citizens usefully
supplemented the knowledge of the planners about local condi-
tions. At times, they corrected errors of an informational
nature, regarding, for example, the suitability of certain
areas for particular kinds of recreational usage. The parti-
cipants also assisted the staffs in addressing various
methodological questions, redressing on occasion certain
flaws in reasoning, as during the initial LISS boating
39NERBC did not systematically keep track of the
participation expenses in and of themselves. These rough
estimates were provided by Mr. Brian Johnson, NERBC 's
Administrative Officer, who explained that the small. per-
centage of funds involved did not warrant the keeping of
separate records. The expenditures represented about 7% of
NERBC 's own budget for each study.
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inventories. They called the staffs' attention to particu-
larly important local problems and, in general, aided in
the vital process of problem identification and definition.
The role of the LISS CAC's "Goals Report" in defining the
problem of limited recreational access to the Long Island
Sound is a case in point. Finally, in numerous instances,
the citizens suggested alternative means to solving water-
related problems, which because of their means-end effi-
ciency were adopted by the LISS, SENE
, and CRBP planners.
When the staffs acceded to citizen recommendation, it was
usually because of the merits of their arguments rather than
for reasons of political expediency
.
Secondly, despite the varied problems of representa-
tiveness, citizen participation in the studies also helped
to produce plans more responsive to the needs and preferences
of the general public than would have been the case without
citizen involvement. The advisors, although middle and
upper class in their lifestyles and values, expanded the
value base underpinning the LISS, SENE, and CRBP Studies.
Values beyond the limited concerns important to professional
40Long Island Sound Study, Citizens Advisory Commit-
tee, "Goals for the Region," op. cit .
41
This IS, of course, a difficult distinction to make,
but when one examines the instances where the staffs followed
citizen advice, one can readily find a number of technical,
non-political, reasons for their doing so.
"^^Delli Priscoli (1974), p. 179.
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planners received attention.
AS Delli Priscoli observes, "it is hard to ascertain
precisely where and in what direction" citizen participa-
txon broadens the value-base of planning investigations
Yet one can identify at least two distinct perspectives
contributed by the citizens to the LISS, SENE, and CRBP
Studies. certainly, they broadened the value-base of the
studies in the direction of environmental concerns. This
stands as no mean achievement in water resources planning.
Where many observers have long deplored the relative lack of
attention to such concerns. m large part, the CRBP Supple-
mental Study had been undertaken because the earlier compre-
hensive study of the Connecticut River had given scant atten-
tion to such matters. Citizens helped to correct this dis-
crepancy in the second effort. In stressing environmental
values, the participants expressed an important concern which
otherwise might have been given little attention.
Localism was a second and broadly shared perspective
added by citizens. City and town officials and other parti-
cipants, for example, expressed a concern for local self-
government, for local "home-rule." This concern tempered
recommendations by the staffs for state or national manage-
ment of water resources in the study areas. While this con-
cern posed problems for the very concept of regional planning.
Ibid.
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their prerogative, chose not to follow such advice. Thus,
in general, citizen participation expanded the value-base
^
Of the LI£S, SENE, and CRBP Studies, and the addition of
different perspectives served as a salutary- influence on
the studies, increasing both the responsiveness and the
effectiveness of the planners.
Public participation had little overt impact on the
lawfulness (the legal and "due process" aspects) of the
final plans. That citizens were involved in the planning
process, however, probably helped to insure that the indi-
vidual rights of the citizens potentially affected by the
plan received their just consideration. Thus, citizen parti-
cipation in the studies aided in the formulation of respon-
sible final plans. It increased both the capability of these
plans for responding to water-related problems affecting the
general public and the likelihood that they would do so,
taking into account a broader range of values. In this
sense, public participation increased the accountability of
the planners charged with carrying out these studies.
The effects on alternate means of providing accounta-
bility
.
Citizen participation also enhanced administrative
accountability by complementing several of the alternate
methods for controlling administrators. Since the citizens
performed an advisory role in the studies, they did not auto-
matically detract from the accountability of the planners to
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the President (who appointed the NERBC Chairman)
, his
appointee (the Chairman), the Congress, the courts, or
fellow professionals. Instead, the creation of a body of
citizens, who in some cases were well-informed about the
studies and in others were at least interested in them,
served to strengthen these other channels of accountability.
First, when distressed about various aspects of the
studies, the citizen participants contacted various Congress-
men or state legislators. This occurred early in the LISS
Study, for example, when progress proved slow. These citizen-
initiated contacts between individual participants and their
Congressional or state legislative representatives tended to
increase the latter 's knowledge of and interest in the LISS,
SENE, and CRBP Studies. This, in turn, increased the over-
sight over these planning activities exercised by such
elected officials.
Secondly, the LISS, SENE, and CRBP science advisors,
as well as other professionals among the citizen advisors and
the meeting attenders, also had an impact on three final plans,
Singly and collectively, these individuals displayed a for-
midable range of professional qualifications and utilized
them in advising the respective staffs. This influence which
they exerted increased the accountability of the LISS, SENE,
and CRBP planners to fellow professionals, thereby enhancing
this method for providing control over these administrators.
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Citizen participation in these cases did not lead to
citizen appeals to the courts or the President. However,
in one other way it did enhance accountability. m an
adn^ittedly limited fashion, public involvement in the studies
augmented the coordinating powers of the three staffs with
regard to the federal line agencies. Citizen opinions
became at times a lever used by the LISS, SENE
, and CRBP
staffs to move the members of the work groups in certain
policy directions. By increasing the power of the LISS, SENE,
and CRBP core staffs, citizen participation tended to bring
order to very decentralized decision-making structures,
resulting in the writing of more coherent and effective plans.
This also increased the answerability of the planners to the
public by making it easier to fix responsibility for given
planning decisions.
Overall, citizen participation enhanced bureaucratic
accountability in several ways. Local citizen input, despite
the problems identified earlier, improved both the effective-
ness and the responsiveness of the planning recommendations,
leading to the development of responsible water resources
plans. It did so in part by providing information about
local problems and the suitability of staff proposals and by
adding new perspectives to the undertakings. Furthermore,
From an interview with David Holmes of the LISS staff
on September 11, 1975. Delli Priscoli makes the same point;
see Delli Priscoli a974) , p. 111.
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citizen involvement complemented other means for enhancing
accountability by interesting and involving both legislators
at all levels and fellow professionals in the planning pro-
cesses Of the three studies. It also helped to increase the
core staffs' leadership role in the studies, resulting in
more coordinated planning efforts. To summarize, citizen
participation, while an imperfect mechanism, increased admin-
istrative accountability in the LISS, SENE
, and CRBP Studies,
Improving Accountability in Level B Studies
One question which remains is whether or not the level
of accountability provided by citizen participation in these
studies can be improved. An affirmative answer seems in
order. Given the characteristics which limited and colored
citizen involvement in these studies, one can identify numer-
out ways in which the LISS, SENE, and CRBP public participa-
tion programs could have been improved so as to enhance
accountability. These methods may, with caution, be appro-
priately applied to participation programs in similar Level B
investigations undertaken in the future by the Mew England
River Basins Commission or its counterparts in other regions,
in order to make their planners more answerable to the
general public.
Increasing representativeness
. In order to reduce the
problem of a lack of representativeness, which limited
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administrative accountability in the studies, several changes
seem in order. First, there existed in the studies a need
to improve turnout at the public meetings, so as to ensure
a broader range of participating individuals. In a few
instances during the third round of LISS and CRBP meetings,
inclement weather and the staffs' reluctance to reschedule
events contributed to the low turnout. A more fundamental
problem lay in the basic inadequacy of the notice given to
citizens about the meetings. Because of the uneven newspaper
coverage witnessed in these studies, planning staffs should,
in future efforts, press for greater free coverage of the
meeting announcements prior to the sessions. The CRBP
staff's aggressive approach to radio and television might
well be emulated by others in this regard. On the other
hand, the staffs should also utilize paid advertising to publi
cize the meetings, something not done in these cases but which
in retrospect seems necessary. In particular, this approach
would have helped to bolster SENE ' s low attendance in its
Rhode Island meetings.
Other related changes also seem desirable. The
absence of minority group involvement in all three studies
indicates that Level B staffs should more systematically
strive to involve such individuals in the planning processes.
This necessitates more reliance on direct personal contact
with minority group leaders than found in the studies.
'ressures
more
irs as
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Direct mailings will not suffice. Certain staff mergers
tried to tailor news-releases to interest minority-group
readers, but these efforts were not systematic. P
of time delimit such possibilities
. In addition,
meaningful and direct use of advisory cor^ittee melbe
links to their communities seems appropriate. The three
staffs proved hesitant, probably overly so, in using the
advisory committee members as speakers at, or as sponsors of
small group meetings. Delli Priscoli also observes that
such studies should seek to involve more social scientists
in the public participation programs, since such individuals
can help in collecting and interpreting data about the prefe
ences and values of citizens.
Second, in order to enhance the representative
qualities of the participants and the accountability of the
administrators, the staffs should seek to involve local
and regional officials more thoroughly and systematically
in the planning than was the case in the three studies
47d^^^ly all staff members with whom the authordiscussed this subject emphasized the inadequacy in terms
of time to deal with such concerns.
Reservations about using the CAC members in such
a manner, as discussed by the staff members, centered on
the uncertainty of what the citizens would say and thelack of staff control over such situations.
49
Delli Priscoli (1974)
, p. 165.
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examined, especially the LISS study. Richard Tucker
argues, for example, that urban and regional planners can
provide numerous insights into local conditions and local
attitudes. ^1 If encouraged to think in broad terms, says
Tucker, they "usually come a great deal closer to repre-
senting the public interest than any one special interest
group. ^.^^ staffs, especially in the CRBP Study,
did meet at times with local officials, more such efforts
are needed. At a minimum, the inputs of such individuals
may. balance concrete interests with an abstract claim of
the public interest.
Third, the three staffs failed to use one potential
tool for providing broad-based information about citizen
preferences and attitudes, a poll, or survey, again in part
because of the cost involved. Planners have seldom used
such instruments in conjunction with Level B planning. As •
the LISS CAC members recognized and as L. Douglas James
advocates, polls constitute a possible means for enhancing
50 Ron Nelson, the Public Participation Coordinator
of the LISS Study, has noted this particular need; see
Nelson, p. 611.
5'^Tucker, p. 261.
52
Ibid
.
,
p. 262.
53One useful technique used in the CRBP Study was to
meet with local and county officials in an afternoon session
prior to the public hearing scheduled for that night in the
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the representativeness of the citizen opinions solicited
the course of such investigations
. In particular, they
offer a means of ascertaining the interests and needs of
low-income, minority-group, and working class individuals
who usually do not participate in other ways." At a mini-
mum, a more careful consideration of the applicability of
this approach to future studies is desirable.
Even given such changes, the possibility that citi-
zen participants can be truly representative of the public
at large seems unlikely. It remains necessary for staff
members to seek to involve other interested or affected groups
conspicuously absent from the planning activities. One LISS
staff member reported that he did so by telephoning the
leaders of such organizations to sample their opinions and
obtain a more balanced view on given issues. But again,
the fact that the planners must themselves seek such balance
demonstrates the weakness of public participation as a means
for holding these same individuals accountable.
Modifying the structural aspects of the programs
.
Other problems, such as those of a structural nature, can be
dealt with more successfully. Here two options exist. First,
54Long Island Sound Study, "Minutes of CAC Meeting
No. 10," held April 10, 1973; James, op. cit .
^^Shanley, p. 94.
^^Frora the interview with David Holmes, September 11,
1975.
cxt.zen participants can be better integrated into the total
Planning process, by having them advise the other non-NERBC
planners. At a minimum this would require the staffs'
facilitating the involvement of citizens in the work
groups. A second option would be to centralize the plan-
ning structure by giving more control to the NERBC staffs.
In this instance the present advisory structure and level of
citizen involvement would suffice, for the citizens would
be interacting with the planners clearly in charge of the
studies, a position of power the LISS, SENE
, and CRBP staff
members did not enjoy. This latter option clearly seems the
most m.eaningful of the two and is a strategy which is cur-
rently gaining favor at the federal level. NERBC 's new Lake
Champlain (Level B) Study exemplifies this approach.
Improving the timing of participation
. Many of the
problems of timing reflected in these studies can also be
attenuated. The early delays in involving citizens can be
overcome in either of two ways. First, the NERBC Chairman
could directly appoint all advisory committee members.
Given the political reasons for involving the states in this
selection, a more acceptable plan jnight be to provide that,
if the governors did not make the appointments within a
in this case, the Water Resources Council and
NERBC are jointly handling the study's funds, although afew agencies, like the Soil Conservation Service, retain
some autonomy.
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period^of 45 or, perhaps, 60 days, the NERBC Chairman would
do so.
5
8 This second approach would also seem less likely
than the first to result in the coimrlttees being a "mirror-
image" Of the river basin commission or its chairman.
Later delays might be avoided by selecting alternate mem-
bers initially or by employing similar deadlines.
To avoid an abrupt end to citizen involvement after
the formulation of the plan, an ongoing advisory structure
to the Commission itself should be established. The Ohio
River Basin Commission (ORBC)
, for example, created such a
central CAC which in turn helped to organize specific CACs
for its Level B studies. Membership in these two groups
overlapped. If used in future NERBC Studies, this arrange-
ment would provide for the continued involvement of skilled
and informed citizens in the Commission's activities and,
thus, for the ongoing supervision of the NERBC administrators,
Clarifying the participants' roles
. Still other acti-
vities might also serve to alleviate the problems related to
the roles played by citizens in the studies. In general.
5 8David A. Gregorka, The Citizen Participation Pro -
gram of the Maumee River Basin Level B Study (Ann Arbor,
Mich.
:
Water Resources Management Program, University of
Michigan, 1974)
, p. 33.
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Melvin B. Mogulof, Citizen Participation: The
Local Perspective (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute,
March 1970)
, p. 13.
60
Ertel and Koch, pp. 74-75.
while it is appropriate for citizens and staff members to
strive to involve a broad range of interests in the public
participation programs, both groups should acknowledge
that neither advisory conmittee members nor the citizens
Who attend public meetings are likely to represent the
public at-large and should define the participants' roles
accordingly
.
In particular, the formalism enveloping citizen role
in such studies, as reflected in voting and other procedures
used by the LISS, SENE
,
and CRBP advisory committees, might
usefully be reduced. Generally, the members adopted
formal recommendations to the respective staffs which were
acceptable to at least a majority of the individual advisors
However, this process frequently involved lengthy debate
within the committees, which in the end resulted in state-
ments constituting the lowest common denominator of the
opinions expressed. Given the time spent in debating over
phrasing and the generality of the statements produced, the
value of these collective efforts seems quite questionable.
Less emphasis should be placed on such formal recommendation
and more on informal, more detailed advice.
Regardless of whether the comments be received
formally or informally, planners would be well-advised to
6
1
Delli Priscoli (1974)
, pp. 92-93,
^^Ibid.
, p. 80.
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develop a system for listing citizen recon^endations and for
reporting their staffs reaction to them.^^ ^^.^ p,,,,,,^^
would help to insure that citizen comments be properly
examined, and also it would bolster the morale of those
citizens participating in the studies.
Informing citizens about the studies
. Finally, vari-
ous means may be suggested for better informing citizens so
as to increase their knowledge and awareness of these
studies. The major need is for an information program of a
more continuous and aggressive nature than found in the LISS,
SENE, and CRBP Studies. While txhe LISS Study probably
received better newspaper coverage than its two counterparts,
mass media coverage in all three occurred largely at the
times of the public meetings, leaving gaps during the inter-
vening periods. More media coverage during these times is
essential; this requires in part more rigorous staff efforts
to secure free media coverage.
In LISS, the staff's publishing of the Urban Sea
supplemented such media coverage, although it is difficult
to assess the impact of this tool on the level of public
information about the study. Clearly, it had its limits in
this regard. The Urban Sea appeared only four times, usually
at the time of the public meetings, and reached a relatively
small audience. To be effective, this type of publication
6 3
The efforts of the CRBP staff, as described above,
are a step in this direction.
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requires more frequent and broader distribution. A viable
alternative to this approach would be for the staff of a
given study, or its parent con^ission, to issue a newsletter,
using an expanded mailing list.^"*
Still other approaches might be utilized. Hanchey,
for example, advocates the use of traveling displays which
might be located at public events likely to be attended by
citizens interested in some aspect of water resources. Such
displays might be used to distribute further information
about studies of this type.^^
These various suggestions would help to inform more
citizens about such studies, about the regional nature of
water- related problems, and about the agencies responsible
for carrying out these planning tasks. However, it must be
acknowledged that such piecemeal efforts by small staffs
cannot reach and bear the burden of educating the masses of
citizens in a given region on water resources issues.
In summary, by increasing the breadth of citizen
involvement, by restructuring the planning programs, by
improving the timing of public participation, by clarifying
the roles of the participants, and by better informing
64
The Great Lakes Basin Commission, for example,
issues periodically a newsletter called "The Communicator."
In fact, NERBC is the only river basin commission that does
not employ this strategy.
6 5
Hanchey, p. 25,
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citizens about planning problems and activities, bureau-
cratic accountability could be improved in studies of this
type. More meaningful citizen input into the studies would
result and the problems of accountability discussed above
would be reduced. m part, these improvements require that
an increased percentage of the budget of Level B stud:
be spent in public participation activities. There ii
need to develop a crude target figure (or range) for such
expenditures.
It is also evident, however, that even at best such
alterations in the public participation programs will not
totally overcome these varied problems and that citizen
participation will remain an imperfect means for making
administrators answerable to the public at-large. Time and
monetary constraints are likely to limit efforts to improve
the quality of citizen participation. Nevertheless, the
record of citizen participation in these studies indicates
that, in conjunction with other methods, it did make import-
ant advances in enhancing administrative accountability. It
resulted in more responsible, that is, more effective and
responsive, plans for water resources utilization than would
have been created, had the planners been left to their own
devices
.
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CHAPTER VI
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND BUREAUCRATIC
ACCOUNTABILITY
Public participation remains a concept enveloped in
controversy. Those authors who are skeptical about the
merits of the participation phenomenon suggest that the
strategies to democratize policy-making by involving citi-
zens do not and cannot work. Some critics offer the quite
fatalistic view that citizens cannot genuinely influence or
control administrators; in the process of attempting to do
so, they are frequently coopted. Others go so far as to
argue that, to the extent that citizens are integrated into
the policy-making process, the rationality of that process
is degraded by parochialism and emotionalism.
From another perspective, a different set of authors
view public participation as the purest form of democracy.
It offers solutions to the problems of "big government" and,
more specifically, bureaucratic accountability. These
latter ideas found their most optimistic expression in the
Office of Economic Opportunity and the literature related
to the War on Poverty. As evidenced above, neither such
dismal fatalism nor such unbridled optimism regarding public
participation seems warranted. The following analysis
rejects both these extremes, presenting a view of citizen
participation tempered with moderate optimism.
What general lessons, then, about the relationship
between public participation and bureaucratic accountability
can be drawn from the above case-studies? is citizen
involvement likely to enhance accountability in other water
resources planning efforts, in water resources policy-making
and in administrative policy-making in general? How can the
probability of its doing so be increased? These questions
form the central theme in this final chapter.
Citizen Participation and Accountability
in Water Resources Planning
As is true in examining any case-study, one must pro
ceed with caution when generalizing from the above findings.
One particular danger is that the circumstances surrounding
these three studies, performed by the New England River
Basins Commission (NERBC)
,
may have been so unique as to
void their comparative value. When one reads accounts of
other similar studies, this does not appear to be the case
with the Long Island Sound (LISS) 3tudy, the Southeastern
New England (SENE) Study, or the Connecticut River Basin
Program (CRBP) Supplemental Study. Nevertheless, it should
be recalled that various factors, which inevitably vary from
case to case, do affect citizen participation in water
resources planning. These include the areal scope of the
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planning effort, as well as the seriousness and the salience
Of water-related problems in the area.^ Mogulof observes
that other factors at the local level, including distinctly
human factors, also shape the impact of citizen participa-
tion on a given planning process.^
In terms of such variables as these, certain charac-
teristics of the three NERBC Studies set them apart from
many other water-related planning efforts. It proves diffi-
cult to speak precisely about these differences, to substan-
tiate their existence, or to assess their impact, yet certain
distinctive characteristics warrant further discussion.
First, the LISS, SENE
, and CRBP Studies were of
broader scope than many water resources planning investiga-
tions. For example, they possessed a regional focus not
shared by investigations which center on the problems of a
particular community. This broad geographical setting
affected the basic nature of the three studies and of citi-
zen involvement in them. As befits regional (Level B)
studies, their recommendations tended to be both general and
long-term in nature. In addition, the task of integrating
the diverse population distributed over the three respective
regions into each planning process proved difficult and
required a particularly complex and rigorous public
''Wamer, p. 37.
2
Mogulof, pp. 142, 149.
participation program. one would expect citizens to be more
likely to get involved in, and to express sharp differences
Of opinion over, projects of a more immediate (local) and
more specific nature, such as a Level c study. ^ The fact
that the LISS and SENE plans encompassed such a broad range
of functional topics also necec^c-i 4-=4-^^ ^ . ,F xi^u cess tated an especially elab-
orate public information program.^
Second, the geographical setting of the LISS, SENE
and CRBP Studies affected the salience of the water-related
concerns being discussed, the general proclivity of citizens
to participate in the programs, and the attention given by
participants to local concerns. Water-related issues are
less important in New England and adjacent areas than in
many other regions, where water is in critically short supply
or where flooding occurs more frequently. Construction-
oriented agencies, therefore, play a diminished role in water
resources problem-solving in New England and other areas in
the Northeast.^ Accordingly, the salience of water-related
issues remains relatively low in the region, a condition
3 .
Bishop, p. 10 8.
4
A level C study is focused on a specific problem andperformed prior to the start of construction.
5
Hanchey, p. 34.
6
Derthick, p. 147.
which tended to lessen participation in the studies.^ The
relative lack of overt problems, the reduced role of
construction-oriented agencies, and the low salience of the
issues likely caused those citizens who did participate in
the studies to bring a less "constructionist" approach to
water resources planning than do their counterparts in other
regions. Also, the literature suggests that citizen involve-
ment in governmental activities has traditionally been more
pronounced and more organized in New England than in many
gOther regions. With regard to these studies, tnis served
to compensate in terms of participation for the low salience
of the issues and to bring the planners in contact with well-
established groups. Furtherm.ore
, the role of local, as dis-
tinct from county, government is more pronounced in New
England, than in the South or many other areas. ^ This made
it particularly difficult, in these studies, to interest
citizens in a regional project and to get them to consider
solutions involving government beyond the boundaries of
their particular communities.
Third, the New England River Basins Commission proves
to be a rather unique organization. It lacks the "construc-
tionist" attitude which authors frequently attribute to
^League, p. 3.
QSee Sharkansky, Chap. 3.
9
Ibid.
the more traditional water resources agencies. In the
course of these studies, the NERBC also embraced the con-
cept of citizen participation more fully than have many
other such organizations. Perhaps, this reflected the
recency of its creation (a decade ago) and the absence of
supportive clientele groups. Undoubtedly, NERBC 's openness
has contributed to its generally good public image and to
the support which it has earned from civic groups like the
League of Women Voters. In any case, one must suspect that
public participation achieved what it did in these studies
at least partially because the Commission's leadership dis-
played a genuine desire to work cooperatively with citizens.
In generalizing about the LISS, SENE , and CRBP
Studies, one must keep in mind, then, the regional focus of
these Level B investigations, their New England setting, and
the unique aspects of the NERBC itself. Certain of these
factors worked to increase the number of individuals partici-
pating; others had the opposite effect. Thus, it is diffi-
cult to predict what might happen elsewhere. Given the
tradition of participation in New England and surrounding
areas, many other regions may find it difficult to involve
citizens within a regional setting to a comparable extent.
A higher level of citizen involvement may well be possible,
however, in locally-oriented water resources studies there
"^Derthick, p. 147.
or elsewhere. It also seems likely that citizen participa-
tion in regions which are expanding or which lack adequate
water supplies may involve both a less
"conservationist-
orientation and more sharp conflicts of opinions than found
in the LISS, SENE
,
and CRBP Studies. Participation in other
areas outside of New England and Long Island may also evoke
less concern for the prerogatives of local governments and
less involvement by organized interest groups.
Differences between these three studies and other
water- related planning efforts exist, but are of degree
rather than kind and do not prohibit generalizing from the
above findings, providing reasonable cautions are taken.
The examination of citizen involvement in the LISS, SENE
,
and CRBP Studies provides numerous insights into the effects
of public participation on bureaucratic accountability in
water resources planning and policy-making. The problems
identified and the impacts documented above are likely to be
replicated in other water resources planning and policy-
making efforts. Similarly, the suggestions for improvement
offered in the previous chapter apply to other water resources
planning studies. When further differences are considered,
as is done below, these case-studies also provide insights
into the effects of public participation on the accountability
of bureaucrats working in other substantive policy areas.
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The effects of Partl^cipation^^
^lJl£te^££source^^l^^ The precise impact of public
participation on bureaucratic accountability varies some-
what from one water resources planning effort to another,
depending upon numerous variables. m general, however,
citizen participation serves as a limited and imperfect
mechanism for sustaining accountable water resources bureau-
cracies. It is limited in effectiveness in the sense that
the citizens are advisors only and lack real authority over
the personnel in charge of such planning investigations. As
policy to be prescribed, in water resources planning, as in
the three NERBC Studies, several factors limit the suita-
bility of citizen participation as a mechanism for holding
planners accountable to the public at-large. In part, these
problems reflect certain of the concerns voiced by authors
critical of public participation, namely that such involve-
ment is unrepresentative and parochial. Other problems have
also surfaced in the course of this study.
The above case-studies support the generally accepted
notion that citizen participants in water resources planning
tend to be unrepresentative of the general public. Unless
faced with serious water-related problems, the majority of
citizens is not likely to become interested in, informed
about, and involved in water resources planning. These
tendencies reflect quite engrained public attitudes and
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cannot easily be changed. Greater turnout at meetings or
the establishment of more formal channels for selecting
citizen representatives-while desirable-will not alter
this basic situation. An additional imperfection, here,
is that the burden of insuring as broad a sampling of public
opinion as possible has come to rest primarily with the
administrators themselves, the very people regulated by the
participation mechanisms. Moreover, those individuals who
do participate frequently voice local, self-interested con-
cerns, at times at the expense of regional or more general
issues. The literature of political culture suggests that
these orientations to politics are in part culturally-rooted
and of apparently long duration.""""^
The above case-studies also reveal various structural
impediments, such as the elaborate division of responsibili-
ties within investigations, which limit citizen participation
in water resources planning. Because of the number of
agencies involved in many planning projects and the way in
which presently they are, at best, only loosely coordinated,
these impediments are quite widespread. Significantly, even
apart from their adverse effect on participation, these
characteristics of water resources planning diminish adminis-
trative accountability by making it difficult to fix respon-
^"^See Daniel J. Elazer, American Federalism; A View
From the States (New York: Thomas V. Crowell, 1972).
sibility for planning decisions and other activities. Bar-
ring a reorganization of these agencies or a fundamental
change in the way in which they are coordinated, these
impediments will continue to limit the ability of citizens
to make themselves heard.
Problems of timing and of role-definition arise
repeatedly whenever citizens are integrated into a planning
effort. While they may be dealt with more successfully than
the above difficulties, they are still not readily surmounted,
With regard to the former, the use of complex selection
formulae for advisers—with their attendant problems—seems
likely to continue because of the various levels of govern-
ment interested in water-related matters, even where rela-
tively small amounts of territory are involved. Moreover,
with regard to the timing of citizen involvement, Hanchey has
observed that public interest in planning studies typically
is low at their start and matures over time."'"^ Thus, it is
and will continue to be difficult to get citizens involved
early in a project, even beyond the inherent difficulties
associated with the initial selection process. Citizen
influence over planners will, therefore, be quite limited
during this crucial period of formulation. Similarly, prob-
lems of role-definition are likely to be recurrent, although
12Mogulof, p. 161.
13
Hcinchey, p. 2.
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more substantial guidelines from the Water Resources Council
could assuage this problem somewhat.
Related to these, but less evident in the case-
studies than in other water-related planning efforts, is
the added complication that citizens, starting with differ-
ent concerns, may be unable to agree on solutions to parti-
cular problems or on the nature of the problems themselves.
Frequently, water-related problems are not self-evident, nor
is agreement simply the product of better information or
communication.^^ Where consensus among citizens is absent,
the ability of participation mechanisms, such as public hear-
ings, to resolve conflicts involving water resources issues
seems quite limited. Such conflicts reduce both the influ-
ence of citizen participants in the making of certain crucial
planning decisions and their ability to supervise adminis-
trators
.
'"^
In summary, this study gives additional substance to
many of the general comments in the literature about the
shortcomings of citizen participation as a mechanism for
providing accountability in water resources planning or other
administrative activities. Certain of these criticisms about
the unrepresentative and parochial nature of citizen involve-
ment appear well-grounded, although other concerns such as
'•^Delli Priscoli (1974), p. 135.
'^Sax, p. 101.
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that participation would hamper planning efficiency, find
little support here. Other problems related to the planning
structures, timing, and role definition also limit the
potential of public participation as a mechanism for holding
water resources planners answerable to the public at-large,
so as to ensure the creation of responsible plans.
Despite these problems, citizen involvement does, in
various ways, enhance administrative accountability in water
resources planning. The findings of the case-studies
regarding the accomplishments of public participation in
increasing accountability reinforce many of the positive
arguments raised by proponents of the concept. These appear
readily applicable to water resources planning as a whole
and serve to overcome some of the problems which have been
identified above.
As Bernard Berger observes, there appears to be in
every region:
a reservoir of citizens concerned about their water
resources, informed on major planning issues, and
willing to work hard on plan formulation if given
a proper opportunity to do so.i^
This group includes individuals with environmental interests
as found in the NERBC Studies, but may also include those
with interests of a different nature, perhaps jmore business
or property oriented. In general, participation programs
Berger, p. 1.
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Offer individuals and groups who lack various political
resources but are interested in water-related questions an
opportunity to express their opinions directly to govern-
mental decision-makers and to have at least a limited
voice in the planning process. Public meetings prove par-
ticularly helpful in this regard, providing they are well
publicized.
Problems of representativeness and parochialism not-
withstanding, the citizens who participate bring to water
resources planning investigations a particular knowledge of
local conditions and a range of interests and values, which,
while still limited, is likely to exceed that of the plan-
ners. Probably the most notable accomplishment to date of
such citizen participants, in the three case-studies and
other water-related investigations, has been the airing of
environmental and social concerns. As assessments of water
resources planning by the National Water Commission and
other observers have shown and as one recent court decision
involving off-shore oil drilling has demonstrated, environ-
mental issues have frequently been ignored by water resources
17planners. Citizen participation assists in correcting this
"^National Water Coinmission, p. 366. In February of
this year, a federal judge voided the Government's sale of
drilling rights off the Atlantic shore because of deficiencies
in the related public hearings and environmental impact state-
ments. See The New York Times
,
February 18
,
1977, pp. 1 and
B— 7
.
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imbalance. The same is true with regard to social concerns.
In part, because of citizen pressure, water- related plans
must take into consideration the objective of "social well-
18being." Citizens continue to serve as watchdogs over such
issues
.
As exemplified in the NERBC Studies, citizen parti-
cipation also aids in alleviating other widely recognized
deficiencies in water resources planning, including the
tendencies to (1) adhere rigidly to long-range forecasts;
(2) over-emphasize the use of benefit-cost calculations;
(3) avoid setting priorities; and (4) ignore related land-use
19implications. Citizen inputs, then, result in more
responsible water resources plans which are both more effec-
tive and responsive—more in accord with public needs and
preferences—than would otherwise be the case.
Bureaucratic accountability is also enhanced in water
resources planning by the extent to which citizen participa-
tion under this advisory rubric fosters other channels of
control over administrators. Because the citizens function
as advisors, they do not automatically detract from or impede
alternate means of providing for accountability. Instead,
these public participation programs supply those who choose
18Terance P. Curran, "Water Resources Management in
the Public Interest," Water Resources Bulletin
, VII (February
1971)
, pp. 33-34.
19National Water Commission, p. 366.
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to become regularly involved with considerable information
about planning issues and activities in this policy area.
TO that extent, they help to create more informed citizens.
Citizens may use this newly-acquired knowledge to generate
reviews of administrative undertakings by other political
institutions
.
For example, as seen in the three studies, complaints
from informed citizens to their Congressmen or state legis-
lators invited greater legislative scrutiny of these water
resources planning efforts. Such a response is particularly
likely to be forthcoming when the complainants are them-
selves officially associated with the studies. Although it
did not occur in case-studies, citizens may also use their
knowledge about the planning of studies to pursue legal
action through the courts, thereby increasing the control of
legal institutions over water-oriented bureaucracies. Checks
of this type have become increasingly important in recent
years, especially since the passage of NEPA. With this sort
of recourse in mind, Joseph Sax observes that, at a minimum,
what citizen involvement in planning might achieve is to
inform people and to prepare them for future action.
Should citizens address their comments to other exe-
cutive officials, for example, in either the Water Resources
Council or the White House, accountability through this
20
Sax, p. 104.
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channel would also be increased. In addition, as profes-
sionals with areas of expertise related to water resource
serve as science or citizen advisors, accountability to
fellow professionals is augmented. Finally, as seen above,
citizen comments directed at those agencies responsible for
loosely coordinating planning efforts may also help to
increase their control over the planning efforts, thus
streamlining the lines of accountability in such studies.
To summarize, citizen participation is not a panacea
for the problems of bureaucratic accountability in water
resources planning. Even under present arrangements, final
planning decisions are made by administrators who enjoy con-
siderable discretionary powers. They, too, are responsible
for orchestrating the involvement in the studies of the very
individuals who seek to influence and supervise them. Numer-
ous imperfections mar the citizen participation strategy.
Moreover, it does not in itself deal with certain basic
characteristics of water resources planning, such as the very
large number of agencies involved and the difficulties inher-
ent in fixing responsibility, which both impede participa-
tion and cause additional problems of accountability. Yet
despite all these limitations, public participation does
serve to enhance rather than diminish bureaucratic accounta-
bility, by resulting in more responsive and effective plans
and by complementing various other means of controlling
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administrators, via the Congress, the courts, the President,
or fellow professionals. Citizen participation is, then,
a significant, but by no means complete or radical reform.
Having acknowledged these benefits, as well as the
accompanying problems, it seems desirable to limit citizen
participants to an advisory role in water resources plan-
ning. Tangible, though limited, benefits are likely to
result. Because the problem of representativeness seems
inherent in public participation in water resources planning,
citizen participants should not be granted actual decision-
making authority in planning decisions. Such an act would
create tensions between this strategy and other modes of
providing accountability, would make lines of accountability
in an already diffuse decision-making structure all the more
obscure, and would, perhaps, make water resources planning
even more elitist than it is at present.
Enhancing the accountability of water resources plan-
ners. However, within such an advisory framework, various
steps are needed in order to increase the utility of citizen
participation as a mechanism for providing administrative
accountability and in turn responsible water resources
planning. Here again the comments made above with regard
to the case-studies seem applicable. The representativeness
of the participants needs to be improved by expanding both
the numbers of citizens participating, especially minority-
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group members, and the breadth of their focus; by involving
more local officials, including planners; and by using sur-
veys Where applicable. There is also a need to integrate
citizen advisors into the working sessions of the planning
process. Where many agencies are involved, the citizens
should be attached to one organization clearly in charge of
the planning effort. In terms of timing, participation
should be more continuous throughout the planning process,
beginning early and extending into the implementation period.
The role of the participants in the planning process ought
to be better and more uniformly defined than is presently
the case. Citizen comments should be handled and responded
to systematically. Finally, more aggressive public partici-
pation programs must be used to inform citizens about water-
related studies, in light of the complexity of the issues
to be addressed and the frequently low salience of the issue
area. These rather specific types of changes would further
enhance the effectiveness and responsiveness of water
resources plans.
In general, one is struck by the largely experimental
nature of citizen participation in water resources planning.
The guidance given to water resources planners by federal
laws and administrative standards in setting up public parti-
al
cipation programs is minimal. This is reflected in the
^-"Sax, p. 104.
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water Resources Council's "Principles and Standards." Plan-
ning staffs lack a clear understanding of the goals and
objectives to be pursued in involving citizens in the plan-
ning process. 22 As a result, participation programs have
been established in a random rather than systematic manner.
Staffs have exchanged little information about the structure
of such programs; little conventional wisdom exists as to
how participation can be improved in water resources plan-
ning programs.
Given this state-of-the-art, several specific needs
may be identified. The first is the need to develop more
systematic standards for citizen participation in water
resources planning. For example, guidelines should be
established concerning the funding of the expenses incurred
by advisory committees in participating in planning efforts.
As Mogulof comments, federal policy in this area has been
24
erratic. Second, further evaluations should be undertaken
to determine what participation has in practice achieved
and which strategies have worked best, so that programs can
2 5be restructured accordingly. Third, there exists a need
for more training programs on citizen participation for
22Delli Priscoli (1974)
, p. 140.
23Warner, pp. 9-10; Mogulof, pp. 173-180.
24Mogulof, p. 61.
25For further discussion see Warner, p. 9.
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planners, such as the seminars initiated by the Environ-
mental Protection Agency for "208" planners.
At present, then, citizen participation in water
resources planning has in a limited fashion enhanced bureau-
cratic accountability and responsible water planning. Fur-
ther changes will permit it to do an even better job in
this regard, within an advisory framework. it is also
clear, however, that there exist problems of accountability
in water resources planning which citizen participation can-
not itself resolve. Other reforms, such as reorganization
and centralization, seem in order here. In the end, what
citizen participation achieves in any given study is likely
to be less than ideal and will depend upon how the individual
planners use the information provided. ^"^ In short, citizen
participation can encourage the development of responsible
water plans, it cannot, in and of itself, create them.
Citizen Participation and the Accountability
of Officials in the Water Policy Subsystem
The planners who perform water-related planning
investigations form a vital part of the policy-making pro-
cess for water resources. In particular, their plans serve
as the basis for other policy-making activities; the quality
2 6These meetings were held in different regions by a
private firm under contract to E.P.A.
27Ortolano, p. 1-6.
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Of these plans has a significant impact on the caliber of
later policy decisions. However, it is also important to
assess the effects of citizen involvement on the accounta-
bility of the other policy-makers, including high-level
administrators, who are removed from the initial planning
process and who are responsible for translating the com-
pleted plans into authorized, funded, and implemented federal
projects. In general, what impact does citizen participation
have on the authorization, funding, and implementation of
responsible water resources policies?
The effect s of participation on the accountability
of officia ls in the water policy subsystem
. As A. Lee
Fritschler observes, there exist in different policy areas,
political subsystems comprised of the individuals and groups
who make or influence governmental decisions related to
those concerns. In the realm of water resources, the
primary actors in the policy subsystem are the leaders of
several Congressional committees and subcommittees, individ-
ual Congressmen from potentially affected areas, certain
officials of water-related agencies, representatives of vari-
ous clientele groups, and the members of the National Rivers
and Harbors Congress, which includes many of the above.
2 8
A. Lee Fritschler, Smoking and Politics; Policy-
making and the Federal Bureaucracy
, 2nd Edition (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Kall
,
Inc., 1975), p. 4.
29Among the key members of Congress are the leaders
of the Senate and House Public Works Committees.
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collectively, they dominate the authorization and appropri-
ation processes by which water projects are established.
AS Fritschler finds typical of public policy-making,
water resources policy has long been made "in a spirit of
friendly and quiet cooperation between small segments of
congress, the bureaucracy, and the interest group commu-
nity. Environmental groups, the Office of Management and
Budget, and, most recently. President Carter-in his attempt
to stop the funding of some thirty water projects-have
sought to end the exclusivity of this policy-making arrange-
ment. However, the results of their challenge prove quite
mixed at best. Carter's recent efforts to block many of
these specific projects encountered vigorous opposition in
congress, and, at this writing, it appears that at least some
of the projects will be funded.
For many observers, the way in which water-related
decisions are made and the resultant policies exemplify much
of what is wrong with American public policy-making. Sev-
eral "blue-ribbon" panels, for example, the Second Hoover
Commission's Task Force on Water Resources and Power, have
called for changes in both the structure for making water
policies and in the policies themselves, policy and process
30Fritschler, p. 4.
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being inextricably linked. ^1 More specifically, criticises
Of the process have centered on the perceived lack of both
objectivity and concern for the "public interest." The
initiative for policies, the critics charge, typically
comes from agencies with vested interests in completing the
projects
.
Moreover, Congressional involvement in water policy-
making centers on individual Representatives or Senators,
who are interested in securing projects for their constitu-
encies, rather than on Congress as a collective body. This
reflects the shared attitude among the members, in part
based on concern for reelection, that a Congressman should
represent the interests of the voters who elected him or
her to office. Thus, mutual accommodation prevails. Maass
notes that a Congressman usually does not intervene in the
decision-making process, unless it concerns a project in his
3 3or her district. Congress's reliance on committees, its
seniority system (despite some relaxation of these rules)
,
and the specialization prevalent among its members reinforce
31For a discussion of the Hoover Commission Task
Force see Ben Moreell
, Our Nations Water Resources—Policies
and Politics (Chicago: The Law School, University of
Chicago
,
1956)
.
32Helen Ingram, "Patterns of Politics in Water
Resources Development," Natural Resources Journal
,
XI
(January 1971)
, pp. IOV-TTT:
33Maass, pp. 140-141.
these tendencies. 34 Generally, this situation allows the
lobbyists for client groups to concentrate their forces on
key members, the resultant policies being shaped by the
logic of "pork-barrel" politics.
This process, say the critics, leads to the adoption
of policies of questionable rationality. According to Helen
Ingram and other observers, water policies in the United
States are too project-oriented; no broad discussions of
goals and alternatives occur, a situation which leads to
inconsistent, often contradictory policies. Moreover,
these policies do not respond to "economic and physical
facts" or "social and environmental forces. "3"^ Too few
individuals or groups ostensibly benefit. These problems
carry over into the implementation stage which is dominated
by these same interests.
Needless to say, many individuals, particularly the
principals involved, dispute this assessment of water
resources policy-making; however, for this author the above
provides an accurate portrayal of the present situation.
The question, then, becomes: "Does (or can) citizen
34
Ingram, p. 109.
35
In discussing the failure of the Teton Dam, one
observer noted that the project must have involved an
"inferior grade of pork"; see Gallagher, p. 108.
36 Ingram, pp. 105, 116.
37
Ibid.
, p. 117.
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participation enhance the accountability of the high-level
acaministrators and Congressmen who are part of the water
resources subsystem?" can participation increase the like-
lihood that more responsible water-related policies will
result?
This proves difficult to answer. At present some
citizens participate in the process by which water policies
are formally enacted (authorized and funded)
, but their
level and means of involvement vary considerably. It is
even harder to track and assess the amount of influence which
they have than was the case with the planning studies
examined above.
Citizen involvement at these later stages of decision-
making does not consist primarily of "public participation"
in administrative activities, in the sense that the term
has been used above. There is little direct contact between
the policy-making leadership of the various water-related
agencies and interested citizens. Instead, citizens become
involved in policy-making through the more traditional means
of participation: (1) contacting individual Congressmen;
(2) testifying at formal hearings; (3) serving on special
commissions or task forces; or (4) being members of such
permanent advisoiiy bodies as the Citizens' Advisory Committee
on Environmental Quality. These latter two types of bodies
differ, however, from committees like the LISS CAC in that
they are not as likely to become immersed in either the
operations of given water-related agencies or the substance
Of particular projects. Finally, citizens also participate
during the implementation stage of projects by filing suits
to stop or in some other way affect them.
In general, direct participation by citizens during
the authorization and funding stages of water resources
policy-making is much less systematic than it is at the
earlier planning stages; neither are the requirements for
participation as specific. Unless a particular task force
should choose to hold hearings outside of Washington and in
the affected region (s), participation will normally occur on
a relatively small scale, involving few citizens from the
areas in question. All of these conditions exacerbate the
problems of representativeness, timing, and lack of informa-
tion which were discussed above. Moreover, these contacts
are likely to be of a formal nature, in contrast to the fre-
quently informal relationships between citizens and planners.
Because of such general characteristics, the influence of the
general citizenry over the relevant administrators and Con-
gressmen during these later policy-making stages does not
appear very appreciable.
More specific limitations on the influence of those
citizens who testify at hearings or who belong to advisory
bodies can also be identified. First, while certain citizens
3 8For a more elaborate discussion of citizens pur-
suing court action see Sax, op. cit .
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speaking at public hearings come in part from public interest
groups and environmental organizations, the political
resources and, hence, the influence of such group repre-
sentatives or of other unaffiliated individuals seldom match
those Of client groups. Second, those citizens who serve on
ad hoc commissions also have very limited influence over the
officials creating project-oriented water policies. During
their temporary existence, such panels focus on broad issues
rather than on the merits of individual projects, yet these
projects form the bulk of water-related legislation. Third,
the influence of permanent advisory bodies is also circum-
scribed, that of the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environ-
mental Quality providing a case in point. The Committee met
only three times in 1975 and, as reflected in its annual
report for that year, did not address issues related to domes-
39tic water usage. Thus, during this period the impact of •
this major advisory committee on the kinds of issues raised
above seems minimal. These problems all retard the efforts
of direct participation to enhance accountability and respon-
sible public policy.
In addition, citizens continue to participate in an
indirect manner in authorization and funding decisions. They
do so through the written summaries of public reactions to
39 .Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental
Quality, Report to the President and to the Council on
EnvironmentaT Qua.riTy (Washington, D.C., DeceirJjer
,
p. 30.
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respective plans which many planning agencies submit to the
Water Resources Council, the President, and, eventually,
the congress as part of, or along with, their final plan-
ning documents. For example, both the LISS and SENE plans
contained a section summarizing the major comments about
the plan received from both various public agencies and citi-
40
zens. Such summaries, which provide a written statement
of citizen recommendations regarding individual planning
documents, may influence the men\bers of the policy-making-
subsystem. Yet although such citizen inputs seem of import-
ance, it is impossible within the lim.its of this investiga-
tion to assess the impact which they have on the bureaucrats
or Congressmen (or legislative aides) who read them. The
assumption is that they do at least read them.
What is clear is that several problems beset the use
of these summaries, as reflected in Katherine Warner's call
for a "reviewable record" of public participation."^"^ First,
not all planning agencies produce such documentation.
Second, no satisfactory standards have been established for
what should be included in such summaries. For example,
the LISS and SENE staffs made commendable efforts to summar-
ize and respond directly to citizen recommendations, using
40See NERBC, People and the Sound—Supplement
,
pp. 216-221; NEREC, Report of the SENE Study , pp. RR-1 to
RR-11.
arner, p. 10.
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an outline format. However, their suimnaries could have been
improved by separating the consents of the citizens from
those of the reviewing agencies and by providing a more sub-
stantive discussion Of the citizens' comments and the
staffs' reactions to them. One danger is that such summaries
may not supply later reviewers with enough information about
citizens' views to make the information usable.
Such reviewable records of public involvement in
these planning stages may permit citizens to influence
indirectly subsequent decisions about these plans. Whether
or not this occurs depends on the quality of the initial
comments, the receptivity of the reviewers to the ideas
expressed, and the basic adequacy of the written record pro-
vided. Further efforts are necessary to insure that the lat-
ter condition is met.
Thus, by both direct and indirect means citizens do
at present participate in the formal enactment of water
resources policies. The nature and the extent of this
involvement, however, differs significantly from public
participation in the earlier planning processes of given
projects. In short, the participation phenomenon has not
permeated the authorization and funding stages of policy-
making to the extent that it has the initial planning ones.
It may be in part responsible for some changes in current
project-oriented v/ater policies, such as their somewhat
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greater concern for environmental and social costs. How-
ever, to date, genuine public involvement in these later
stages of public policy-making has proven very limited and
has not alleviated the basic deficiencies associated with
the authorization and funding processes.
This is also true with regard to the impact of citi-
zen participation during the implementation stage of policy-
making. Citizen involvement at this point, often through
the use of the courts, has proven to be a rather sporadic
process, marked by uneven results. In some instances citizen
suits have blocked what might reasonably be said to be pro-
jects of dubious value, yet the courts have tended both to
defer to administrative expertise and to resolve cases along
procedural lines. These latter factors have limited citi-
zen influence, as have the various technical restraints on
judicial power, including the concepts of standing and stare
. . 43decisis
.
Still other individuals become involved in the imple-
mentation stages of policy-making by staying in contact with
either the agency performing the task or Congressmen with
an interest in it. Although few authors have systematically
studied the accomplishments of citizens who participate
during the implementation process, it seems reasonable to
42Sax, p. 148.
43Murphy, pp. 353-355.
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say that their involvement is also characterized by sporadic
and uneven results.
Thus, citizen involvement in the authorization,
funding, and implementation stages of policy-making has not,
to date, significantly enhanced the accountability of the
governmental members of the water policy subsystem or the
quality of water resources policies. In this respect, the
current beneficial effects of public participation in these
later stages of policy-making, where it is more infrequent
in timing and uneven in results, are not commensurate with
those of citizen involvement in the earlier planning pro-
cesses
.
Enhancing the accountability of officials in the
water policy subsystem
. Increasing the opportunities for
citizen participation offers one potential means for
enhancing the accountability of the administrative and Con-
gressional officials who control the authorization, funding,
and implementation of water-related policies. Probably the
most serious problem which has been mentioned above is the
narrowness of the concerns which presently enter into and
dominate these stages of the water resources policy-making
process. Current policies are presently geared to the needs
of certain agencies (organizational survival) , constituent
groups (money and jobs for the district) , and particular
clients (services at little cost) . Just as it does in the
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earlier planning processes, citizen participation provides
a way of introducing a new and somewhat broader set of
concerns, including long-neglected environmental and social
ones, into these calculations. To fulfill this promise,
however, the role of citizens during these later stages of
policy-making must be enlarged. Given considerable public
apathy, the centering of most high-level decision-making
activities in Washington, and the closed, complex nature of
the policy-making process, this cannot be readily achieved.
Citizen participation in these later stages of policy-
making can and should be increased. Some expense, some
inconvenience, and some dangers (since the citizens are not
truly representative) will result, but not in any extreme
44degree. The more serious obstacle is that public partici-
pation in these stages of policy-making seems likely to be
highly limited, even at best, although it can be increased
in several ways. These include (1) creating a Citizens
Advisory Committee for Water Resources; (2) fostering con-
tacts between citizens and Congressmen, such as by holding
more public meetings outside of the nation's capital; (3) pro-
viding more general information to citizens about water poli-
cies and priorities; and (4) improving the documentation of
citizen responses to earlier planning documents. The latter
44
Ruth Ittner and Dorthee S. Pealy , "Citizen Partici-
pation; Search for Criteria," Washington Public Policy Motes
,
Institute of Governmental Research, University of Washington,
Seattle, Wash., V (Spring 1977).
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would require the creation of a more complete record of
public comments than is now typically produced; more uniform
guidelines for such S'ommaries are needed. One possibility
is that citizen advisors might themselves produce such a
record. The citizens involved in the LISS, SENE
, and CRBP
programs made no such detailed, collective effort near the
end of their respective studies, but then they were not
asked to do so. The 1971 report by the Citizens Review
committee on the Connecticut River Comprehensive Study shows,
given certain conditions, what is possible in this regard.
In general, such reforms would increase citizen influence in
these later policy-making stages both by involving them more
directly and attaching greater meaning and importance to
their earlier inputs.
It also seems logical that as citizens participate
more systematically in planning investigations, they will .
develop more interest in local and regional water resources
programs. This heightened interest may spur their involve-
ment in the subsequent authorization, funding, and imple-
mentation stages, making them more inclined to contact adminis-
trators and legislators about such concerns. Even given
these developments, however, it is difficult to imagine
increased participation overcoming many of the problems
op. cit.
45 ....See the Report of the Citizen Review Committee,
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.zens
discussed above. It is more difficult to involve citi:
here than it is in the earlier planning stages.
Significant improvement in this part of the water
resources policy-making process and in the final policies
themselves lies primarily in improving our traditional
political institutions. This might be usefully pursued
through a number of different ways, including (1) Congres-
sional and election reform; (2) the establishment of a pub-
lic advocacy agency; (3) a comprehensive, long-term approach
to water policy-making; (4) emphasis upon environmental and
social concerns in the training of water resources planners
and engineers; (5) the reorganization and consolidation of
the water- related executive agencies; and (6) more substan-
tive involvement by the courts. In pursuing such reforms,
care must be taken not to circumscribe unduly the powers of
administrative decision-makers.
To summarize, citizen participation, despite its
many limitations, offers a significant way of enhancing the
accountability of water resources planners and of improving
the quality of water-related plans. As participation has
become more widespread in water resources planning in the
1970' s, it has in turn had a generally positive effect on
subsequent policy-making activities based upon these plans.
It has brought forth additional information and additional
perspectives for planners to consider and should, therefore.
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be encouraged. However, citizen involvement in the later
authorization, appropriation, and implementation stages of
policy-making has not kept pace with the above developments.
Further studies about public participation in these stages
are needed, but it seems clear that it is highly restricted
at present. Instead, these later stages are dominated by
the senior administrators, key legislators, and other actors
who comprise the water policy subsystem. All too often,
these individuals fail to create policies which serve the
interests of the public at-large. As seen above, many more
specific problems can be identified.
Citizens play both direct and indirect roles in
these later policy-making decisions, but highly limited ones.
For example, their specific comments iibout given plans, made
during the initial planning investigations, have less impact
in these subsequent stages than is warranted. Insuring that
an adequate reviewable record of such citizen inputs exists
is one way of seeking to increase citizen influence here.
Still other reforms, aimed at facilitating citizen involve-
ment are required. In the end, however, public participation
in authorization, funding, and implementation decisions is
unlikely in and of itself to enhance significantly the
accountability of the administrators and key legislators v/ho
comprise the water policy-making subsystem or to increase
the quality of the final water resources policies. Other
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are
types of political reforms, such as reorg.anization
,
needed to achieve this end. Citizen participation, then,
contributes to administrative accountability and respon-
sible planning, but the full benefits of these developments
are not likely to be realized unless accompanying reforms
bring greater accountability to the later stages of water
resources policy-making.
Citizen Participation and Bureaucratic
Accountability: Conclusions
The above case-studies and discussions of citizen par
ticipation in water resources planning and decision-making
encourage one to reflect at a more general level on bureau-
cratic power in public policy-making and the role that
citizens can play in enhancing adxainistrative accountability
and responsible public policy. Again, however, certain
cautions must be observed, for the roles played by adminis-
trators and citizen advisors may vary from one policy area
to another. For example, the problems of administrative
accountability seem especially severe in the realm of water
resources because of (1) the power of the major agencies,
(2) the low salience in some areas of the issues involved,
(3) the highly fragmented nature of the decision-making
structure, and (4) the technical nature of much of the
enterprise. This suggests that water resources adminis-
trators enjoy greater autonomy than many of their counter-
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parts in other policy areas. With regard to the role of
citizens, sindlar differences occur. citizen involvement
appears more feasible in more compact, shorter-term, more
locally-oriented programs, such as those dealing with
community Development, than in water resources policy-making,
in contrast, it would seem far less practicable in the areas
of foreign affairs and defense, where the need for secrecy
has long been recognized by most observers, despite their
disagreement over how much secrecy is desirable.
Nevertheless, the above findings seem broadly appli-
cable to most policy areas. The particular successes and
failures of public participation have been, or m.ay be, repli-
cated in other fields. For example, citizen involvement in
former War on Poverty programs and current Community Develop-
ment programs has similarly suffered from problems of repre-
sentativeness, role-definition, program structure, timing,
lack of information, and parochialism.'^'^ The above examina-
tion, then, provides an appropriate basis for further dis-
cussion.
46 ^Thomas Halper, Foreign Policy Crisis; Appearance
and Reality in Decision Making (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.
Merrill Publishing Co., 1971), Chap. 1.
47Moynihan
,
op. cit
. ; little has been written about
participation in the new Community Development programs,
yet from this author's observations, many of these same
problems still exist.
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The impact of bureaucracy on policy formulation
. The
NERBC case-studies demonstrate the prominent, sometimes pre-
dominant, role that bureaucrats play in water resources
planning and policy-making. Administrators are primarily
responsible for determining what problems are studied and
for conducting the planning investigations which form the
foundation upon which water policies are built. Senior
administrators are themselves important members of the poli-
tical subsystem which controls the authorization and funding
of water projects. Bureaucrats also dominate the implemen-
tation stage of policy-making. In general, these findings
parallel the conclusions of most authors who have studied
administrative involvement in policy formulation in other
issue areas. Clearly, bureaucrats play a major role in
public policy-making, regardless of substantive area.
Given the many pressures upon administrators to serve
essentially private interests, this situation quite appro-
priately raises concerns among many observers. As Peter Woll
argues, the growth of bureaucratic powers has fundam.entally
altered the American constitutional system by causing a
breakdown in the primary mechanism—elections—which has
4 8traditionally limited the arbitrary power of government.
New or restored mechanisms are needed to enhance administra-
tive accountability and to provide responsible public
4 8Peter Woll, American Bureaucracy , 2nd ed. (New
York: W. W. Norton and Co. , Inc. , 1977) , pp. 18-22.
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policies which are responsive, effective, and lawful.
In seeking to design such mechanisms, however, one
must consider the very indispensability of bureaucracy.
As Woll states :
Given the needs of modern government for economic
regulation, specialization, continuity, and speedin the dispatch of business, to mention only afew. It is the bureaucracy that has stepped in tofill the gap created by the inability of otherbranches to fulfill all of these requirements . ^9
These developments have occurred concurrently in water
resources, and other policy areas. Thus, in their pursuit
of accountability and in their desires to limit bureaucratic
discretion, observers must be careful not to destroy the
vitality of these administrative organizations and with it
that of American government itself. To be successful, pro-
posed reforms must balance these two different sets of con-
cerns. As demonstrated above, current efforts at increasing
public participation in administrative decision-making offer
one reasonable way of addressing these needs.
The effects of citizen participation on bureaucratic
accountability
. Within very real limits, the involvement of
citizens in administrative policy-making activities in an
advisory capacity increases bureaucratic accountability and
the formulation of responsible public policies. Public
participation is, however, certainly not a flawless mechanism
"^^Ibid.
, p. 248.
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in this regard. Because of low turnout, the citizens who
participate are usually not genuinely representative of the
public at-large. Low-income, minority-group, and working-
class individuals are often not adequately involved. Prob-
lems of role-definition, program structure, and limited
information recur. The parochial interests of citizens
may run contrary to the expertise of the administrators
.
The timing of the citizen involvement usually proves sub-
optimal. In addition, there exists the ever-present dangers
that an influential group of citizens, in their quest for
public services, may co-opt an agency into serving narrow
interests or that an agency, in its quest for survival or
aggrandizement, may manipulate a group of citizens. For
example, Frauenglass maintains that a citizen advisory board
IS :
often placed between the public and the agency and
then used to promote management plans and proposals
and to discharge public animosity toward the agency.
The above case-studies, however, show that advisory groups are
capable of serving more honorable purposes. In general, these'
various problems detract from, but do not destroy, the value
of citizen participation as a means for enhancing accounta-
bility. In practice, no mechanisms for providing accounta-
bility function ideally; citizen participation is not atypical
^^Wengert, p. 14.
5] Frauenglass, pp. 492-493.
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in this regard. m most aspects of government there is,
in Curran's words, a "basic gap between political theory
and political process. "^^
Despite its limitations, public participation
serves in many ways to increase administrative accounta-
bility and the likelihood that public policies will be
responsible ones. As discussed above, citizens contributed
to the NEREC Studies by (1) supplying pertinent information
about local conditions; (2) evaluating the methodological
approaches, priorities, and assumptions of the planners;
(3) raising broad, but related value questions; (4) calling
the planners' attention to immediate problems; and (5) making
the plans more politically acceptable. These inputs helped
to increase the accountability of the administrators involved
and to make the final LISS, SENE, and CRBP plans m.ore respon-
sive and effective. Other interested citizens have had, or
can have, comparable impacts on planning or other adminis-
trative policy-making activities in V7ater resources and
other substantive areas. Moreover, as evidenced above, the
involvement of citizen advisors in administrative policy-
making activities complements other mechanisms for accounta-
bility.
Public policy-making, in its many stages, is a rather
exclusive process. Virtually every policy area is dominated
52Curran
, p. 37.
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by a political subsystem with a limited membership, includ-
ing bureaucratic actors. Unavoidably, the policies which
result are limited by the perspectives, the desires, and
the experiences of the administrators and other subsystem
members. citizen participation, while not truly representa-
tive, expands this process in a significant manner by
encouraging the examination of additional important concerns
which would otherwise not be considered. in the area of
water resources, citizen participants have influenced plan-
ners and other policy-makers to pay greater attention to
long-ignored environmental and social concerns. Similarly,
citizens involved in various urban programs have urged plan-
ners and other policy-makers to take into account social
concerns and the needs of minority groups, which received too
little emphasis in the past.
In short, citizen participation provides an addi-
tional voice or group of voices, to a rather closed policy-
making process. Thus, despite its many limitations, it
increases the likelihood that administrative policy-makers
will be motivated to serve the public at-large and that
responsible public policies will result. This would be
even more the case, if a broader range of people would par-
ticipate, particularly during the later stages of policy-
making. As Wengert observes, it is difficult to distinguish
between the needs of clients or constituents and those of
the public at large." y^t the distinction exists and must
be recognized; citizen participation aids in insuring that
the latter' s needs are considered.
Enhancing accountability through participation and
other means
.
Because of the varied problems associated with
public participation, citizen involvement in administrative
policy-making should be limited to an advisory role. The
alternative, granting decision-making authority to citizens,
would only replace other imperfect means of providing
accountability with an equally flawed mechanism. An advisory
and, hence, complementary role is more appropriate.
Within this framework some improvements in policy
have been realized, although there is considerable room for
improvement. Citizen participation is a rather uneven pro-
cess within and among different policy areas. Some flexi-
bility in the structure of public participation programs
is appropriate to accommodate the demands of different fields,
yet the present lack of uniform standards is unjustified.
At present, as Doerksen and Pierce note, the situation "is
one of change, jockeying for position, uncertainty, and con-
54flict." Overall, citizens have not been sufficiently inte-
grated into the policy-making process, especially at the
crucial authorization and funding stages.
53Wengert, p. 15.
54Doerksen and Pierce, op. cit.
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A number of suggestions for improving this situation,
thereby enhancing bureaucratic accountability and the quality
of public policies, have been offered above. These include
(1) expanding current public participation and public
information programs; (2) setting more uniform standards
for citizen involvement; (3) better defining the roles of
citizen participants; (4) carefully and concisely documenting
citizen comments; (5) training administrators to work cooper-
atively with citizens; and (6) establishing procedures to
evaluate public participation strategies and techniques.
A significant effort is needed to involve citizens in public
policy-making in a more meaningful way.
The above has also shown, however, that there are
various problems of administrative accountability, in water
resources and in other policy areas, which citizen partici-
pation is incapable of rectifying. It cannot, for example,
overcome the problems associated with a highly fragmented
decision-making structure. For this reason, it seems appro-
priate to think of public participation as one of several
interrelated means by which bureaucartic accountability and
responsible public policy can be realized. It is generally
compatible with the efforts to strengthen the accountability
of administrators to the Congress, the President, the courts,
and fellow professionals. Public participation should,
therefore, be pursued along with, rather than instead of,
these other means for providing bureaucratic accountability.
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APPENDIX A
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this examination of citizen participation in
three major planning efforts undertaken by the New England
River Basins Commission, the Long Island Sound Study, the
Southeastern New England Study, and the Connecticut River
Basin Program, a varied approach has been taken. It has
included the following:
1. The examination of public participation materials
and other publications of the New England River
Basins Commission (NERBC) and its three studies.
In particular, the author has focused on the
draft and final plans of the three studies and
the degree to which they reflect public comments.
The respective staffs proved extremely coopera-
tive in furnishing copies of all materials
requested by the author.
2. The observation of numerous advisory group meet-
ings and public meetings over a two-year period,
as well as a review of minutes of earlier meetings
which took place before the research began.
3. Interviews with NERBC staff members, members of
the advisory groups associated with the studies
,
and other individuals involved in these projects.
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Perhaps, even more importantly, the author spent
a great deal of time conversing with these same
individuals in an informal manner at the many
different advisory and public meetings.
4. The administration of a survey to citizens
attending the final series of public meetings
to examine their background characteristics,
their sources of information about the study,
the degree of their involvement in the planning
process, their evaluation of the public meetings,
and their attitudes toward the draft plans pro-
duced by the three studies.
Since the latter survey proves the most unique of
the research methods used in this study, a brief description
of this research tool is in order. The questionnaire was
designed and administered by a research team of which the •
author was a member. This research team, centered at the
Institute for Man and Environment of the University of
Massachusetts, was funded by a grant from the U.S. Department
of the Interior, Office of Water Research and Technology,
to Madge 0. Ertel, the Principal Investigator. The question-
naire sought both demographic and attitudinal information
from the citizens attending the final series of evening
public hearings sponsored by the Long Island Sound Study
(January 19 75) , the Southeastern New England Study (May and
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June 1975)
,
and the Connecticut River Basin Program (Febru-
ary and March 1976). They were held during the official
90-day review period for each study. A few additional
items were added to the questionnaire following the LISS
Study meetings.
The respondents, those who returned the questionnaire,
completed it either before, during, or after that night's
meeting. In the course of this survey, the members of the
research team personally handed the questionnaires to the
people attending, as they registered at the meeting entrance.
Prearranged comments by the respective study managers at
each meeting's beginning, the remarks made by the research
team members at the time of distribution, and the instruc-
tions on the questionnaire itself all directed those citizens
in attendance to complete the questionnaire and to return it
to a research team member when leaving the auditorium.
The design for administering the survey was in itself
experimental and contrasted with the use in similar studies
of mailed questionnaires and responses. Dissatisfied with
the typical return rates of these latter surveys, the author
and the other researchers sought to achieve a higher rate of
response by conducting the survey at the meetings, thereby
broadening the data base of the study and including among
the respondents people who would be unlikely to reply to a
mailed questionnaire. By design, this process involved
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an informational trade-off. The process called for a ques-
tionnaire shorter in length than those frequently used in
mailed surveys
,
so as to allow ample opportunity for com-
pletion and not to detract from the presentations made at
the meetings, yet one which could be expected to produce
data more representative and more accurate than that com-
piled from mailed surveys. A sample of this questionnaire
is included in Appendix B.
The number of respondents supports the above assump-
tion that such a format will produce a high rate of response.
Some 1118 people out of a combined audience of about 1400
attendees returned the questionnaire, for a response rate of
80%. It seems reasonable to infer from this figure that the
information provided by this survey is more representative
than that which would have been received by means of a
mailing process. The fact remains, however, that one person
in five did not return a questionnaire, despite the efforts
of the research team mentioned above. This figure bears
examination, although the explanations offered are quite
impressionistic. Included in this number are most newsmen,
many of v/hom told the researchers that they felt it inappro-
priate to answer the questionnaire. Confusion about the
questionnaire or the process, the constraints of time, and
even the use of the questionnaire for note-taking during the
meeting account for other non-returns. One may also
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speculate that seme people identified the survey with the
NERBC Studies themselves or with their own previous survey
efforts and, because of dissatisfaction with the plans or
because they had filled out a questionnaire in the past,
chose not to respond. Finally, it appears that some people
resist surveying because they resent the intrusion, fail
to see merit in the venture, or have other reasons. In
summary, however, there is no firm evidence to suggest that
any particular groups of people have been excluded from the
data base.
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APPENDIX B
PUBLIC MEETING QUESTIONNAIRE
Southeastern New England Study
This questionnaire is part of a study being conducted bv aresearch team from the University of Massachusetts Thepurpose of the project is to evaluate the effectiveness ofthe Southeastern New England Study's public participationprogram. Your answers to these brief questions will be
very helpful. All individual responses will be kept strictly
confidential. You need not sign the questionnaire, but feelfree to add any additional comments if you wish.
Please complete the questionnaire while you are at this meet-ing and return it to a member of the research team as you
leave. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
1. How did you hear about tonight's public meeting (Check
as many as apply)?
I read about it in the newspaper
1 heard about it on radio or T.V.
I received a copy of the newspaper "How to Guide
Grov7th in Southeastern New England" in the mail
^Someone told me about the meeting
I saw someone else's copy of "How to Guide Growth
in Southeastern Nev; England."
2. How many other public meetings or hearings on any public
issues have you attended in the last year?
0
1-5
5 or more
3. Before you heard about this meeting, did you already know
something about the SENE Study?
Yes No
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If so, how did you hear about the Study in the past?
^^tudy^""^^^ ^
^^^^ P"*"^^" ""^^^^"9 held by the SENE
-5h!"^?''Sf.L™!"^^5.?P°?^°>;^<i by mother groupWhere I heard about the Study
I received a letter from the SENE staff
I read about the Study in the newspaper
_I heard about the Study on radio or T V
Which of the statements below describe your reasons forcoming to this meeting? Please rank them according to
^moo^tanr^^r''%^° ^""^u^ important = 1, Second MostI portant = 2, etc. Leave blank those which do not apply.)
^ ^ ^ member of a governmental body
_I have public agency responsibility
_I am a member of an interested private community
organization
^ have an industrial or commercial interest in theStudy's recommendations
^ have a personal interest, but am not affiliated
with any of the above
Are you a member of the Citizen Advisory Committee or the
Regional Scientific Task Force?
Yes No
Are you a m.ember of a Basin Advisory Committee?
Yes No
you hold an elective or appointed office in government?Do
Yes No
If "yes," at what level?
Town
"city
County /Regional
State
Federal
8. What is your educational background?
High school or less
Some college or college degree
Graduate work
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9. What is your approximate family income?
Under $8,50 0
$8,500-$13 ,000
$13, 0 0 0- $20 ,000
^Over $20 ,000
10. Have you read the summary of the SENE Report "How toGuide Growth in Southeastern New England?"
^All of it
^Part of it
None of it
I never received or saw a copy
11. Have you seen and/or read a copy of the full Report of the
Study? ^
Yes No
If "yes," where?
Town hall
Local library
I received one in the mail
Someone else showed it to me
12. Have you ever personally discussed the Southeastern New
England Study v/ith a member of its Citizen Advisory Com-
mittee?
Yes No
13. Have you ever personally discussed the Southeastern New
England Study with a member of its staff?
Yes No
14. Which of the following has most influenced your opinions
on the SENE Study? (Most Important = 1, Second Most Import-
ant = 2 , etc.
)
Newspaper, radio or T.V. coverage
^Public meeting presentations
Personal contacts with SENE Study Advisory Committee
members
^Personal contacts with the Study's staff
^Knowledge of the problems discussed in the Study
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be abL^?o' ^f^^ the Study tole to of er comments at tonight's meeting?
Yes No
16. DO you feel that you have had an adequate opportunityto express your opinions regarding the Southeast^nNew England Study's Report''
s easter
Yes No
17. DO you feel that the Southeastern New England Studyhas considered the opinions expressed at previouspublic meetings (if you attended any)?
Yes
'No
To some extent
18. Does the SENE Report sufficiently reflect the needs
and preferences of your community?
Yes
~No
~To some extent
19. Planning decisions concerning the use of land and
water resources should be made primarily at the
Local level
Regional level
State level
Inter-state level
Local level with broad state guidelines
Federal level
20. What is your general opinion of the Report produced
by the Southeastern New England Study?
Very much approve
Approve
Undecided
Disapprove
Very much disapprove
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21. In which of the followinq concerned ^.-^ ^interested? ^ cerns are you tne most
^Environmental concerns
Industrial or commercial concerns
_Concerns for private property
_Concerns for community betterment
_Recreational concerns
Tfflr'tJV It^"" the Study's recommendations will beattected by the opinions expressed tonight?
_Yes
_No
To some extent
Optional Comments
1
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